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Abstract:
Mammographic techniques used for screening programmes need to be of the highest 
quality; hence, the need of a good phantom to mimic breast response to radiation. 
The phantom materials must be sensitive to small changes in the mammography 
system and provide a means of evaluating the absorbed dose to the breast. These 
materials have to provide the same attenuation properties as the real tissues being 
simulated, for the radiation modalities being investigated. Cross-linked hydrophilic 
copolymers have the potential to be good phantom materials for the breast as their 
elemental compositions are similar to soft tissue.
Two types of hydrophilic copolymer materials used in this study were 
designated as ED IS and ED4C. They were made from a certain proportionate 
mixture of methyl methacrylate and vinyl pyrrolidone. The physical properties of the 
materials such as liquid uptake and dimensional changes in hydration and 
dehydration processes were studied. The equilibrium water content of ED IS and 
ED4C fully hydrated in water was 55% and 70% respectively. The samples 
underwent distortion when dehydrated and a volume approximation formula for the 
dehydrated samples was derived.
The linear attenuation coefficient and the mass attenuation coefficient of the 
hydrophilic copolymer materials at photon energies in the mammographic energy 
region were determined. Both a single beam transmission method and a photon 
transmission tomography method were used. The results were compared with XCOM 
calculated attenuation coefficients of water and average breasts using the elemental 
composition found in the literature. It was found that the mass attenuation coefficient 
of dry hydrophilic copolymer samples closely fit the XCOM calculated old-age 
breast (Breast 3) and samples fully hydrated in water fit the calculated young-age 
breast (Breast 1).
Measurements were also carried out to determine the linear attenuation 
coefficient of normal and abnormal breast tissues at four photon energies in the 
mammographic energy region. The values found were in good accord with calculated
average breast values. However, more studies need to be done as only three samples 
were used.
The electron density of the hydrophilic copolymer materials was determined 
by using the Compton scattering technique. The electron density for dry ED IS 
sample was (3.1 ± 0.4) x 1023 electrons per cm3 and for dry ED4C was (4.4 ± 0.4) x 
1023 electrons per cm3.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Breast cancer is a major health problem as it is the most common cancer in 
women. It comprises 28% of all female cancers (Zapka et al. 1992). In Britain 1 in 12 
women will develop breast cancer resulting in 15000 deaths a year. Mammographic 
techniques used for screening programmes need to be of the highest quality; hence, 
the need of a good phantom to mimic breast response to radiation. The phantom must 
be sensitive to small changes in the mammography system and provide the means of 
evaluating the absorbed dose to the breast.
The purpose of tissue simulation is “to replicate the effects within and around 
irradiated body tissues using the so-called ‘tissue-equivalent’ materials” (White 
1982). These materials have to provide the same attenuation properties as the real 
tissues being simulated, for the radiation modalities being investigated.
As measuring equipment and clinical techniques have become more 
sophisticated, so the types of tissues needing simulation and the degree of agreement 
required between replicating material and real tissue have dramatically increased. 
The development of more elaborate anthropomorphic materials and phantoms is 
required as modem medical radiation equipment and techniques become more 
discerning.
General improvement in technology has necessitated the simulation of more 
representative tissues. However, another factor which strongly influences whether 
more tissues can be simulated is the sparse published data on the elemental 
composition of human tissues and organs. There is a need for more data of elemental 
composition and of mass density data and more reliable data must be made available.
White (1982) described the definition for materials used to imitate tissues into 
the following categories:
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Tissue equivalent material is a material that has mass interaction data over a 
given energy interval and a mass density within 1% of similar data for a tissue.
Tissue quasiequivalent material is any such material that matches all of the 
elements in a tissue except the C and O group, which is matched as a single C+O 
entity.
Tissue substitute is used to cover both of these categories and any material 
claimed to approximate a tissue in a given radiation response.
In recent years, the radiation and physical properties of cross-linked 
hydrophilic copolymers produced by Dr. Donald J. Highgate of the Chemistry 
Department, University of Surrey and also of Cranfield University have been studied 
by a number of researchers at the Department of Physics (Farquharson 1993, 
Hatzivagelli 1994, Ettimsi 1995, Al-Bahri 1995, Al-Haj 1996) under the supervision 
of Prof. Nicholas M. Spyrou. We believe that these copolymers have the potential to 
be good phantom materials for the breast as their elemental compositions are similar 
to soft tissue. By controlling the hydration level, the type of solution and the physical 
and chemical properties of the hydrophilic copolymers we might be able to imitate 
various types and stages of normal and pathological tissues.
1.2 Objective
The objective of this project was to study the attenuation properties of dry 
and hydrated cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer materials in the mammographic 
photon energy region. To this end both single beam attenuation measurements and 
tomographic scanning methods were used. The data obtained were compared with 
calculated values obtained from a computer programme called XCOM (Berger and 
Hubble 1987). Comparisons were also made with other materials of interest such as 
water.
1.3 Thesis outline
The results of this project are presented in this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the 
three main photon interaction processes in the mammographic photon energy range. 
These processes contribute to the attenuation properties of a material. Some
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background information on tissues and some tissue substitutes was also included in 
this chapter.
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer 
materials. Their elemental composition was so similar to the elemental composition 
of soft tissues that the present interest that they might mimic soft tissues such as 
breast was aroused. Their physical properties such as liquid uptake and changes in 
dimensions were studied in hydration, dehydration and rehydration cycles. It was 
noted that depressions were fonned at both ends of the dehydrated cylindrical 
samples. The effect of distortion of the dehydrated samples on the mass attenuation 
coefficient values was analysed.
Chapter 4 describes the tomographic scanning of dry and hydrated 
hydrophilic copolymer samples at 59.54 keV photon energy from an Americium-241 
radionuclide source. Results on tomographic scanning using a variable energy x-ray 
(VEX) source are presented. This was an attempt to determine the attenuation 
coefficient at photon energies below 59.54 keV. It must be noted that the intensity of 
the VEX source was veiy low to be a viable source for routine scanning.
Chapter 5 describes the detennination of the electron density of dry and 
hydrated hydrophilic copolymer materials by using Compton scattering technique. 
By knowing the electron density of the hydrophilic copolymer materials, more light 
is shed on the radiation properties of these materials.
The possibility of using a higher intensity photon source for tomographic 
scanning below 59.54 keV was realised when an industrial x-ray machine was made 
available at City University, London. Chapter 6 describes the x-ray machine, the x- 
ray fluorescent (XRF) targets available, the building of a tomographic scanner rig 
specifically for City University and the results of static single beam attenuation and 
tomographic scanning measurements. Preliminary tomographic scanning was also 
carried out on one normal and two abnormal breast tissues.
A method to determine the linear attenuation coefficient of samples by using 
the histogram of pixels is described in Chapter 7. With a larger number of pixels used 
to determine the linear attenuation coefficient, this method was expected to be more 
accurate than the 3 x 3 pixels used in the previous chapters.
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2. Overview of photon interactions, tissues 
and tissue substitutes
2.1 Introduction
For the range of photon energies in diagnostic radiology, three interactions 
need to be considered: photoelectric absorption, incoherent scattering and coherent 
scattering. Other mechanisms such as Thomson scattering and Delbruck scattering 
are not significant (Mossop 1988) and pair-production cannot occur for photon 
energies below 1.022 MeV.
Photon interaction cross-section data in the medical and biological context 
had been reviewed by Hubbell (1999).
2.2 Photoelectric absorption
In photoelectric absoiption, a photon is completely absorbed by an atom of 
matter, its energy is transferred to an orbital electron which is subsequently ejected 
from the atom. This energy transfer cannot occur between a photon and a free 
electron as both energy and momentum are not conserved. Subsequent rearrangement 
of electrons causes an emission of characteristic x-rays or another electron called an 
Auger electron.
The calculation of the photoelectric cross-sections for atoms are complex 
(Jackson and Hawkes 1981) but usually plane wave Bom approximation is used for 
low energies
o f  oc Z5E~3-5 
and for relativistic energies 
o f  oc Z5E~X
(2 .2.1)
(2.2.2)
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where E  is the photon energy and Z is the atomic number. These are not accurate but 
they do indicate the dependence of the cross-section on energy and atomic number.
2.3 Incoherent or inelastic scattering
The incident photon is scattered by the target atom at a lower photon energy 
whilst at the same time an electron is ejected. This process occurs if E > Eb where 
Ey is the energy of the incident photon and Ey is the binding energy of the electron.
E 'r ~  h y '
Figure 2.3.1 : Typical incoherent scattering process.
When a photon "collides" with a free electron, it will be scattered and its new 
energy, E'r , is given by
  (2.3.1)
-  cos 9)
where Ey is the incident photon energy, m0c2 is the rest mass energy of the electron
(0.511 MeV) and 6 is the scattering angle. This formula was derived by Compton 
and thence bears his name.
For a photon interaction with a free electron, the angular distribution for the 
scattered, unpolarised photons is given by the Klein-Nishina differential scattering 
cross-section
c2
where
da™ _  1
dQ ~ 2
f  2 'N2e v22 y
Vmoc y
- + >>-sin2 0 (2.3.2)
y  =
1+ E I -C O S #
V m o c
For low energies (100 keV and below) this is roughly isotropic but it becomes 
more forward peaked with increasing photon energy.
In nature, most electrons in matter are in bound states and not free. The effect 
on the cross-section is found using the impulse approximation which assumes that 
the photon-electron interaction is the same for all electrons independent of their state. 
The effect on binding can be represented by a multiplicative incoherent scattering 
function S(q,Z) given by
d a incoh d a K N
-S(q,Z) (2.3.5)
dQ dQ.
where q is the momentum transfer 2E / (he) sin(& / 2). This function suppresses the 
extreme forward angles of scattering leading to a lobed shaped cross-section (Kerr et 
al 1980).
At the higher photon energies, the binding energy of the electrons will be 
effectively free and S(q,Z) becomes equal to Z, giving the atomic cross-section
dJlincoh do«N (2.3.6)
dQ dQ
The terms incoherent, inelastic and Compton scattering are often used 
interchangeably. Strictly speaking Compton scattering refers to the interaction of 
photons with free, or effectively free, electrons only.
2.4 Coherent or elastic scattering
Coherent scattering is also called elastic scattering which indicates that the 
gamma-ray does not lose energy. The term coherent means there is a fixed phase 
relationship between incident and scattered photons. Commonly they are used 
interchangeably.
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Classically a free electron in an electromagnetic field oscillates at the field 
frequency absorbing and reemitting energy, thus acting as a scatterer. The differential 
cross-section for a classical non-relativistic interaction is given by the Thomson 
cross-section
d a ? d (  ~2 x2e
Kmc1 J
(l + cos<9) (2.4.1)
dQ. dQ
This can also be found at the low energy limit of the Klein-Nishina cross-section but 
in this classical form it has no energy dependence.
Again electrons in nature are in bound states and not free electrons. The 
elastic scattering from an atom is called Rayleigh scattering and is given by the form 
factor approximation as
^ \ F(q, z t d- ^  (2.4.2)
d a  ' n d a
where F(q,Z) is the atomic form factor. The assumption made is that all the electrons 
experience the same interaction allowing the factorisation of the cross-section into 
the free electron form multiplied by a factor to account for the binding in the atom. 
This is not rigorously valid especially at absorption edges (Bradley and Ghose 1984) 
but nonetheless this equation has been widely used to calculate the Rayleigh 
scattering cross-section. Exact calculations of coherent scattering are very time 
consuming even on large computers (Mossop 1988).
At the very simplest level a Thomas-Fermi approximation yields the often 
quoted form for the cross-section
(2.4.3)
dQ dQ
Though useful as a guide to the effect of atomic number on the cross-section 
it is not valid in general (Bradley and Ghose 1984). The use of Z" parametrisation 
reveals that n has to be a function of momentum transfer (i.e. angle and energy) and 
also of Z itself.
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2.5 Linear attenuation coefficient
The absorption and scattering of photons in matter causes attenuation of a 
photon beam. Consider a photon beam passing through a medium of thickness L. Let 
the intensity of the incident beam be I0 and the transmitted beam be I(.
Figure 2.5.1 : The attenuation of a photon beam.
The probability of traversing thickness L of a medium without an interaction 
is e where n  is the linear attenuation coefficient.
Hence, the intensity of the transmitted beam is
1 = 1  e"fjL1t I ot:
 In
L v v ' - '
(2.5.1)
If the total linear attenuation is given by
M = Ma +M t +Mk +Mc* (2.5.2)
where a  indicates the contribution due to Compton scattering, r  due to photoelectric 
absorption, k due to pair-production and coh due to coherent scattering. Since the 
energy of the photons used in our works is less than 100 keV, the contribution of 
pair-production can be ignored.
Then
I  = I0 ■ e ^ L ■ • e ^ L ■................................. (2.5.3)
The number of atoms per unit volume of material is given by
c2
N = £^A - (2 .5 .4)
A
where p  is the density of the medium and is the Avogadro’s number.
Hence
p  = N  • <rtotal
* total (2.5.5)PNaA
PNA
\ Z e °
K N  , , , _ c o l i  ,
+ a T + a K  +  cr +.,
A
where N  is the number of atoms per unit volume, crtotal is the total cross-section per 
atom, Na  is the Avogadro’s number and A is the atomic mass.
2.5.1 Compton scattered coefficient
For Compton-scattered coefficient
Pcs=N n<?s
= P - A  
v A j
r  n  N
= PNA
A 
Z
\A ;
■ Z jy K N
(2.5.6)
mK N
where the subscript a represents atom, e crfN is the Klein-Nishina cross-section for 
free electrons. Nj[ is Avogadro’s constant, {A/A) is approximately constant for all 
elements (~0.45 ±0.05) except for element H, and e crfr is constant for a given 
energy and angle of scattering. Hence, finally the scattering coefficient depends to a 
large extent on density only
Mas ^ P
2.6 Mass attenuation coefficient
Linear attenuation coefficient is characterised by the fact that it varies with 
the density of the absorber, even though the absorber material is the same. The mass 
attenuation coefficient is more desirable (Hubbell 1999). It refers to the total 
probability of the photon interaction processes of interest. It is defined as
c2 10
f  ^
a
\ p j
total (2.6.1)
where x  is the mass thickness of the absorber layer in units of mass per unit area.
2.7 The Mixture Rule
For a mixture of n elements or compounds, the ‘Mixture Rule’ is
/  \  
E
\ p ) 'PJ\
f  \
E
\p J
^2+ +1
- Zi=i V p j  j
(2.7.1)
w,
m.where w, = —  is the proportion by weight of the z'th element in the mixture or 
M
compound, m\ is the mass of the z'th element and M is the total mass of the mixture or 
compound. This expression ignores any chemical effects and while generally 
accurate may be inappropriate near* absorption edges (±1 keV) (Jackson and Hawkes 
1981).
Consider the definition of the linear attenuation coefficient as given by
<u = N -a <rT (2.7.2)
where N  is the number of atoms per unit volume and a crT is the total cross-section 
per atom.
Considering the Klein-Nishina formula where cross-section per electron is
ecrT = JL^ JL .Then 
Z
ju = NZ-e a T
N a Z <j t
n az x
(2.7.3)
'e
= pNg ■. crT
where (NZ) is the number of electrons per unit volume (electron density) and Ng is 
the number of electrons per unit mass (electron mass density).
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Let us assume that the interaction processes occur below 1 MeV are of 
interest. The total cross-section per atom is given by
.  ° T  = „  <Lncoh + a  O'coh +« 7 (2.7.4)
It is permissible at some level of accuracy to write the cross-section for a 
single element in the form of a crT(E ,Z ). That is, for photoelectric absorption
fl ttt(E ,Z ) = K *(E)Zm + k coX\E )Z "  +e o f  (E)Z  (2.7.5)
Apart from photoelectric absorption contribution, /cph (A) contains coixections 
due to bound electrons in the incoherent term.
Therefore, the linear attenuation coefficient for a material (mixture)
Pm{E) = pNg -e a T(Z,E)
= pNg{rcvh(E)Z'"-1 +k C0]i(E)Z'‘-1 +e cr™(E)}
2.8 Effective atomic number
To determine the effective atomic number, most people neglect the second 
tenn (coherent) and assume that it depends only on one Z.
However, from plots in the literature (Kouris et al. 1982), it can be seen that 
the coherent cross-section a  changes with E. Let
p m(E) = pN g{Kvh(E )-Z m-1 +tcC0h( E ) + e o f"(£)}
(2 .8.1)
where Z and Z ' are the two effective atomic numbers which together with the 
electron density may be regarded as the physical properties that characterise the 
response of the medium to the transmission of photons.
If the contribution from coherent scattering is small, then one effective 
number (and electron density) will be sufficient to describe the medium.
However, for higher keV, the effect of Rayleigh scattering cannot be 
neglected. For a material M  containing a mixture of n elements, the linear attenuation 
coefficient is given by
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/ V “  t , i NA > .  ^
i=1 n (2.8.2)
= PN SY JXi ^ T ,1=1
where Ng is the electron mass density (electron density = pNg), T( indicates total of 
z'th element and the weighing factor
' a t f j
P -8-3 )
A
M  j
is the proportion by weight of the z'th element in the whole mixture.
Electron mass density = ^ ° ' °^ atoms x No. of electrons
Volume
(2.8.4)
Hence, for a mixture
For a single element (for E < 1.022 MeV)
„<yf =Kpl'(E)Z"‘ +k C0"(E)Z" +e ctkn(e )Z 
ju(E) = pNg{KvX\E)Z"'-x + /cC0h(E)Z"~l +e cr™}
(2.8.6)
For a mixture of elements
jUm(E) = pNg j/rph{E)Z"'~V +KcoYl(E)Z"'-1 +e (2.8.7)
Comparing the equations (2.24) and (2.29) for jum(E)
A, ecrTi = Kv]'(E )Z m-1 +Kcoh(E)Z"'-1 +e cr™ (2.8.8)
Then, the effective atomic number of the mixture
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z = [ i A , z r ' ] " - ' (2.8.9)
and
(2.8.10)
Most references in the literature indicate only one effective atomic number to 
represent a mixture by neglecting Rayleigh scattering. However, for energies greater 
than 70 keY, the effect of Rayleigh scattering is greater than the photoelectric effect; 
Rayleigh scattering cannot be neglected and hence the need for the two effective 
atomic numbers (Jackson and Hawkes 1981, Komis et al. 1982).
2.9 Tissues
Photon interaction processes in tissues depends on the types of radiation used, 
the radiation energies and the composition of the tissue. White and Fitzgerald (1977) 
and White (1977b) did a comprehensive analysis on the dependence of photon and 
electron interactions upon the atomic number. Carbon and oxygen are the most 
common elements in the tissues (ICRU 1989, ICRU 1992). The composition of the 
major and minor elements of human tissues is shown in Table 2.9.1.
Kim (1974) presented the chemical composition of several tissues for an 
average human adult. He also presented the linear attenuation for these tissues for the 
photon energy range from 15 keV to 2 MeV.
Principal soft tissues are adipose tissue, blood, muscle and skin (White 1982). 
Adipose tissue is defined by ICRP (1975) as composed of 80% fat, 15% water and 
5% protein (by weight). Principal skeletal tissues are cortical bone, inner bone and 
red maiTow.
White et al. (1991) reviewed the effects of age on the composition of healthy 
tissues. They tabulated the elemental composition, mass and electron densities of 
tissues from foetus to young adult. Soft tissues studied were adipose tissue, blood, 
brain, heart, kidney, lung, muscle, placenta, skin and spleen.
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Soft tissues and specifically breast were studied by a few authors. White et al. 
(1980) studied several human tissues using high-intensity fluorescent x-rays in the 
photon energy range of 9.88 - 59.32 keV. The soft tissues studied were adipose, 
breast, lung, muscle and thyroid. Cortical bone samples were also studied. 
Hammerstein et al. (1979) measured the linear and mass attenuation coefficient of 
breast tissues consisting of 50% adipose tissue and 50% glandular mass. Comparison 
was made with a mixture consisting of 50% fat and 50% water.
Table 2.9.1 : Elemental composition of human tissues (ICRU 1992).
Element Atomic
no.
Fraction by weight 
(%)
Fat Muscle Bone
Hydrogen 1 12.2 10.2 3.4
Carbon 6 76.1 12.3 15.5
Nitrogen 7 3.5 4.0
Oxygen 8 11.7 72.9 44.1
Sodium 11 <0.1 <0.1
Magnesium 12 <0.1 0.2
Phosphorus 15 0.2 10.2
Sulphur 16 0.5 0.3
Potassium 19 0.3
Calcium 20 <0.1 2.2
Constantinou (1982) found large variations in the composition of breast with 
age and subject. Apparently, breast tissue varies between the extremes of fat and 
muscles. He suggested three categories of breast composition: Average breast I for 
young age: 25% fat and 75% muscle; average breast II for middle age: 50% fat and 
50% muscle; and, average breast III for old age: 75% fat and 25% muscle. For most 
applications, 50% water and 50% fat formula can be considered adequate (although it 
lacks nitrogen, phosphorus and sodium contents).
Johns and Yaffe (1987) had determined the linear attenuation coefficient of 
some normal and neoplastic breast tissues. The photon energy range used was from
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18 keV to 110 keV. The three major types of breast tissue studied were fat, fibrous 
and infiltrating duct carcinoma. Infiltrating duct carcinoma was foimd to be slightly 
more attenuating especially for energies less than 30 keV.
Carroll et al. (1994) measured the linear attenuation coefficient for normal 
and abnormal breast tissues using synchrotron radiation in the photon energy range 
of 14 - 18 keV. They found that the mean linear attenuation coefficient of cancerous 
breast tissues was 10.9% higher than the mean of normal breast tissues and 66.5% 
higher than the mean of samples classified as normal breast fat with all the different 
energies used.
Photon transmission tomography might offer a better determination of linear 
attenuation coefficient of tissues as it provides this value throughout the cross-section 
of the sample. Al-Bahii and Spyrou (1996) used this technique to determine the 
linear attenuation coefficient of normal and pathological breast tissues at 59.5 keV 
photon energy of an americium-241 source. Comparison was made with the results of 
Johns and Yaffe (1987). Their work should be extended to lower photon energies in 
the mammographic energy region.
2.10 Tissue substitutes
The following quantities must be ideally identical between the phantom 
material and the tissue that it simulates; if the two are to absorb and scatter photons 
in the same way: (i) photon mass attenuation and mass energy absorption 
coefficients, (ii) electron mass stopping power and mass angular scattering power, 
(iii) mass density, and (iv) elemental constituents.
Some authors had presented their works to simulate certain human tissues. 
White et al. (1977a) formulated a series of epoxy resin based tissue substitutes 
simulating adipose tissue, bone, breast, lung, muscle and skin. They introduced new 
breast tissue substitutes designated as BRIO and BR12. The elemental composition 
of BR12 was H (8.68); C (69.95); N (2.37); O (17.91); Cl (0.14); Ca (0.95) and its 
specific gravity was 0.97. They found that the ratio of the mass attenuation 
coefficient of BR12 to that of breast tissue ranges from 0.98 at 0.01 MeV to 0.95 at 
100 MeV.
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White (1977c) developed an analytical procedure to formulate tissue 
materials using basic interaction data. One of the advantages of this procedure was 
the ability to select the best corrective additives once a primary material has been 
chosen.
Constantinou (1982) produced a series of liquid solutions and gels simulating 
muscle tissue, blood, brain, kidney, liver, thyroid, average breast, total soft tissue and 
total skeleton. Burke et al. (1982) produced tissue-mimicking materials consisting of 
microscopic solid or liquid particles suspended in water-based gelatin to simulate 
granulated fat and glandular parenchyma. They found excellent agreement with 
calculated values in the photon energy range of 15.2 - 60.0 keV.
McLean (1997) examined the radiographic equivalence of some breast 
phantom materials against fibrous glandular and adipose tissue formulations given by 
Hammerstein et al. (1979), ICRU Report 44 (1989), BR12 (White et al. 1977a), 
water and Lucite. He foimd that Lucite can be used to simulate mammographic 
compositions and thickness in calculating clinical breast doses.
The search for an ideal phantom material suitable for all photon energy region 
is far from over. Studies on the development of breast tissue substitute material need 
to be continued. Now there is a new material called hydrophilic cross-linked 
copolymer (Farquharson et al. 1995, Al-Bahri and Spyrou 1996) which might offer 
an exciting new phantom material. The studies on the characteristics of these 
materials will be presented in the coming chapters.
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3. Cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer
materials
3.1 Introduction
Hydrophilic materials which are commonly referred to as "hydrogels" are 
actually cross-linked hydrophilic copolymers. They have the ability to incorporate 
water into their structure without being dissolved in it. Essentially, the interest in 
these materials started as part of the development of contact lens materials (Highgate 
and Frankland 1975, Highgate 1978).
Hydrophilicity is the ability of a material’s molecules to adsorb and/or 
interact with water molecules without being dissolved in it. This can happen through 
the ability of the polar functional groups to form hydrogen bonding with water 
molecules. Basically, the water molecules are adsorbed in two distinct ways: (a) 
water molecules which are more or less bonded firmly to the hydrophilic sites 
usually through hydrogen bonding; (b) free water which enters the structure as 
expansion occurs. However, Jhon and Andrade (1973) suggested that water in many 
hydrogel systems can exist in at least three different, structurally distinct forms. They 
called them hydrated water, interfacial water and "normal" or bulk water.
The hydration characteristics are related to the chemical structure as follows 
(Highgate et al. 1989):
(a) The water attracting centres within the polymer system give rise to 
‘bound’ water. This is that part of water which is absorbed most readily. It enters the 
material at an early stage in hydration and is the most difficult to remove.
(b) Strong polar interactions and/or high density of short cross-links and 
small flexible side groups gives rise to small polymer-free zones. These limit the 
volume available for the simple absorption of water. Such unattached moisture is 
generally known as ‘free’ water and occupies the polymer-free zones around the 
polymer molecules. Osmotic reactions can occur in this part of the total moisture 
content and most easily moves into, or out of, the hydrated hydrophilic material.
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One of the main advantages of cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer being 
used as a tissue substitute material is its ability to absorb water which is one of the 
main components of human tissue. The copolymer is a mixture of hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic components. Basically, the copolymer used in our studies consists of a 
mixture of methylmethacrylate (MMA) and vinylpyrrolidone (VP).
Cross-linked hydrophilic copolymers have the potential to be used as breast 
phantom materials since they can be made to have similar elemental composition as 
that of body soft tissues. The copolymer which in this case consists of a combination of 
hydrophobic monomers (methyl methacrylate, MMA) and hydrophilic monomers 
(vinylpyrolidone, VP) (Highgate 1978) have all the required major elements, such as 
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, found in tissues.
3.2 Elemental composition
The hydrophilic materials used in this study are made from a combination of 
vinylpyrrolidone (a hydrophilic monomer) and methylmethacrylate (a hydrophobic 
monomer). The elemental composition of the individual monomers are as shown in 
Table 3.2.1 below.
Table 3.2.1 : The elemental composition of the hydrophilic materials. (Fraction by 
weight %)
Material H C N 0
Vinyl pyrrolidone (VP) 
(hydrophilic monomer)
8.16 64.84 12.6 14.39
Methyl methacrylate (MMA) 
(hydrophobic monomer)
9.59 71.4 19.02
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The molecular structure of the monomers are shown in Figure 3.2.1.
CH2 =  C ---- c o 2 c h 3
c h 3
(a) Methyl methacrylate (MMA)
H2C ---------- CH2
h 2 c C =  0
N
CH = C H 2
(b) VinylpyiTolidone (VP)
Figure 3.2.1 (a) - (b): Chemical structure of methyl methacrylate (MMA) and 
VinylpyiTolidone (VP).
The elemental composition of the cross-linked copolymer can be tailored by 
changing the composition ratio of the monomers. The two samples which are used in 
this study are designated as ED IS and ED4C. Their monomers composition ratio are 
as shown in Table 3.2.2 below.
Table 3.2.2 : Typical sample composition (ratio) used in this report.
Sample MMA VP
ED1S 1 3
ED4C 1 4
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The major elemental composition of the hydrophilic material is comparable to 
that of tissue (Table 3.2.3) and hydration may alter this. In addition, trace elements 
may also be introduced into the hydrophilic materials by hydration.
Table 3.2.3 : Percentage elemental composition of some tissues, tissue-equivalent 
materials (ICRU 1989) and hydrophilic matexials.
Sample H C N O Others
Adipose 11.4 59.8 0.7 27.8 0.1 Na, 0.1 S, 0.1 Cl
Soft tissue 10.1 11.1 2.6 76.2 0.1 Na, 0.2 P, 0.3 S, 0.2 Cl, 0.2 K
Muscle 10.2 14.3 3.4 71.0 0.1 Na, 0.2 P, 0.3 S, 0.4 K, 0.1 Cl
Breast
(mammary
gland)
10.6 33.2 3.0 52.7 0.1 Na, 0.1 P, 0.2 S, 0.1 Cl
Acrylic 8.0 60.0 - 32.0
BR12 8.7 69.9 2.4 17.9 0.1 Cl, 1.0 Ca
Mix D 13.4 77.8 - 3.5 3.9 Mg, 1.4 Ti
Paraffin wax 15.0 85.0 - -
Polyethylene 14.4 85.6 - -
P.T.F.E. - 24.0 - - 76.0 F
Temex 9.6 87.5 0.1 0.5 1.5 S, 0.3 Ti, 0.5 Zn
Water 11.2 - - 88.8
ED1S (dry) 8.52 66.48 9.45 15.55
ED4C (dry) 8.45 66.15 10.08 15.32
Highgate et al. (1989) studied the effect of freezing on water in the 
hydrophilic polymeric structure. This experiment was done in order to establish the 
suitability of hydrophilic polymeric materials as vehicles for water in energy-storage 
devices. They found that the hydrophilic polymeric structure inhibits the normal 
freezing process.
Some of the radiation and physical properties of cross-linked hydrophilic 
copolymers produced by Highgate (1978) have been studied by Farquharson et al. 
(1995) and Al-Bahri and Spyrou (1996). We believe that they have the potential to be 
good phantom materials for the breast as their elemental compositions are similar to
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soft tissue. By controlling the hydration level, the type of solution and the physical 
and chemical properties of the hydrophilic materials it may be possible to imitate 
various types and different disease stages of tissues.
The linear' and mass attenuation coefficient of the hydrophilic copolymer 
materials had been studied by several workers as shown in Table 3.2.4. Farquharson 
(1993) measured the linear attenuation coefficient of ED IS and ED4C using single 
beam transmission method at several photon energies between 13.7 to 60 keV. The 
worker concluded that the accuracy of the results were poor due to insufficient 
collection time and inadequacies in the optimum thickness of the sample. The same 
method was used by Al-Haj (1996) for an energy range of 13.37 to 662 keV. He 
concluded that hydrated ED4C samples showed good agreement with water, muscle 
and soft tissue at low photon energies.
Hatzivagelli (1994), Ettunsi (1995), Al-Bahri (1995) and Petrakis (1996) did 
transmission tomography scanning using Americium-241 59.54 keV photon energy. 
Several types of solutions were used to hydrate the hydrophilic materials to mimic 
some types of tissues. One of the workers (Al-Bahri 1996) concluded that 
hydrophilic materials were not suitable for mammography. However, since the 
photon energy used was outside the mammographic energy range, the conclusion 
needs to be verified at appropriate energies.
The present work was basically a continuation of the said works. The 
conflicting conclusions from previous workers need to be verified. Table 3.2.3 shows 
that the elemental composition of the hydrophilic copolymer materials is quite 
similar to the elemental composition of soft tissues and breast tissue-equivalent 
BR12; it is suggested that the hydrophilic copolymer materials might be breast 
tissue-equivalent too. Our plan was to study the attenuation coefficient of the 
hydrophilic copolymer materials in the mammographic photon energy region using 
the method of transmission tomography.
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3.3 Hydration of hydrophilic copolymer materials
The hydration of the hydrophilic material samples in water was studied. The
changes in the total weight and in their dimensions were of interest as they might change
the attenuation properties of the materials.
The amount of water adsorbed is quantitatively represented by the Equilibrium
Water Content (EWC) defined as the ratio of the weight of water in the material to the
total weight of the material at equilibrium hydration (Corkhill et al. 1987).
Weight of water in the materialEWC = -------- 5-----------------------------------
Total weight of the hydrated material
wt -w0 (3'3-1)
W,
where W( is the weight of the sample at time t after being immersed in water and W0 is 
the weight before being immersed in water.
The errors in the equilibrium water content is given by
5(EWC) =
S(W '-W 0) SW, 
(w,-wa) + w,
where <5(Wt -  W0) = 5Wt + SWQ.
The dimension ratio is defined by
j  d td.r.= —
x(EWC) (3.3.2)
(3.3.3)
where dt is the dimension at t after the start of the experiment and d0 is the dimension at 
time zero. The dimension for a cylinder can be its diameter or height.
The error in the calculation of the dimension ratio is given by
S[d.r.) = 5d. Sd0 L + — 2. (3.3.4)
Dry rods of ED IS and ED4C were cut into cylindrical pieces of approximately 
10 mm in height and 14 mm in diameter. The weight and the dimensions of the dry 
samples were recorded. Then the hydrophilic copolymer materials were immersed in two
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fluids: water and saline solution. The water used was distilled with a neutral pH (7.0). 
The saline solution supplied was approximately the same strength as physiological saline 
which is 0.85% w/v. It consisted of 3.3 ml of 12 molar HC1, 9 g of NaCl and 1000 ml of 
distilled water. The saline solution had a pH of 1.5 measured using an electronic pH 
meter with an error of ±0.1. The samples were hydrated in a laboratory environment. At 
several time intervals, the samples were taken out, weighed and their dimensions were 
measured. For this purpose, the surfaces of the samples were wiped dry by using blotting 
paper. They were then quickly put back into the fluids.
The samples were fully hydrated at about 100 hours. The results of the hydration 
are shown in Appendices A.l - A.2 in terms of changes in liquid uptake and dimensions.
3.3.1 Fluid content
The equilibrium water content (EWC) of the fully hydrated samples at room
temperature is shown in Table 3.3.1. For each sample, there is not much difference in 
EWC between samples hydrated in water and those in saline solution. The EWC of the 
samples in water is slightly higher than in saline. In general, the EWC for ED IS is about 
55% and the EWC for ED4C is about 71%. This shows that ED4C absorbed more fluid 
than ED1S.
Table 3.3.1 : The equilibrium water content (EWC) of the samples after fully 
hydrated, (fhw: fully hydrated in water; fhs: fully hydrated in saline)
Sample Diy weight
(±0.001 g)
Wet weight
(±0.001g)
Liquid weight 
(±0.00 lg)
EWC
(±0.03%)
ED1S (fhw) 1.934 4.351 2.417 55.55
ED IS (fhs) 1.902 4.236 2.334 55.10
ED4C (fhw) 1.866 6.367 4.501 70.69
ED4C (fhs) 1.886 6.396 4.510 70.51
The percentage liquid uptake for ED IS in water as a function of time is as shown 
in Figure 3.3.1. The liquid uptake rate was high in the few hours and then slowed down
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until it stabilised at about 100 hours. After this stage, the sample was considered as fully 
hydrated by water. Before 100 hours the sample was said to be partially hydrated.
The error bars are as shown in Figure 3.3.1 are smaller than the data point 
markers. The errors were calculated using equation (3.3.2). The error bars for similar 
graphs in the coming figures might be omitted since they are very small.
Data fitting was done using the Microcal Origin version 4.10 computer 
programme. Two types of fitting curves were attempted. First was the Boltzman sigmoid 
type
where Al is the initial y  value, A2 is the final y  value, x0 is the x-axis value at half (50%) 
of y, clx is the thickness and P  is the power. A %2-test was done and the Boltzman
33 data points. The high %2-test value was mainly due to the small error values of 0.001 
g of the electronic weighing balance.
(3.3.5)
y clx j
and the second was the logistic sigmoid type
(3.3.6)
sigmoid curve fits closer to the data as indicated by its lower x2-test value of 10093 for
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Boltzman sigmoid
f(x) = 0.55 + (-13.36-0.55)/(1 +exp((x+57.6)/17.3)) 
chisqr = 10093 for 33 data points
Logistic sigmoid
f(x) = 0.9 + (-0.02-0.9)/(1 +(X/38.7)A0.47) 
chisqr = 58687 for 33 data points
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Time (hr)
Figure 3.3.1 : Liquid uptake of ED1S hydrated in water. The error bars are smaller 
than the data point markers as indicated by the horizontal dash on the 
markers.
3.3.2 Dimensional changes
The relative increase in dimension of an ED IS sample hydrated in water is as
shown in Figure 3.3.2 below. The expansion ratio for the height of the fully hydrated 
ED1S in water was approximately 31.6% and for the diameter was 33.3%.
It can be noted from the figure that the rate of increase in dimension for the 
height and the diameter of the sample was different. The rate of increase in height was 
faster than the rate of increase of diameter in the first 40 hours after immersion in water. 
Between 40 to 75 hours the rate of increase of height and diameter were about the same. 
After 75 hours the relative increase in height was again higher than that of diameter. 
This indicates that the increase in the dimensions of the hydrophilic copolymer sample 
was not uniform.
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Figure 3.3.2 : Dimensional changes of ED1S hydrated in water. The error bars are 
smaller than the data point markers as shown.
3.3.3 Changes in volume
Changes in the dimensions of the ED1S sample hydrated in water discussed in 
the previous sub-section lead to changes in the volume of the sample. The changes in the 
volume of the ED1S sample during hydration process is shown in Figure 3.3.3. The 
sample started to stabilise at about 100 hours after immersion in water. At this time, the 
volume of the fully hydrated sample was about 140% of its original dry volume.
Fitting of the data points indicates that the increase in volume obeys a second 
order exponential growth function.
The error in the volume of the sample is given by
where d is the diameter and h is the height of the sample. The error in the volume ratio in 
Figure 3.3.3 was calculated using
(3.3.7)
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5 (V. ratio) =
. K v,
:(V. ratio) (3.3.8)
where V0 is the initial volume and Vf is the volume of the sample at time t. The error bars 
of the volume ratio in Figure 3.3.3 are smaller than the data point markers. Curve fitting 
on the data yields a Boltzman sigmoid curve. An %2-test for the fitted line over 34 data 
points gives a value of 162.
[hyd\ed1sw.xls]
Time (hr)
Figure 3.3.3 : Changes in the volume of ED1S during hydration in water.
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3.4 Dehydration of hydrophilic materials
One of the main properties of the hydrophilic copolymer materials was that 
the polymeric structure can absorb fluids without being dissolved in it (Highgate and 
Frankland 1975). A dehydration study was carried out to determine whether the 
hydrophilic copolymer materials’ properties such as weight and dimensions return to 
their original dry values.
The fully hydrated samples from the hydration study in the previous Section 
were used for the dehydration study. They were left to dehydrate on a metal gauze in 
the laboratory environment. The weight and the changes in the dimensions were 
recorded. The temperature and humidity of the room when measurements were made 
were also recorded using a whirling hygrometer.
At intervals, the hydrophilic materials were scanned on a transmission 
tomographic seamier. The procedure and the results of the scanning will be presented 
in the next Chapter.
The results of the dehydration experiment are shown in Appendices A.3 to 
A.7. The data was collected up to 1537 horns. From the figures, generally, the 
dehydration of the hydrophilic copolymer materials stabilised after about 100 hours.
3.4.1 Fluid content
The changes in the weight of the samples during dehydration process are 
shown in Appendix A.3. The comparison between the weight of the original dry 
samples and the fully dehydrated ones are shown in Table 3.4.1.
Table 3.4.1 shows that the weight of the dehydrated samples are consistently 
lower than the original dry samples. The percentage decrease ranges from 1.6% for 
ED IS (water) to about 15% for ED4C (water). Assuming that the dryness condition 
of the original dry and the fully dehydrated samples are similar, then the decrease in 
weight shows that a portion of the samples might have dissolved in the solutions. 
Whether further decrease in weight of the dry samples occurs can only be proved by 
rehydrating and dehydrating the samples repeatedly.
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Table 3.4.1 : Comparison between the original dry and the fully dehydrated 
samples.
Sample Weight of the Weight of the
original dry sample dehydrated sample
(±0.001 g) (±0.001 g)
ED IS (saline) 1.934 1.868
ED IS (water) 1.902 1.871
ED4C (saline) 1.866 1.804
ED4C (water) 1.886 1.601
The summary of the percentage change of weight to the initial weight of the 
samples are shown in Figure 3.4.1 below. Generally, sample ED4C experienced the 
greater change in total weight than ED IS noting that during hydration in the previous 
section ED4C adsorbs more fluid. There was no marked difference in the changes to 
the total weight percentage with increasing time between ED IS in saline and ED IS 
in water. ED4C in water dehydrated to a lower total weight with respect to the fully 
hydrated state compared to ED4C in saline.
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Figure 3.4.1 : Changes in weight of the hydrophilic copolymer materials during 
dehydration. Small case letters indicates: s - hydrated in saline; w- 
hydrated in water.
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The error bars of the weight ratio are smaller than 1% and are shown by the 
short horizontal lines on the data markers in Figure 3.4.2 (a). The error bars are 
omitted in the other graphs. Further analysis on the dehydration trend was attempted 
by curve fitting of the dehydration graphs as shown in Figure 3.4.2 using Microcal 
Origin version 4.10 computer programme. A x,2-test was done on the fitted lines and 
it was found that all samples in Figures 3.4.2 obey a second order exponential decay 
curve.
From Figure 3.4.2 both ED IS in saline and in water dehydrated to about 46% 
of its initial fully hydrated weight. The first order decay constant is 0.06 hr'1 and the 
second order decay constant is 0.008 hr'1. From the same Figure 3.4.2, ED4C in 
saline dehydrated to about 30% of its original weight and ED4C in water dehydrated 
to 26%.
The positive intercept on the weight ratio in Figure 3.4.2 is a good indicator 
of the equlibrium water content (EWC) of the samples discussed previously in the 
hydration section. The percentage of fluid released during dehydration approximately 
equals the EWC of the samples (i.e. approximately 50% and 70% each).
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(b) ED IS hydrated in water.
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(c) ED4C hydrated in saline.
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(d) ED4C hydrated in saline
Figure 3.4.2 (a) - (d) : Changes in weight of the hydrophilic copolymer materials 
during dehydration. The arror bars are smaller than the data point 
markers as shown in (a).
3.4.2 Dimensional changes
Al-Haj (1996) found that during the dehydration process shape distortion 
occurred. Hence, in this study, the diameter of the samples were taken at three places: 
top, middle and bottom diameters (Figure 3.4.3). It was found that, generally, the 
three diameters had different values as the dehydration process progressed.
Top diameter
Height M iddle diameter
Bottom  diameter
Figure 3.4.3 : Dimensions measured on the solid hydrophilic samples.
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The dimensional changes dining dehydration are as shown in Appendix A.4 
and the resulting changes in volume in Appendix A.5. The normalised dimensional 
changes is shown in Figure 3.4.4.
It was found from this figure that, as a general trend, the top diameter 
decreases faster than the middle and the bottom in the first 20 horns. This might 
imply that the diffusion rate of fluid outward at the top of the samples was faster than 
through other surfaces. Further future study need to be done in order to determine 
whether this is due to evaporation or air convection.
After the first 20 hours, the rate of decrease of the top diameter slows down 
and subsequently its rate is almost equal to the rate of decrease of the bottom 
diameter (except for ED4C in water). In this region the middle diameter decreses in 
size faster and subsequently ends up with a lower diameter value than the two 
diameters in all samples.
The dimension ratio error was calculated using equation (3.3.4) and the arror 
bars are small compared to the data point markers as shown in Figure 3.4.4 (a). The 
other figures have similar range of errors. For the sake of clarity, the error bars are 
omitted in the rest of the figures.
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(b) ED IS hydrated in water.
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(c) ED4C hydrated in saline.
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(d) ED4C hydrated in water.
Figure 3.4.4 : Changes in dimension of hydrophilic copolymer materials during 
dehydration. The error bars in (a) are smaller to the data point markers. 
The other figures have similar error values.
3.4.3 End depressions
It was noted that depressions were formed at the ends of the samples during 
dehydration (Appendix A.5). A typical example of the development of the end 
depressions of ED1S (saline) during dehydration is indicated in Figure 3.4.5.
The formation of depressions was noticable after 20 hours into the 
dehydration process. There is a sharp increase in the depressions in the first 100 
hours. ED1S (saline) and ED1S (water) stabilised at about 0.8 mm. For ED4C 
(saline) the top depression stabilises at about 1.5 mm and the bottom one at about 1.9 
mm. Sample ED4C (water) stabilises at about 2.0 mm for the top depression and at 
about 2.5 mm for the bottom one.
It is interesting to note that except for ED IS (saline) sample, all other samples 
had the bottom depression deeper than the top depression. Whether this phenomenon 
is due to the net upward flow of fluid in the samples caused by the different 
dissipation rates suggested in Section 3.4.2 warrants further detailed study.
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(a) ED IS (saline). 
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(c) ED4C (saline).
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Figure 3.4.5 : Formation of end depressions on hydrophilic copolymer samples 
dming dehydration. The measurement error is ±0.02 mm and is smaller 
than the size of the data markers.
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3.4.4 Volume approximation of the dehydrated samples
As can be seen from the previous sections, the middle diameter became
smaller than the top and the bottom diameters in the dehydrated samples. 
Furthermore, depressions were formed at the ends of the samples. These features 
caused the distortion of the dehydrated samples as also reported by Al-Haj (1996).
The distortion means that the dehydrated sample would not attain the shape of 
the original dry samples. This was indicated by the lower weight of the dehydrated 
samples compared to the original dry samples (see Table 3.4.1). The lower weight 
might mean that the some of the original polymeric structures had collapsed due to 
hydration of fluids and might had been dissolved.
Another important point was that the volume of the distorted samples had to 
be reexamined especially needed when converting the linear attenuation coefficient ju 
to the mass attenuation coefficient {pip) as found in the next chapter. It would be an 
eiTor to assume the volume of the distorted samples as being that of cylinders and 
calculated using one diameter value only. An attempt was therefore made to estimate 
the volume of the dehydrated samples.
The shape of the samples were distorted when fully dehydrated. Generally, 
the middle diameter was smaller than the top or bottom diameters. Furthermore, 
depressions were found to be formed at both ends of the cylindrical samples (Figure 
3.4.6).
Figure 3.4.6 : Schematic diagram of the dehydrated samples.
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The dehydrated samples might be approximated as two partial cones (conical 
cylinders) inverted on each other as shown in Figure 3.4.7.
Figure 3.4.7 : Approximation of a dehydrated sample as two partial cones inverted 
on each other.
Let us consider a dehydrated sample discussed above lying on its side with its 
axis along the x-axis as shown in Figure 3.4.8. Let the top diameter of the sample be 
the middle diameter be y2 and the bottom diameter be y3. The shape of the sample 
can be approximated by rotating one edge of the sample about the x-axis.
Figure 3.4.8 : The shape of the sample can be approximated by rotating one edge 
of the sample about the x-axis. An element of the sample is in the form of
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a disc with radius y and thickness dx. The volume of the sample can be 
found by integrating this element from x  = 0 to x  = h along the x-axis.
The edge of the first partial cone is a line connecting points (0, y j) and (h/2, 
y2). The gradient of the edge of the first partial cone is
‘ - o ’ h
ml =
[ 2
The general equation of a sfraight line is 
y  = m1x + cl
For the edge of the first partial cone, at x -  0, y  =>>,; by substitution 
Ti = ci
Therefore, the equation of the edge of the first partial cone is
^ a f a - y . )  (3A1)
h
The edge of the second partial cone is a line connecting points {hi2, y2) and 
(h, y3). The gradient of the edge of the second partial cone is
_  _ (fa ~ T2) 2{y, -  y2)
, h \  h h ■
2,
For the edge of the second partial cone, at x = h, y  =y3; by substitution
2{y3- y 2) j ,y% = ---------  • h+c2
^  h 2
C2 = y 3- 2 y 3+2y2 = 2y2- y 3 
Therefore, the equation of the edge of the second partial cone is
y  = 2^y \  x  + (2 y * ~ y *)
An element of the sample is in the form of a disc with a volume = jvy1 ■ dx 
The volume of the sample is the integration of the element in the two partial 
cones; i.e.
Volume of sample = |  7iy2dx + £ 7iy2dx
dx + n ^  | - i  ^ 1 - - ^ ) - X + (2 y2 -  y3) j dx
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If we let the diameters be dx = 2y„ d2 = 2y2 and d3 = 2y3, then 
Volume of sample
nh
~2
\2
2 2
nh
^3 _ £^ 2 
2 2 - + 3 ^3 _  £^ 
2 2
v dn d.
y\
dn d ■\22 ^ 2 .-—2- + 2 — -  —  
2 2 J I 2 2 ,
Tz/z
T
+-
K - 4 ) 2+ (^2 — + d j2
7th i £ - ^ ~ + 3 ( d 2- d 2)(2d2- d 3) + (2d2- d 3y
hi 2
(3.4.3)
The depressions formed at the ends of the sample can be considered as a 
conical void with height D as shown in Figure 3.4.9. The void caused by the 
depression is given by
c32 43
(3.4.4)
►
Figure 3.4.9 : Depression D at the end of the sample as a conical void.
Assuming that the other half of the sample has the same height hi2 but 
different end diameter dx and depression Dx, then the volume of the sample is given
This equation will be used to calculate the volume of the samples for the 
volume correction needed when converting the linear attenuation coefficient fi to the 
mass attenuation coefficient (jjJp) in the next chapter.
3.4.5 Changes in volume
The changes in the dimensions of the samples dming dehydration process 
caused changes in the volume as discussed in the previous sections. The changes in 
the volume of the samples during dehydration are shown in Appendix A.6 and their 
corresponding volume ratio with respect to dehydration time are shown in Figure 
3.4.10. Fitting of data points were attempted using the Microcal Origin version 4.10 
computer programme. A %2-test was done to check the best-fitting curve. The volume
by
(3.4.5)
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ratio of all samples during dehydration process obeys a second order exponential 
decay scheme. The summary of the parameters of the fitted curves are shown in 
Table 3.4.2.
Table 3.4.2 : Volume changes of the hydrophilic copolymer material samples 
during dehydration.
Sample Final volume 
wrt. original fully 
hydrated volume 
(%)
First order 
decay constant 
(hr1)
Second order 
decay constant 
(hr1)
ED1S (saline) 46 0.06 0.006
ED IS (water) 43 0.13 0.02
ED4C (saline) 27 0.04 0.001
ED4C (water) 24 0.05 0.004
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(b) ED IS sample in water.
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(c) ED4C sample in saline.
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(d) ED4C sample in water.
Figure 3.4.10 : Changes in the volume of the hydrophilic copolymer samples
during dehydration process. The error bars are comparable to the size of 
the data markers as shown in (a).
3.4.6 Effect of humidity
The graphs showing the effect of humidity during the dehydration process are 
shown in Figure 3.4.11. The graphs show changes in weight after 200 hrs as before 
that time the rapidly decreasing weights obscure any small changes due to humidity. 
It can be seen that even upto 1400 hrs the weight continued a downward trend 
although at a slower rate. Visually, it can also be seen that the weight of the samples 
tends to go up a little when the humidity of the laboratory increases. This means that 
if the humidity of the room is high, the hydrophilic samples adsorb moisture from the 
atmosphere to a greater extent.
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(a) ED IS in saline.
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(c) ED4C in saline.
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Figure 3.4.11 : The influence of humidity on the dehydration of hydrophilic 
copolymer samples. The error bars are smaller than the data point 
markers.
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3.5 Rehydration of hydrophilic materials
The aim of this experiment was to determine whether a dehydrated 
hydrophilic copolymer material will return to its previous hydrated state when it 
undergoes rehydration.
The same samples which were dehydrated in the previous section were then 
rehydrated by putting them back into their respective solutions in the containers.
The results of the rehydration process on the hydrophilic copolymer materials 
are as shown in Appendices A.7 and A.8.
3.5.1 Fluid content
The results of the rehydration process on the weight of the hydrophilic 
copolymer materials are shown in Appendix A.7. After 200 hrs the hydrophilic 
samples can be considered as fully rehydrated. The equilibrium water content (EWC) 
of the four samples are summarised in Figure 3.5.1 below. The increase in EWC of 
the hydrophilic copolymer samples stabilised at about 100 hours after immersion 
time. The increase in the EWC of ED1S (saline) and ED1S (water) was almost 
identical. The EWC for ED4C samples stabilised at a higher EWC than that of the 
ED IS with ED4C (water) having the highest EWC.
The eiTors are smaller than 0.5% and are indicated in Figure 3.5.1 (a). The 
error bars are ommitted in the rest of the graphs.
Curve fitting was attempted using Microcal Origin version 4.10 computer 
programme. ED1S absorbed about 57% while ED4C absorbed 76% in both water and 
saline solution. A %2-test of the fitted curves shows that ED IS in Figure 3.5.1 (a) and
(b) obey a Boltzman sigmoid curve whilst Figures (c) and (d) obey a second order 
exponential growth.
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(a) ED IS in saline.
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(c) ED4C in saline.
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(d) ED4C in water.
Figure 3.5.1 (a) - (d): Equilibrium water content (EWC) of hydrophilic copolymer 
samples during rehydration.
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3.5.2 Dimensional changes
The effect of the rehydration process on the dimensions of the hydrophilic
copolymer materials are shown in Appendix A. 8. Note that even though at 0 hrs the 
fully dehydrated samples had non-uniform diameters, the diameters became identical 
when fully rehydrated. It might mean that the hydrophilic cross-linked copolymer 
samples “remembers” its original shape when fully hydrated.
The dimension ratio of the samples are shown in Figure 3.5.2. It can be seen 
that the middle diameter has the highest expansion ratio; keeping in mind that it has 
the smallest value when fully dehydrated. The height of the sample has the lowest 
rate of increase in dimension.
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(b) ED IS in water.
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(d) ED4C in water.
Figure 3.5.2 (a) - (d): The dimension ratios of hydrophilic copolymer samples 
during rehydration.
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3.5.3 Changes in volume
The changes in dimensions of the hydrophilic copolymer samples during
rehydration in turn caused a change in the volume of the samples. Figure 3.5.3 shows 
the volume ratio of the sample to their initial volumes with respect to the rehydration 
time.
ED IS (saline) and ED IS (water) have identical percentage increase in volume 
to about 143% of their original volumes. ED4C (water) has the biggest change in 
volume to about 330% of its dehydrated volume. A %2-test indicates that Figure (a) 
obeys a logistic sigmoid growth whilst Figures (b), (c) and (d) obey a Boltzman 
sigmoid curve.
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Figure 3.5.3 (a) - (d): Changes in the volume of hydrophilic copolymer samples 
during rehydration.
3.6 Hydration for 10 mm diameter samples
The hydration process of the hydrophilic material was repeated using smaller 
diameter samples of 10.00 +0.02 mm. The height of the samples was 10.00 +0.02 
mm. The samples were immersed in water at room temperature. The time and the 
related increase in weight and dimensions of both ED IS and ED4C samples were 
recorded until they were fully hydrated. The diameter in the previous Section was 
measured at the middle of the samples. It was found that during the hydration process 
there were slight different in the rate of increase of diameter at different locations of 
the samples. Hence, in this Section, the diameter of the samples were measured at 
three places: top, middle and bottom.
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3.6.1 Fluid content
The relative increase in weight of ED IS and ED4C with hydration time in
water are shown in Figure 3.6.1 below. The equilibrium water content (EWC) of the 
fully hydrated ED IS was approximately 61% and for ED4C it was approximately 
77%. The samples became fully hydrated at about 40 hours. Data fitting and y2-test 
show that both samples were hydrated following a logistic sigmoid trend.
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(b) ED4C in water.
Figure 3.6.1 : The equilibrium water content (EWC) of 10 mm diameter 
hydrophilic copolymer samples against immersion time.
3 .6 .2  D im e n s io n a l  c h a n g e s
The relative increase in dimension of EDI S hydrated in water is as shown in 
Figure 3.6.2. When fully hydrated, the height increased by about 38% of its original 
value while its diameter settled at a slightly lower value between 35% and 37%.
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Figure 3.6.2 (a) - (b ): The dimension ratio of 10 mm diameter hydrophilic 
copolymer samples against time during hydration.
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From Figure 3.6.2 also we could see that upto about 40 hours the middle 
diameter increased in dimension slower than the top and bottom diameters. At the 
two ends of the cylindrical samples, fluid was absorbed from both the flat ends and 
the curved surface expanding the top and the bottom diameters before the middle 
diameter of the samples catches up.
When fully hydrated, the height of the ED4C sample increased to a higher 
percentage than that of the other diameters. The height of the sample increased by 
about 64% of the original height whilst the diameters stabilised after an increase of 
about 58% of their original dimensions.
3.6.3 Changes in volume
The changes in the volume of the samples was calculated from the changes of
the dimensions of the samples in the previous Section. The calculated volume ratio 
during hydration is shown in Figure 3.6.3. Curve fitting indicates that both samples 
obey a logistic sigmoid growth. The volume of EDlS(w) increased to about 170% of 
its original volume and ED4C(w) increased to about 260%.
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Figure 3.6.3 : Volume ratio of 10 mm diameter hydrophilic copolymer samples 
during hydration in water.
3.7 Discussion
The comparison between the increase in EWC in ED IS sample during 
hydration and rehydration process in water is shown in Figure 3.7.1. These two 
processes have similar EWC rate of change.
In the same Figure 3.7.1 is included the EWC change for 10 mm diameter 
ED1S sample in a hydration process. Its rate of increase of EWC is faster and reaches 
equilibrium at about 50 hours, earlier than the 14 mm diameter sample, as expected 
of a smaller sized sample.
EW
C
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Figure 3.7.1 : Comparison of equilibrium water content (EWC) between the 
hydration, rehydration of 14 mm diameter and hydration of 10 mm 
diameter ED IS sample in water.
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4. Photon transmission measurements using an 
Am-241 radionuclide and a variable energy 
x-ray (VEX) sources
4.1 Introduction
The basic principle of transmission tomography is that a set of photon 
transmission measurements, taken at different orientations through a body can be 
mathematically reconstructed to give a two-dimensional map or image of the linear 
attenuation coefficient. An existing first-generation tomographic scanner in the Physics 
Department was used for this experiment.
Lineal- attenuation coefficient of hydrophilic copolymer materials in dry and 
hydrated states would be determined using tomographic images. The linear attenuation 
coefficient of several other materials of radiological interest would also be determined.
Most of the tomographic scanning used a high intensity Americium-241 
radionuclide source. Attempts were also made to used a low intensity variable energy x- 
ray (VEX) source for energies in the mammographic energy region below 59.54 keV 
down to 8.04 keV.
4.2 Overview
4.2.1 Single beam photon transmission
When a beam of photons impinges onto a slab of material, some of the photons 
will experience interactions with the material while some will be transmitted through the 
slab without undergoing any interaction (Figure 4.2.1). The major low energy photon
1interactions are photoabsorption, incoherent (Compton) scattering and coherent 
(Rayleigh) scattering.
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Figure 4.2.1 : Attenuation of a beam of photons passing through a medium.
Let a beam of photons with an intensity I0 passes through a medium of thickness 
x and let the transmitted beam have an intensity It . The relationship between the 
incident and the transmitted photons is given by
W o * " *  (4-2.1)
where fj. is the linear attenuation coefficient and x is the thickness of the medium.
This method was used by Farquharson et al. (1995) to determine the attenuation 
coefficients of hydrophilic materials.
4.2.2 Minimum detectable fraction
One of the possible usefulness of photon mass attenuation coefficients is in
elemental analysis as suggested by Kouris and Spyrou (1978). This is based on the 
detection of change in photon mass attenuation coefficient of an element, a compound or 
a mixture when an impurity is introduced into the matrix. Further details on the 
derivation of formulas and their applications can be found in Kouris et al. (1981) and 
Kouris et al. (1982).
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A beam, of photons passing through a material undergoes interactions which 
cause some of the photons to be absorbed by the material or scattered and some of them 
traverse without experiencing any interaction. Absoiption may be considered as the 
removal of photons from the beam whilst scattering causes the photons to travel in a new 
direction. The total attenuation coefficient of the material is the probability that a photon 
is removed from the beam while trversing the material.
The mass attenuation coefficient of a matrix, in the form of a compound or a 
mixture, can be expressed as a weighted average of the mass attenuation coefficients of 
the constituent elements. The mixture rale gives
f  \
E
\ P j
n
M i=l
f  \
E
PJi
2 > , = i (4.2.2)1=1
where pi is the fractional abundance by weight of the z'th constituent element and (p/p)i 
is the corresponding mass attenuation coefficient.
The introduction of an additional element (or compound), denoted by n + 1, into 
the matrix will change the attenuation coefficient from (pip)M to (p/p) ' , where
J
=  P * A 'A  +i>{£
\PJn+1 1=1 \P Jl
(4.2.3)
where p i ' is the new fractional abundance of the z'th constituent element and
/ V i + l > : = l  (4-2.4)
1=1
If the fractional change/ in the mass attenuation coefficient is defined as
/ =
f  \  f  \
e ) J e
\ P j kP jm (4.2.5)
J m
Reainanging
r \ f  \
E _ E
kP* <P>
[1 + / ] (4.2.6)
M
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lit'Let p , = —  and the mass of the inclusion be mn+ v Then 
M
Pn+y =
m.ll+l and pi = m,
M  + m J1+1 M  +  mn+l
(4.2.7)
where p n+l is the proportion by weight of the added element, mn+l is the mass of the 
added element, M  +  mn+i is the total mass of the mixture and the added element, p'i is 
the proportion by weight of the z'th element of the mixture after the inclusion was added 
and nif is the mass of the zth element.
Hence
12> ; = (4.2.8)M  + mll+1 ,-=1
From equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.6) the new mass attenuation coefficient shown above is
1
But
and
V
\P /
V
\r ' /
[1 + / ]  =
M
Pn+1 + M  +  mn+[ ,=1
c \
E
PJi
+
f  \
E
\ P )
1 ^71 1 M w
k P ;
Pll+1 \ r .  
n+1 M  +  m n+l < p , M
(4.2.9)
M
M  +  m„
= p M = the proportion by weight of the original mixture
to the new total mass
Pm +P„+i =1
Therefore
fe] + f  =
f  \
E Pn+1 + ( ! “  Pn+y)
/  \  
E
\ P ) M k P j M , P , n+1 k P ,
(Vl Pn+1 +
\ r  7«+l
/  \ 
E
kP;
~Pn+1
M
M
f  \
E  
p , M
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( A f  =
M
Pn+1
m11+1 _
Pn+y
u _
f  \
/ £
<pj M
(4.2.10)
M  + m,■«+i
\ r  /«+!
f   ^£
\P  J M
Equation (4.2.10) relates to the fractional abundance of an element added to the 
matrix to the fractional change in the mass attenuation coefficient produced by this 
added element. pn+l is the minimum detectable mass fraction which would produce a 
detectable change in the mass attenuation coefficient of the material.
r \
If v » W
„+i Ip )
; then p n+y = / P ) M
£
\P  j n+1
if  f — « (VI
KP) 71-4-1 <PJ
; then p ll+y = - f
M
The precision of the experimental determination of f  depends on |/, - 12\ and its 
associated variance |7, + 12\ (using in both cases a sample of thickness L and density p). 
For a measurement made with a confidence level of (1- er) x 100%,
V w T (4.2.11)
\ h ~ h \
where /, is the number of photons detected before the introduction of the element and I2 
is the number of photons detected after the introduction of the element, assuming ideal 
detector (i.e. unit efficiency).
Note that for a detector with an efficiency e 
counts = efficiency s  x no. of photons
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Therefore
r "  l ^ - ^ l  
1 ^ I x+ I2 
| / , - / 2|
1
=  V 7 e '-
(4.2.12)
Now the intensity of the transmitted photon beam through the inclusion becomes
/ 2 = < 2 l + e >• 1 -e p)i
pJL
-2
(4.2.13)
The equation can be used to calculate the minimum counting time required to 
obtain a specified precision of 100er% for a given fractional change f
By substituting /2 in the equation for 70 and setting = 0, we can find the
dL
optimum sample thickness Zopt for a minimum counting time.
4 ,  = (mu/Y ' ln j | /  + ^ V9/ 2+4(1 + / ) |  (4-2-14)
4.2.3 Computerised transmission tomography
Tomography is a technique using photons to image the distribution of a physical
property or quantity in a plane (slice) through the body (object) without any contribution 
from planes above or below the plane of interest.
Thorough reviews of the theory and practical implementation of computerised 
tomography can be found, for example, in the works by Brooks and Di Chiro (1976), 
Kouris et al. (1982) and Webb (1987).
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Figure 4.2.2 : Tomographic scanning of a slice of a material.
Since the material might be inhomogeneous, /u might vary along the path of the
beam
where ds is an increment in the path length of the photon beam.
The integral in the expression above needs to be inverted in order to find the 
function of interest /4.x,y).
The objective is to obtain a transmission tomographic scan for /Ax.y) which is in 
fact a map of attenuation coefficient in the slice. Outside R, the function of interest, 
ju(x,y) is zero.
Hence, the raysum is
.'. [ ju(x,y)ds = — loge — = the line integral or raysum
u 0;
(4.2.15)
0
(4.2.16)
where 9= 0 to 2n rad.
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Figure 4.2.3 : Schematic diagram of a scanning projection of a slice of an object in 
one plane.
Let the function of interest be fir, (/>) so that
provided that fir, tp) is continuous and has certain mathematical properties and the line 
integralsp(l, 6) are known for all lines L(l, 9) traversing the object.
Then the integral equation can be inverted to give a formal expression of fir, <f>). 
In going from mathematical theory (which demands infinite sampling) to practical 
implementation (finite sampling) compliance with the sampling theorem is required.
In two dimensions, the spatial and angular sampling intervals are given by
(4.2.17)
Al < — and A 6<  
2
2d_ 
D
(4.2.18)
where d is the dimension of the pixel and D is the diameter of the reconstruction region.
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4.3 The scanning system
The schematic diagram showing the assembly of the scanning system is as shown 
in Figure 4.3.1. The scanning system provides for translational and rotational 
movements of the sample across the collimated gamma beam. A microcomputer controls 
these movements and at the same time records the readings from the counters. Two 
single channel analysers and two counters were used in order to determine the integral 
counts under a photopeak and the background counts at the same window width. The 
two readings were then subtracted to give the net counts under the peak. Then the sample 
is moved to another position and the whole procedure is repeated until the required 
number of raysums and number of projections are fulfilled.
Figure 4.3.1 : Schematic diagram showing the scanning system used in the 
transmission tomography studies.
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The movement of the scanner bed and data collection were controlled by a BBC 
microcomputer. The software allows the user to select the scan control parameters such 
as the lineal- step length, the angular spacing, the number of steps per projection, the 
number of projections and the scanning time. The choice of these parameters depends on 
the dimension of the sample and the intensity of the beam. The scanning parameters 
were estimated by the relationships below.
„ Diameter of sample (mm) + 10 mmNo. ofraysums = -------------------- £—  -------------------
Diameter of collimator (mm)
7V x No. of raysums . _ _ . . nx  No. of raysums —— - < No. of projections < ----------- -—  -------
Angular spacing — —■—    (4.3.1)
1 No. of projections
For the number of raysums, 10 mm is added so that the reconstructed image has 
at least 5 mm of air around the sample image. However, this value is optional and up to 
the experimenter to decide.
4.4 Radiation sources
Two types of radiation sources were used for the transmission measurements at 
the University of Surrey. They were an Americium-241 radionuclide source and a 
variable energy x-ray (VEX) source based on Americium-241.
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The present activity of the Americium-241 radionuclide source (serial number 
S133PH) was 7.3 GBq. The source was sealed in a radiation source holder described in 
the next Section.
The Amersham VEX source consists of a sealed ceramic primary source which 
excites characteristic x-rays from six different targets. The annular primary source 
surrounds the x-ray emission aperture in the fixed part of the stainless steel assembly and 
the targets are mounted on a rotary holder. Each target can be presented to the primary 
source in turn and the characteristic x-rays from the target are emitted through the 4 mm 
diameter aperture.
The primary source is a 370 MBq (10 mCi) Americium-241 source consisting of 
a ceramic active component in a welded stainless steel capsule with integral tungsten 
alloy rear shielding. The types of x-ray emission obtained is shown in Table 4.4.1 below.
<— 8-
-23
Sealed annular
Figure 4.4.1 : Schematic diagram showing the cross-section of the variable energy x- 
ray source (VEX). All dimensions are in mm.
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Table 4.4.1 : Characteristic x-ray emissions.
Target K„
(keV)
Kp
(keV)
Photon yield 
(photons/sec/steradian)
Cu 8.04 8.91 2.5 x 103
Rb 13.37 14.97 8.8 x 103
Mo 17.44 19.63 2.43 x 104
Ag 22.10 24.99 3.85 x 104
Ba 32.06 36.55 4.65 x 104
Tb 44.23 50.65 7.6 x 104
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4.5 Collimators
4.5.1 Solid angle subtended by a collimator
Figure 4.5.1 : The parameters of a collimator.
Consider a bore-hole collimator of length / c and diameter d. The field of view 
(FOV) due to this collimator is a cone with a radius r at a distance L from the end of the 
collimator. Then
tan or =
r =
L +
i + l T
(4.5.1)
tana
But
tana = d_
L
(4.5.2)
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Therefore equation (4.49) which gives the radius of the FOV at the distance L 
becomes
(ds
r = = d
a
+-1 (4.5.3)
Hence, the area of field of view (FOV) at a distance L can then be estimated as
= jzr2 = nd2
The solid angle subtended by the collimator is given by
Q = 2 n 
where D is defined by
D
Vf>2 +r2 J
(4.5.4)
D = L +
4.5.2 Detector collimator
The borehole collimator for the detector was made from brass in a form a plug
which can be fitted into a lead detector housing. Different brass collimator with different 
borehole diameter can be plugged in. The dimensions of the brass plug and the lead 
housing is as shown in Figure 4.5.2.
During tomographic scanning, the sample was placed on the scanner carriage at a 
distance of about 45 mm from the collimator. The radius of the field of view of the 
collimator can be calculated by using the relationship between r, d, £c and L given in the 
previous section. For a 2 mm diameter collimator, the field of view at the sample 
position has a radius of 2.8 mm and for a 1 mm diameter collimator, the radius is 1.4 
mm.
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All dimensions are in mm.
Figure 4.5.2 : The dimensions of the collimator used for the HPGe detector.
4.5.3 Radiation source collimator
The radiation source holder for the high-activity Americium-source is as shown 
in Figure 4.5.3. The actual dimensions of the internal structure were not known by the 
author and literature on its design was not available. However, the source holder has 
interchangeable collimator plug 10 mm diameter and 10 mm long. The diameter of the 
borehole collimator used for all tomographic scanning experiments at the University of 
Surrey was fixed at 2 mm. From the solid angle formula, the radius of field of view at 
the sample distance of 45 mm was approximately 10 mm.
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Figure 4.5.3 : The dimensions of the Am-241 source holder. The internal dimensions 
of the holder were not known. (Am-241, 200 mCi, SI 33.PH)
4.6 Detector characterisation
High purity germanium (HPGe) detectors were used in this project. The lack of 
lithium compensation allows HPGe detectors to be stored at room temperatures between 
use; i.e. they can withstand many cooling and warming up cycles without loss in 
performance.
Because of the small bandgap (0.7 eV), room-temperature operation is 
impossible because of the large thermally induced leakage current. Normally the 
temperature is reduced to 77 K through the use of an insulated dewar of liquid nitrogen.
4.6.1 Energy calibration
A multi-channel analyser (MCA) basically stores the height of the analog pulses 
produced by photon interactions with the detector in channels. Since the pulse height 
depends on the energy of the incident photons, there is a relationship between the energy 
of the incident photons and the channel numbers.
The MCA gives the number of counts against the channel number. Hence, it is 
imperative to calibrate these channel numbers against the photon energies accurately.
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Am-241, Co-57 and Cs-137 point sources were placed at a distance of about 100 
mm in front of a HPGe detector. The gamma-ray spectra of the sources were acquired 
using a Canberra Series 35 multichannel analyser and the ADC Gain used was 4096.
The low energy peaks of the spectra were used to calibrate the HPGe detector.
Table 4.6.1 : The radiation sources used for HPGe detector calibration.
Source Half-life Gamma-ray
energy
(keV)
Percentage
relative
abundance
Activity on 
01.12.1998 
(kBq)
Present
activity
(kBq)
Co-57 272 d 14.4 9.54 383.7 0.141
122.1 85.5
136.5 10.5
Am-241 432 y 13.9 13.0 420.3 414.8
17.6 20.2
21.0 5.2
26.3 2.4
59.5 35.7
Cs-137 30 y 32.9
36.4
661.7
3.8
1.04
85.2
412.2 338.6
The activity of the radiation sources was calculated using the relationship 
A = A0e~M (4.6.1)
where A0 is the initial activity, A is the present activity and X is the decay constant.
From Table 4.6.1 it can be seen that the present activity of Co-57 was very low. 
It had to be placed very close to the detector window in order to get a good statistics 
over a reasonable counting time. Since its position from the detector was different from 
the other radionuclides, data obtained with it were not included in the determination of 
efficiency and resolution, other than for energy calibration.
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From the known peaks in the spectra the energies and channel numbers are 
tabulated in Table 4.6.2.
Table 4.6.2 : Energy calibration data for HPGe detector.
E
(keV)
Source Channel
number
13.9 Am-241 87
17.6 Am-241 123
21.0 Am-241 152
26.3 Am-241 203
32.9 Cs-137 257
36.4 Cs-137 298 j
59.5 Am-241 514 j
122.1 Co-57 1101
(ADC Gain =4096) [evsch.xls , 31051997]
Channel no.
Figure 4.6.1 : Energy calibration curve of the HPGe detector. Amplifier coarse gain 
used was 10.
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The photon energy E  was plotted against channel number in Figure 4.6.1. The 
graph is a straight line producing a conversion factor of 0.1066 keY/channel with a 
linear regression coefficient of 0.9999.
4.6.2 Energy resolution
The determination of the energy resolution of a detector is important in order to
identify the contribution of scattered photons to the photopeak region. It dictates how 
many of the angle-dependent scattered events are rejected (Kouiis et al. 1982). These 
scattered radiations might lead to image degradation.
The resolution of a photopeak depends on the full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM) of the peak where
FWHM -  5E (4.6.2)
Actually, this is an overall value of several components
{FWHM)2 ={FWHM)]iamc +{FWHM)lojse + (FWHM)]^
(4.6.3)
There is always an irreducible amount of fluctuations present. The sources of 
fluctuations are drift in the operating characteristics of the system, random noise in the 
detector and the statistical nature of signal and instrumentation.
Resolution R is given by 
SFR = —  x 100 (4.6.4)
E
where R is the resolution expressed as a percentage, SE is the full-width at half­
maximum measured in the number of channels and E  is the channel number at the 
centroid of the peak. For a pure Gaussian distribution, FWHM = 2.356 a.
If the number of counts N  is very large such that we can assume it follows
Poisson's nature, then it will generate a standard deviation of ■Jn  . If these were the only 
source of fluctuation, the statistical distribution will be a Gaussian shape. Then the
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energy of the centroid of the photopeak is related to the number of counts by the 
relationship
E = k -N
and the corresponding standard deviation is
= k - j N  
where k is a constant.
But for a pure Gaussian peak 
SE = 2.356cr
(4.6.5)
SE = 2.356 x k ^ N  
Hence, resolution can be written in term of the number of counts N
„ SE 2.356 ^N  2.356 , ,  ,  _
K  = -----—----------------=  — = -  (4 .0 .0 )
E N  sfN
The smaller the value of R, the better the detector can distinguish energies that 
are close together. Better resolution means the value of the FWHM is smaller.
The standard deviation of the energy resolution is obtained from
gR.Y CgSe Y  ( oEn2
e J v (SE J H el ^ - J - i  (4A7)
where aSE = YSE and oE -  V e . 
Therefore
gR Y  SE E 
+ —R J (SE) EV > (4.6.8)
gR = r J — + —
V SE E
4.6.2.1 Peak area
The number of coimts N  is determined from the ai’ea under the photopeak curve 
minus contribution from background B (Figure 4.6.2). Usually the background- 
subtracted coimts is denoted by S. The criteria for choosing the right boundary between 
the signal coimts S  and the background counts B is given by
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c,1+i -  cn > f j c ~  (4.6.9)
where cn and cn+1 are the number of counts in the nth and n+1 th channels respectively./ 
is a constant which is usually taken as equal to 2 for a relative error of two standard 
deviations. We do this for both sides of the peak and then join them together (refer to 
Figure 4.6.2). The FWHM can now be worked out.
Hence, the total (or integral) counts between the first channel a and the last 
channel b of the region of interest (ROI) is given by
T = S + B (4.6.10)
where T is given by
b
T  =  T ,c ,
i=a
The background is determined by the area of the trapezium
B = ^ x ( c a +cb) x (b - a )  (4.6.11)
The signal counts S under the peak is then given by 
S = ( T - B ) ± ( jT + B )
= (T -  B) ± (J(S  + B) + B) (4.6.12)
= ( r - 5 )  + (VS + 2JB)
. . ■ , • • x noise 4 s T 2 bRelative error (precision) = ------- = ------------
signal S
Fano factor was introduced in an attempt to quantify the departure of the 
statistical fluctuations in the number of charge carriers from Poisson statistics (Knoll 
1989) and was defined as
observed variance in S  2.356F =
Resolution = 235^ ' ^  _ 2.35 IE (4 .6 .13)
Poisson predicted variance in S sfs
F_
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Figure 4.6.2 : Diagram of a photopeak showing the background, FWHM and FWTM.
Robertson et al. (1975) suggested that the boundary between the signal region S 
and the background region B should be taken at FWTM. Fluctuations of signals at the 
boundary of full-width might contribute to the uncertainty (statistical) whether a count is 
from S  or B. In Figure 4.6.2, the ROI of FWTM method is from channel a 'to channel b 
For a Gaussian peak, the ratio 
FWTM =1.83 (4.6.14)
FWHM
4.6.2.2 Detection limit
For a low intensity peak, there is a limit below which it cannot be considered as a
peak, because of the large uncertainty in the statistical fluctuations.
For detection limit
S>  f  *Jb  (4.6.15)
where/  is a factor, chosen for a given confidence level. For/ =  1, 2 and 3, the levels of 
confidence are 68.3%, 95.45% and 99.73% respectively.
At the limit S = f  4 b
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Figure 4.6.3 : A low intensity peak.
The relative error is given by
4 s  + 2B 4 7 7 W + 2 B  V25 V2 . . . . . .e, = — --------= ------  1—-----« ------- = ----- (4.6.16)
S f  -Jb  f  -JH f
since the numerator -Jb  is of second order and becomes very small.
For example, i f /=  2 for two standard deviations the relative error (precision) is
e = ^ .* 7 0 %
2
4.6.2.3 Determination o f detector resolution
Referring to the gamma-ray spectra in the previous section, the FWHM and the 
resolution of the detector were calculated as shown in Table 4.6.3. The resolution is also 
plotted against photon energy as shown in Figure 4.6.4.
Table 4.6.3 : Calculation of resolution based on FWHM.
Centroid 
(channel no.)
Energy
(keV)
Source FWHM
(chan)
±0.5
Resolution SD
87 13.9 Am-241 8.5 0.098 0.035
123 17.6 Am-241 10 0.081 0.027
152 21 Am-241 9.5 0.063 0.021
203 26.3 Am-241 7 0.034 0.013
257 32.9 Cs-137 9.5 0.037 0.012
298 36.4 Cs-137 7.5 0.0250 0.0093
514 59.5 Am-241 7.5 0.0146 0.0054
1101 122.1 Co-57 7 0.0064 0.0024
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The FWHM is in the range of 0.7 - 1.0 keV for photon energies between 10 - 130 
keV. At 59.54 keV photon energy, the FWHM was approximately 800 eV. In Figure 
4.6.4, the resolution is plotted against energy and is shown to decrease rapidly against 
increasing photon energy up to about 60 keV before leveling off.
[calib.xls, 31051997]
Energy (keV)
Figure 4.6.4 : Resolution versus energy.
4.6.3 Determination of detector size
The aim of the experiment was to determine the effective size of the HPGe 
detector. The effective size of the detector is used to calculate the solid angle which is 
needed in the intrinsic efficiency determination of the detector.
The detector has a beryllium window 19.80 ±0.02 mm diameter.
The source used was Am-241 sealed source with an activity of about 0.37 MBq. 
The beam was collimated to a diameter of 2.00 ±0.02 mm. The length of the collimator
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was 32.06 ±0.02 mm. The distance from the surface of the collimator to the face of the 
detector was about 45 mm.
The whole source assembly was moved in a series of steps perpendicular to the 
detector's face along one axis (Figure 4.6.5). The step length chosen was 2 mm and the 
preset time for each step was 300 s. The number of counts under the 59.54 keV peak of 
Am-241 were recorded on a multichannel analyser.
~30 mm
Figure 4.6.5 : Scanning the detector's face.
A surface scan of the HPGe detector in two dimensions was done in order to 
determine the uniformity of the sensitive volume of the detector. Figure 4.6.6 shows the 
response of the detector to 59.54 keV photons. Basically, the response of the sensitive 
volume of the detector can be considered as uniform.
From Figure 4.6.7 the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the detector 
profiles along the x- and y-axes is about 18.0 ±0.5 mm. This means that the effective 
sensitive area of the detector for 59.54 keV gamma-ray was slightly smaller than the 
window of the detector which was 19.80 mm. From the figures we also found that the 
detector can give a maximum, almost constant, response for a cross-section of about 14 
mm.
Hence it is important to make sure that the most sensitive part of the detector is 
utilised by making certain that the collimated beam of radiation used will fall on this 
area.
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HPGe detector : Surface scan 
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Figure 4.6.6 : Surface scan of the HPGe detector. The values in the legend represent 
the range of counts recorded.
At x = 0 mm [detsz2\sumry.xls, 27071998]
(a) At x  =  0 mm.
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At y = 0 mm [detsz2\sumry.xls, 27071998]
(b) Aty = 0 mm.
Figure 4.6.7 (a) - (b) : Counts profiles under the 59.54 keV peak of Am-241 scanned 
perpendicularly across the face of HPGe detector.
4.6.4 Detector efficiency
For gamma-ray photons to be detected, they must undergo an interaction in the
detector. Some photons may have a long mean free path and therefore may go through 
the detector undetected. This means that the detector has an efficiency less than 100%. 
The absolute efficiency is given by
* .-■ §  (4.6.17)
where T is the total number of events detected and D is the total number of photons 
emitted by the source. The absolute efficiency depends on the geometry of the set-up. 
The intrinsic efficiency is given by .
*,=■§ (4.6.18)
where G is the total number of photons which fall on the detector.
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The two types of efficiencies are related (if the source is isotropic and there is no 
attenuating medium between the source and the detector) by
(4.6.19)
where £2 is the solid angle between the source and the detector crystal. The solid angle is 
given by
/  \  
d1-
*Jd2 + a2 J
(4.6.20)
where d is the source-to-detector distance and a is the radius of the detector.
Experimentally in gamma-ray spectrometry we use full energy photopeak 
efficiencies because the number of full energy events is not sensitive to perturbing 
effects such as scattering or spurious noise. This is the most common type of efficiency 
tabulated.
The full energy photopeak intrinsic efficiency is given by
(4.6.21)
where cp is the total number of counts in the photopeak region and G is the total number 
of photons incident on the detector.
In the same manner we can define the full energy photopeak absolute efficiency
as
(4-6.22)
In order to detennine the number of photons incident on the detector, we need to 
know the solid angle Q subtended by the sensitive volume of the detector to the source. 
The surface area of the sensitive volume was determined in the previous section.
The activity of the radionuclides used for detector calibration are as shown in 
Table 4.6.1.
As an example, the relative intensity of emission of the 59.5 keV is 35.3%. 
Hence the activity which produces the 59.5 keV peak is
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^95 = —— x 414.8 xlO3 
100
= 146424 Bq
The number of photons recorded under the photopeak using the FWTM method 
was found to be
= (259186 ± 610) in 1000 seconds 
For this experiment, the source was at a distance of 100 mm from the detector 
and the effective radius of the active volume of the crystal determined in the previous 
section was 9.0 ±0.5 mm. Hence, the solid angle subtended by the detector is given by
Q .-2 n 1- d
= 2n 1- -
2 ,+ Cl /
100
Vl002 +92 
= 0.0253 steradians
The photopeak intrinsic efficiency was calculated from the relationship
An
P>* P,a
4;r
An
D
\ 259186
1000x146424v 0.0253 j  
= 0.879
The photopeak intrinsic efficiency of the detector to the other photopeak energies 
can be calculated in the same manner and are tabulated in Table 4.6.4.
4.6.4.1 Error analysis
The error on the solid angle was estimated using the error propagation 
relationship
o-2 = 2 (30.CT' +U
Rearranging the solid angle formulae
Q . - 2 k 1- -
V yld2 +a2 J
=  2 k - 2  n d ( d 2 + a 2)~
By partial differentiating
'
ctt
= -2 7t[d2 + a 2) ^ + [-2 n d )i-—\2 d )^d 2 + a 2)\~ 3A
2k
F  +
2 n d 2
( d 2 + a 2f  ( d 2 + a 2)
X
and
£2
da
J  = -2nd{2a) - ~ j [ d 2+a2) K
2 K a d
\Yi
[ d 2 + a 2) 
Hence, the solid angle error is
=
2 n d 2 2 k
2
+
2 m d
2
r r 2
’ ( d 2 + a 2 f _ _ (d 2 + a 2 Y  _
a a
=  0.0028
The error on the calculation of the FWTM photopeak intrinsic efficiency 
estimated using the relationship
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Table 4.6.4 : Full-energy photopeak intrinsic efficiency.
Energy
(keV)
Source Present
activity
(kBq)
Rel.
abundance
(%)
Rel. 
activity 
D (Bq)
Photopeak
counts
S
Intrinsic
photopeak
efficiency
13.9 Am-241 414.8 13 53924
±232
83424
±389
0.769
±0.085
17.6 Am-241 414.8 20.2 83790
±289
99981
±417
0.593
±0.066
21 Am-241 414.8 5.2 21570
±147
26975
±243
0.621
±0.069
26.3 Am-241 414.8 2.4 9955
±100
15625
±184
0.780
±0.087
32.9 Cs-137 338.5 3.8 12863
±113
23342
±206
0.90
±0.10
36.4 Cs-137 338.6 1.04 3521
±59
4596
±120
0.648
±0.075
59.5 Am-241 414.8 35.3 146424
±383
259186
±610
0.879
±0.097
The FWTM photopeak intrinsic efficiency is plotted against photon energy in 
Figure 4.6.8. If we leave out two data points; 13.9 keV as it is near the K-edge of 
germanium (about 11.1 keV) and 36.4 keV of Cs-137 due to the low relative abundance 
value, then graph fitting for the rest of the data points is as shown in Figure 4.6.8 with a 
regression coefficient of 0.9724.
Correction for coincidence summing effect (Dolev et al. 1969, Gehrke et al. 
1977) was not done in this experiment. This problem is associated with sources that 
involve cascade gamma-rays such as in americium-241 and most significant for 
detectotrs with thin entrance windows that admit low energy x-rays or bremsstrahlung 
(Knoll 1989).
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[ca!ib.xls-Eff2, 31051997]
Energy (keV)
Figure 4.6.8 : Photopeak intiinsic efficiency versus energy fot the HPGe detector.
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4.7 Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution of the detector system is determined from the point 
spread function (PSF). The collimated detector is discreetly scanned by a point 
source at a fixed perpendicular distance and PSF is determined in terms of FWHM 
obtained. With identical geometry the difference between PSF of one detector and 
another is due to scattering.
The aim of tomography is to provide images of selected object planes at 
desired orientations. The image of the plane should be free from contributions from 
adjacent planes as this would produce artefacts. Assuming time-independent 
situation, the object may be denoted by f(x,y,z), an object plane by f(x,y) and image 
by g(x',y).
Object f(x,y,z) Imaging system 8
g = L f
Figure 4.7.1 : A linear imaging system.
The physical point source is represented mathematically by a 5-function 
defined by the relations
ri(x) = 0, x&O
(4.7.1)
When the 5-function multiplies another function f(x) the integral becomes
(4.7.2)
or, with a change of variable,
(5.7.3)
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PSF is the mathematical representation of an impulse from the point source 
denoted by the function
h (x ',y \x ,y ,z )  = LS(x,y,z) (4.7.4)
Generally, h depends on z only which indicates the location of the object 
plane. Since each impulse yields a PSF, f(x,y,z) is expressed as an integral of 
impulses by using the principle of superposition. The corresponding image is
g(x',y) = J £ |  f(x ,y ,z)h (x ',y ',x ,y ,z)dxdydz  (4.7.5)
A tomographic imaging system of an object's plane (where z is a constant) 
may be represented as
g(x', y) = £ J* f ( x , y )hf t  >y'>x> y)dxdy (4.7.6)
A lineai- tomographic system is sufficiently specified by knowing the PSF at
one point on each plane. The equation then becomes
g(x', y') = £ J f ( x ,  y)h(x'-x, y'-y)dxdy (4.7.7)
This is the convolution integral from which the Fourier transform of /  can be 
obtained as the ratio of the Fourier transforms of g  and h provided that they are 
known all over space.
A Fourier transformation of the equation gives
G(u,u) = F(w,v) H(w,d) (4.7.8)
where H(«,u) is the Hankel transfer function. The modulus I H(u,u)| is the 
modulation transfer function (MTF). The MTF has a cascading property, i.e. if an 
imaging system can be separated into several subsystems of individual
MTFy.(y = 1,......   J), the total MTF is
MTF -  MTF, x MTF2....xMTF,....xMTF, (4.7.9)
In analogy to a point source producing a PSF, a line source produces a line 
spread function LSF and a knife edge test object produces an edge spread function 
ESF. The PSF is the fundamental concept since the LSF and the ESF may be derived 
from the PSF.
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If the input is a line (e.g. photon beam from a slit) which lies along the y '  
axis, it can be represented by a single delta function 5(x). The response of the system 
is
co
/(x) = |  js (x  -  x')h(x’ ,y')dx'dy'
r  (4-7-io>
= \h {x ,y’)dy'
-C D
A knife edge cutting across a photon beam can also be used to determine the 
MTF of a system (Rossmann 1964, Rossmann and Sanderson 1968, Judy 1976, 
Gibson 1985, Mossop 1988). If the input is an edge lying along the y axis such that 
/(x )  = 0 forxcO
(4.7.11)
/(x )  = 1 fo rx > 0
Then edge spread function ESF is given by
co
e(x) = |  j f ( x  — x')h(x' ,y')dx'dy'
7 (4.7.12)
= J7(x')<&:'
-0 0
This is the integral of the line spread function LSF. In an isotropic system, this can be 
considered to be identical to the PSF (White et al. 1981).
Modulation transfer function (MTF) is closely related to line spread function 
LSF (or PSF). From PSF, the MTF can be calculated. Small values of FWHM of PSF 
and high values of MTF at high spatial frequency are desirable.
In the sine wave method, a test object of known one dimensional physical 
quantity distribution E(x) of the form is assumed,
E(x) = a + b cos(2^x + <ft) (4.7.13)
where/is the spatial frequency, ^is phase constant and a and b are constants relating 
to the modulation of the wave. The output is also a sinusoidal wave with the same 
spatial frequency but with a reduced amplitude. This condition could be 
approximated by moving a point source at constant stepping intervals across the 
surface of a collimated detector.
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The relative response of the detector is equivalent to the ratio of the amplitude 
of a system at a given frequency to the maximum amplitude at any frequency.
Figure 4.7.2 : Image from a theoretical finite object. The shaded part is the
theoretical object and the curve is the theoretical spread of the image.
Modulation transfer function (MTF) is given by 
M
M {f)  = ~ L (4.7.14)
M o
where
C - C ,M  ----- L_
C +Cmax, min,
and (4.7.15)
C -  Cr
M = ——  * -
C +C' “'m ax,, +  min,,
are the modulations in the image and object respectively and is the maximum 
amplitude, Cmin is the minimum amplitude and Cf  is the amplitude at any frequency 
f  The subscript i and o indicate input and output respectively.
Since the modulation of the object is usually unity, the MTF was obtained 
simply by calculating the modulation in the response function of the system for the 
varying frequency. These calculations were obtained for various borehole sizes and 
collimator lenghts (Balogun 1986).
Essentially, ESF is differentiated to obtain LSF and then take the Fourier 
transform to obtain MTF.
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4.7.1 Determination of point spread function (PSF) - moving pin
The point spread function (PSF) is a direct measure of the spatial resolution
in terms of the FWHM obtained (Kouris et al. 1982). Small values of FWHM of PSF 
and high values for the MTF at high spatial frequencies are desirable. The aim of this 
section is to determine the point spread function of the system by moving a pin 
across a fine photon beam.
The Am-241 radiation source of activity 7.3 GBq was used. Both source and 
detector were collimated with 2 mm diameter collimators. They were aligned by 
using a laser beam.
A high atomic number Z pin was moved across the beam in steps (see Figure 
4.7.3). We used two types of pins: a steel pin of diameter 0.42±0.02 mm and a brass 
pin with a diameter of 2.32 ± 0.02 mm.
Data obtained were recorded directly on a 5.25" floppy disk using a BBC 
microcomputer. Two single channel analysers SCA were used to record counts in a 
full energy photopeak window and a scatter/background window. The windows' 
parameters were: for the peak window, LL = 1.30 volts; WW = 0.06 volts and for the 
scatter/background window, LL = 1.24 volts; WW = 0.06 volts.
Detector
High Z pin ------- '
Figure 4.7.3 : Determination of PSF using a moving pin.
The step length of the pin movement was varied from 1.0, 0.5, 0.3 to 0.1 mm. 
The procedure was repeated by changing the detector collimator to 1 mm diameter.
A typical point spread function for a moving pin is as shown in Figure 4.7.4 
showing the full width at half-minimum (FWHM) taken at the half distance between 
the mean of the maximum counts and the lowest point of the trough caused by the 
pin. The noise was calculated from the amount of fluctuation (ripples) of the
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unblocked beam divided by the depth of the hough. This method was used for all 
step lengths used for the pins.
Figure 4.7.5 shows the changes in FWHM with different step lengths for the 
0.42 ±0.02 mm diameter steel pin and two detector collimator’s diameters. The 
FWHM for the 0.42 mm pin was not representative of its actual diameter. This was 
due to the fact that the borehole diameters were always bigger than the diameter of 
the steel pin.
Figure 4.7.6 shows the FWHM of 2.32 ±0.02 mm diameter brass pin at 
different step lengths using 2 mm and 1 mm diameter detector collimators. The 
FWHM for the 2.32 mm pin approximately represents the actual diameter of the pin 
in the detector’s collimator diameter range tested.
The data obtained were tabulated in Table 4.7.1. The PSF of the moving pin 
was plotted in Figures 4.7.7 and 4.7.8. The 0.42 mm diameter pin has higher noise 
values compared to the 2.32 mm diameter pin. The diameter of the 0.42 mm pin was 
smaller than the diameter of the detector collimators used; hence there are always 
incident photons reaching the detector at all times causing a very shallow trough and 
large variation in the ‘background’ (maximum) counts.
As predicted, the 2.32 mm diameter pin has low noise values (Figure 4.7.8) as 
it totally blocked the incident photons from reaching the detector at the trough 
region; thus, producing very deep trough and reduced ‘background’ fluctuations.
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aln05c [12.03.97, Brass pin 2.32 mm dia., step length 0.5 mm]
Step no.
Figure 4.7.4 : A typical point spread function PSF (moving pin) scan showing 
FWHM and noise.
S teel pin 0.42 mm  dia., s te p  length  1.0 mm Steel pin 0.42 m m  dia., s te p  length 0.5 mm
Steel pin 0.42 m m  dia., de t. coll. 2  m m  dia., s tep  length 0.3 
m m  [aln13c.xls, 25.03.1907]
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB
DUtinc* (mm)
(b)
Steel pin 0.42 mm dia., de t. coll. 2  m m  dia., s te p  length 0.1 
m m  [atn15c.xls, 25.03.1997]
DUtanc* (mm)
(d)
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Steel pin 0.42 mm dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  length  1 mm 
[aln25c.xls, 26.03.1997]
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
DU lane* (mm)
Steel pin 0.42 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  length 0.5 
mm [aln27c.xls. 26.03.1997]
(e) (f>
Steel pin 0.42 mm  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dia., s te p  leng th  0.3 
m m  [aln29c.xls, 26.03.1997]
Steel pin 0.42 m m  dla., d e t. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  length 0.1 
mm [aln31c.xls, 26.03.1997]
0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18
(g) 00
Figure 4.7.5 : Point spread function of a steel pin 0.42 mm diameter at different 
step lengths, (a) - (d) when the detector collimator has a 2 mm diameter 
borehole and (e) - (h) when the detector collimator is 1 mm diameter.
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B rass pin 2.32 mm dla., dat. coil. 2.0 m m  dla., s te p  length  0.3 
m m  [aln09c.xls, 25.03.1997]
B rass pin 2.32 mm dla., dot. coll. 2.0 m m  dia., s te p  length 0.1 
m m  [aln11c.xls, 25.03.1997]
2 3 4
Dlitanca (mm)
(C) (d)
B rass pin 2.32 mm  dia., dot. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  length 1 mm 
[aln19c.xls, 26.03.1997]
B rass pin 2.32 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  length 0.5
0 2 4 6 B to  12 t4 16 10
DUttnc* (mm)
10 15 20 25
DIstuic* (mm)
(e) (f)
B rass pin 2.32 mm dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  length  0.3 
m m  [aln21c.xls, 26.03.1997]
B rass pin 2.32 mm  dia., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  length 0.1 
m m  [aln23c.xls, 26.03.1997]
(g) (h)
Figure 4.7.6 : Point spread function of a brass pin 2.32 mm diameter at different 
step length, (a) - (d) when the detector collimator has a 2 mm diameter 
borehole and (e) - (h) when the detector collimator was 1 mm diameter.
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Table 4.7.1 : Summary of PSF (moving pin) experiments.
Filename Pin
diameter
(mm)
Detector
collimator
diameter
(mm)
Step
length
(mm)
FWHM
(mm)
Noise
(%)
aln07c 2.32 2 1.0 2.2 3.5
aln05c 2.32 2 0.5 2.15 1.7
aln09c 2.32 2 0.3 2.1 2.6
alnl lc 2.32 2 0.1 2.15 2.6
alnOlc 0.42 2 1.0 1.5 28.6
aln03c 0.42 2 0.5 1.0 23.5
alnl 3c 0.42 2 0.3 0.9 23.8
alnl 5c 0.42 2 0.1 0.95 27.1
alnl 9c 2.32 1 1 2.5 5.5
alnl 7c 2.32 1 0.5 2.25 7.8
aln21c 2.32 1 0.3 2.3 7.2
aln23c 2.32 1 0.1 2.2 9.5
aln25c 0.42 1 1 1.3 80.7
aln27c 0.42 1 0.5 1.0 56.8
aln29c 0.42 1 0.3 0.75 45.5
aln31c 0.42 1 0.1 0.7 48.9
[psfO\sumry.xls]
Step length (mm)
-Pin 2.32 mm dia.. Det. coll. 2 mm dia. □  Pin 0.42 mm dia., Det. coll. 2 mm dia. 
-Pin 2.32 mm dia., Det. coll. 1 mm dia. —x — Pin 0.42 mm dia., Det. coll. 1 mm dia.
Figure 4.7.7 : Point spread function (moving pin) of HPGe detector showing
changes in FWHM with different pin diameter and detector collimator.
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[psfO\sumry.xls]
Step length (mm)
— Pi n 2.32 mm dia., Det. coll. 2 mm dia. . □  Pin 0.42 mm dia., Det. coll. 2 mm dia.
—A — Pin 2.32 mm dia., Det. coll. 1 mm dia. — Pi n 0.42 mm dia., Det. coll. 1 mm.
Figure 4.7.8 : Noise to signal for the different pin and detector collimator 
diameters.
4.7.2 Determination of point spread function (PSF) - moving source
A radioactive point source was used to determine the point spread function of
the detection system. The source used was an Am-241 point source of activity 10 pCi 
(0.37 MBq). The detector was HPGe and the diameter of the collimator was 2 mm. 
The whole assembly was aligned using a laser beam.
The detector was collimated by a 2 mm borehole diameter collimator. Then 
an uncollimated point source was moved perpendicularly across the collimator at a 
specific distance from the detector. The source was moved in steps of millimeters. 
The data were collected by using a microcomputer for smaller spatial intervals. Two 
single channel analysers were used: the first one to collect counts under the 59.54 
keV peak window while the other to collect scatter coimts. In order to eliminate 
background, the counts in the scatter window were subtracted from the counts in the 
full energy window.
The potentiometer settings for the single channel analyser windows were: for 
the peak window, LL = 1.30 volt; WW = 0.06 volt and for the scatter/background 
window, LL = 1.24 volt; WW = 0.06 volt.
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For the 2 mm diameter collimator, the procedure was repeated using 1 mm 
and 0.1 mm step lengths. One scan was done for the 1 mm diameter collimator at a 
step length of 0.3 mm.
Am-241 point 
source
(uncollimated)
<=------------- 45 mm  >
Figure 4.7.9 : PSF using a moving source.
A typical point spread function scan of a moving source is shown in Figure
4.7.10. The step length used was 2 mm and the FWHM of the PSF was 4.0 mm 
while the FWTM was approximately 5.6 mm.
P4020397 [Peak 4 of Am-241, Det. coll. 2 mm dia., 1000 s]
Position (mm)
Figure 4.7.10 : PSF (moving source), step length 2 mm. FWHM = 4.0 mm, 
FWTM = 5.6 mm.
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The result when the step length was changed to 1 mm is shown in Figure
4.7.11. The FWHM of the point spread function was found to be 3.5 mm and the 
FWTM was 4.8.
aln205c [29.05.97, PSF (moving source), step length 1 mm, det. coll. 2
mm dia., 1000 s]
Distance (mm)
Figure 4.7.11 : PSF (moving source) for step lengths 1 mm. The detector
collimator diameter was 2 mm and the duration time for each step was 
1000 s. FWHM = 3.5 mm, FWTM = 4.8 mm.
The result when the step length was changed to 0.1 mm is shown in Figure
4.7.12. The FWHM at this step length was 3.2 mm and the FWTM was 4.6 mm.
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[aln211c.xls, 29.05.1997]
Distance (mm)
Figure 4.7.12 : PSF (moving source) for a step length of 0.1 mm. The detector 
collimator diameter was 2 mm and the duration time for each step was 
1000 s. FWHM = 3.2 mm, FWTM = 4.6 mm.
For the 1 mm diameter collimator and source step length of 0.3 mm, the result 
is as shown in Figure 4.7.13. The FWHM was 1.6 mm and the FWTM was 2.4 mm.
[aln225c.xls, 29.05.1997]
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Figure 4.7.13 : PSF (moving source) for a step length of 0.3 mm. The detector 
collimator diameter was 1 mm and the duration time for each step was 
1000 s. FWHM = 1.6 mm, FWTM = 2.4 mm.
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The FWHM indicates the spread of photon beam at a distance of 45 mm from 
the surface of the collimator. Since the diameter of the collimators were known, we 
can estimate the acceptance cone size of the photon beam at any distance from the 
detector collimator.
These FWTM values were comparable to the diameter of the field of view 
(FOV) calculated in Section 4.9. The diameters of the FOV subtended by the detector 
collimator at this position were 5.6 mm and 2.8 mm for the 2 mm and 1 mm diameter 
collimators respectively.
4.7.3 Determination of edge spread function (ESF)
The edge spread function was also detennined. Derivation of the point spread
function (or more precisely LSF) was attempted by differentiating the data obtained 
from the ESF.
An aluminium slab edge was moved in a series of steps across the a 
collimated beam of gamma photons. The radionuclide source used was Am-241 with 
a nominal activity of 200 mCi (7.4 GBq). The thickness of the aluminium slab was 
13.14 ± 0.02 mm. The diameter of the source's collimator was 2 mm. The detector's 
collimator had a diameter of 2 mm.
Figure 4.7.14 : ESF using a slab of aluminiiun.
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The ESF curve was differentiated to obtained the LSF curve. Two numerical 
methods were tested for the differentiation in the Microsoft Excel environment.
Method 1: Two-point differentiation.
D iffl = cll+l- c n (4.7.16)
where cn is the counts in channel n.
Method 2: Four-point differentiation.
o m  = -  8c„_, +8c„, -  (4.7.17)
Both methods were tried out on the edge spread function data filename 
esf09c. The results of the two differentiations are shown in Figure 4.7.15. Method 1 
gave a result which was shifted a little to the left of the inflexion point on the edge 
spread function data. Furthermore, method 1 (two-point differentiation) had higher 
background fluctuations. Hence, method 2 (four-point differentiation) was more 
suitable for our purpose. It was used to differentiate all of the edge spread functions 
obtained and are shown superimposed on the ESFs as shown in Figures 4.7.16 for the 
2 mm diameter detector collimator and Figure 4.7.17 for the 1 mm diameter one.
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Am-241 coll. 2 mm dia., det. coll. 2 mm dia., Al 13.14 mm, 
sleng 0.3 mm, 30 s [esf09c.xls, 20051997]
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Differentiation of ESF to give LSF [esf\esf09c.xls]
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Figure 4.7.15 : Differentiation of the ESF to obtain LSF. Method 1 is the two-point 
differentiation and method 2 is the four-point differentiation. The results 
of the two methods are shown. Method 1 is shifted a little to the left and 
has a higher background fluctuations.
From Figure 4.7.16 it can be seen that plots (d) and (e) give good conversions 
from ESF to PSF (or LSF). This indicates that for 2mm diameter source and detector 
collimators, step lengths of 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm gave sufficient number of data 
points in the differentiated data (i.e. PSF). The others were too sparse or too noisy.
The same result can be found in Figure 4.7.17 where the detector collimator 
was changed to a 1 mm diameter. Step lengths 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm gave a sufficient 
number of PSF data points under the peak.
Source coll. 2 mm dla., det. coll. 2 mm dla., s te p  2 m m , 30 s  S ource  coll. 2 m m  dla., de t. coll. 2 m m  dla., s te p  1.5 mm, 30 s
[esf01c.xls, 20.05.1997] [ e s f 0 3 c .x l s ,  20.05.1997]
(a) (b)
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Source coll. 2 mm  dla., det. coll. 2  mm  dla., s to p  1.0 m m , 30 s 
[esf05c.xls, 20.05.1997]
S ource coll. 2 mm  dla., det. coll. 2  mm  dla., s te p  0.5 mm, 30 s
14 16 18 20
(C) (d)
S ource coll. 2 mm  dla., det. coll. 2 m m  dla., s te p  0.3 mm, 30 s S ource  coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 2  m m  dla., s tep  0.05 mm, 30 
s  [esf13c.xls, 20.05.1997]
(e) CD
S ource  coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 2 mm  dla., s tep  0.03 m m , 30 
S [esf15c.xls, 20.05.1997]
(g )
Figure 4.7.16 : ESF and the derived LSF for the detector collimator 2 mm
diameter at step lengths (a) 2 mm, (b) 1.5 mm, (c) 1.0 mm, (d) 0.5 mm, 
(e) 0.3 mm, (f) 0.05 mm, (g) 0.03 mm.
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Source coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 mm dla., s to p  2 mm, 30 s 
[esf17c.x1s, 20.05.1997]
Source coll. 2 mm dia., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  1.5 mm, 30 s 
[esf19c.xls, 20.05.1997]
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Source coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  1.0 mm , 30 s 
[esf21c.xls, 20.05.1997]
S ource coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  0.5 mm, 30 s 
[esf23c.xls, 20.05.1997]
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(C) (d)
Source coll. 2 m m  dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s te p  0.3 m m , 30 s  
[esf25c.xls, 20.05.1997]
S ource coll. 2  mm dia., d e t. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  0.1 mm, 30 s  
[esf27c.xls, 20.05.1997]
(e) (f)
Source coll. 2  mm  dla., det. coll. 1 mm dia., s tep  0.05 mm, 30 
s  [esf29c.xls, 20.05.1997]
S ource  coll, 2  mm dla., det. coll. 1 m m  dla., s tep  0.03 mm, 30 
s  [esf31c.xls, 20.05.1997]
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Figure 4.7.17 : ESF and the derived LSF for the detector collimator 1 mm
diameter at step lengths (a) 2 mm, (b) 1.5 mm, (c) 1.0 mm, (d) 0.5 mm, 
(e) 0.3 mm, (f) 0.1 mm, (g) 0.05 mm (h) 0.03 mm.
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4.8 Test tomographic scanning of a hydrophilic material 
sample
A sample of hydrophilic material was scanned as a trial ran in order to check 
whether the tomographic system was functioning as expected.
4.8.1 Materials and method
The material type was ED IS in the form of a dry, cylindrical rod. The
diameter of the sample was 14.08 ± 0.02 mm and its length was 10.00 ± 0.02 mm. 
The diameter of the detector's collimator was 2 mm.
Two sets of runs were done using the following scanning parameters. The 
first scan used a spatial interval of 2 mm, 13 raysums, 13 projections, 12° angular 
spacing and a preset time of 60 s per raysum. The second scan used a spatial interval 
of 1 mm, 23 raysums, 33 projections, 5.1° angular spacing and a preset time of 60 s 
per raysum. The two step lengths (spatial interval) were tried out in order to check 
whether, for a fixed collimator diameter, changing the step length will change the 
amount of information which can be extracted.
The photons used were 59.54 keV photons from a 7.4 GBq (i.e. 200 mCi) 
Americium-241 radionuclide source.
The data files were extracted from the central server and analysis was made 
by using MSExcel on a PC. The corrected data were then transferred to the central 
server for image processing.
4.8.2 Results and discussion
When backprojected, the graphical plot of the filtered backprojection data 
looks as shown in Figure 4.8.1 for a step length of 2 mm and Figure 4.8.3 for a step 
length of 1 mm. The reconstructed images formed are as shown in Figures 4.8.2 and 
4.8.4. From the sample image, a region of interest (ROI) was determined. Then the 
mean linear attenuation coefficient of the sample in the ROI was calculated. The 
linear attenuation coefficient of the sample in a 9 x 9 ROI was 0.23 ±0.006 cm'1 for 
the 2 mm step length and was 0.23 ±0.01 cm'1 for the 1 mm step length. There was
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no gain in information by reducing the step length less than the diameter of the 
collimators. In fact, smaller step length introduces more noise as indicated by the 
increase in the standard deviation of the linear attenuation values.
ED1S (dry) 14.08 mm dia., sleng 2 mm, 13 rays, angspac 12 
deg., 13 proj, 60 s [as03c.xls, 14.03.97]
0.025
? 0.020 
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£  0.015
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|  0.005 
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S o.ooo
-0.005
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Figure 4.8.1 : Graphical plot of data for ED1S dry cylinder (step length 2 mm). 
The unit for the linear attenuation coefficient is mm'1.
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Figure 4.8.2 : Image of ED IS dry cylinder (step length 2 mm).
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ED1S (dry) 14.08 mm dia., detcoll 2 mm dia, sleng 1 mm, 25 
rays, angspac 5.14 deg., 33 proj, 60 s [as05c.xls, 16.03.97]
Pixel no.
Figure 4.8.3 : Filtered back projection for the same sample but with a step length 
of 1 mm.
[as05c.pgm]
Figure 4.8.4 : Image of ED IS dry cylinder (step length 1 mm).
Figure 4.8.5 shows a profile cross-section cutting through the middle of the 
sample image in Figure 4.8.4. This figure shows the profile of linear attenuation 
coefficients through the middle of the sample. The mean linear attenuation 
coefficient of the sample from this profile is 0.22 ±0.02 cm'1.
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Figure 4.8.5 can also be used to estimate the boundary of the sample by 
determining the FWHM of the profile. Seven columns are within the FWHM region. 
Since each column covers readings in a step length of 2 mm, the diameter of the 
sample was estimated to be 14 mm; which was close to the actual 14.08 mm.
as03c [Linear attenuation coefficient across ED1S dry cylinder]
Figure 4.8.5 : Profile of linear attenuation coefficient across the sample (step 
length 2 mm).
4.9 Tomographic scanning of a test object
The aim was to determine the resolution of the reconstructed image. A sample 
was scanned to determine what is the smallest hole which can appear on the back- 
projected image.
4.9.1 Materials and method
The material used was a ED4C hydrophilic material in a dry state. The length
of the sample was 10.00 ±0.02 mm and its diameter was 14.08 ±0.02 mm. Four holes
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with a diameter of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm were drilled into the sample. The 
diameter of the detector's collimator was 1 mm.
The test object was scanned twice. The scanning parameters used for the first 
scan were 1 mm step length, 25 raysums, 29 projections, 6.2° angular spacing and 60 
s preset time. The scanning parameters for the second scan were 0.5 mm step length, 
49 raysums, 55 projections, 3.1° angular spacing and 60 s preset time.
A \
SIDE 10 mm
\1/
<r
7 mm
14 mm
Figure 4.9.1 : Dimensions of the test object with four holes partially drilled into it.
4.9.2 Results and discussion
Initially, the image obtained was as shown in Figure 4.9.2. It does not really 
represent the actual object and impossible to detect any hole. This is an artefact due 
to the misalignment of the centre of rotation of the object (Holloway 1989). The 
alignment problem becomes more important for smaller step lengths. Hence the 
sample was carefully realigned using a laser beam and the resulting image is shown 
in Figure 4.9.3.
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as09c.pgm
Figure 4.9.2 : Artefact due to misalignment.
The tomographic images obtained in Figures 4.9.3 and 4.9.4 were for step 
lengths of 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. The 2.0 mm diameter hole can be seen 
clearly in both images. The 1.0 mm hole can also be seen but its image is much more 
clearly defined for step length 0.5 mm. Both 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm diameter holes 
cannot be seen in either image. Since the diameter of the detector collimator was 1 
mm, it can be concluded that there was no gain in information if the step length was 
reduced to lower than the diameter of the detector collimator.
13i p M f l ■
I
[asllc.pgm]
Figure 4.9.3 : Image of the test object for step length 1.0 mm.
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[asl3c.pgm]
Figure 4.9.4 : Image of the test object for step length 0.5 mm.
4.10 Tomographic scanning of hydrophilic copolymer 
material samples during dehydration process
The objective was to determine the linear and mass attenuation coefficients of 
ED IS and ED4C samples during the dehydration process.
4.10.1 Materials and method
During the dehydration process as explained in Chapter 3, the hydrophilic
copolymer samples were tomographically scanned to determine the attenuation 
coefficient of the samples at various hydration levels.
During scanning, the samples were sealed using polyethylene cling film in 
order to minimise fluid loss. One container filled with water only and another one 
filled with saline only were also scanned as references.
The photon beam used was from 59.54 keV Americium-241 radionuclide 
source with an activity of 7.4 GBq.
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4.10.2 Results and discussion
At specific intervals during dehydration, the hydrophilic materials were
scanned and the mean linear attenuation was determined. Some of the results are as 
as shown in Table 4.10.1.
Table 4.10.1 (a) - (e) : Linear attenuation coefficients of the samples during 
dehydration at 59.54 keV photon energy.
(a) Sample : ED IS (saline)
Time (hrs) Filename // (cm'l) S.D.
0 deh461c 0.22 0.02
74.5 deh463c 0.23 0.02
174.0 deh465c 0.23 0.02
(b) Sample : ED IS (water)
Time (hrs) Filename // (cm'l) S.D.
0 deh441c 0.22 0.01
76.0 deh443c 0.23 0.02
177.5 deh445c 0.23 0.02
(c) Sample : ED4C (saline)
Time (hrs) Filename // (cm'l) S.D.
0 deh421c 0.21 0.02
73.0 deh423c 0.25 0.01
173.5 deh425c 0.23 0.01
(d) Sample : ED4C (water)
Time (hrs) Filename //(cm'l) S.D.
0 deh401c 0.20 0.02
69.0 deh403c 0.22 0.02
173.5 deh405c 0.24 0.02
(e) The linear attenuation coefficient of water and saline were found to be as follows:
Sample Filename //(cm'l) S.D.
Water deh 481c 0.20 0.02
Saline deh485c 0.20 0.02
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It can be seen from Table 4.10 that, by taking the standard deviations into 
consideration, there is almost no difference in linear attenuation coefficients of the 
samples when they were dehydrated up to more than 170 horns.
The differences and the distortions of the dimensions of the dehydrated 
samples in Chapter 3 warrants a new method of determining the volume of the 
samples. Some previous workers might have ignored the differences in the diameters 
and the existence of end depressions due to dehydration. This might affect the 
determination of the density and consequently, the determination of the mass 
attenuation coefficients.
Let us assume that a sample has the following dimensions (see Section 3.4.4): 
h is the height of the sample, dx is the top diameter, d2 is the middle diameter, d3 is 
the bottom diameter, D, is the top depression and D3 is the bottom depression. If the 
sample is assumed to be a perfect cylinder, then its volume is given by
nr2h
_ nd2h 
~ 4
where d2 is the average diameter at the middle of the sample. If W is the weight of the 
sample, then its density is given by 
4 W
Po = nd2h
Hence, the mass attenuation coefficient is given by (fj/p0) and its error is given by
/
5
 \ Sju ( Sp0
X
/  \ 
p
Po . \Po /
If corrections for differences in the diameters and end depressions are taken 
into account, the approximate volume of the sample is given by (see Section 3.4.5)
+ -
nh
T
nh
t e - 4 ) a + (d2 ~ dx^ dx + d 2 - — ndxD. 
12 1 1
%d> dJ  + ^  _ di){2di _ di)+{2d2 _  diy -  —  nd23D3 
12 3 3
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Hence, the corrected density is given by
W
The uncorrected mass attenuation coefficient (plp0) and the corrected ones 
(ju/pc) are shown in Table 4.10.2. Assuming that the corrected mass attenuation 
coefficient (p/pc) values have the same amount of errors as that of the uncorrected 
ones (|i/p0), there is no significant difference in their mass attenuation coefficient 
values except for the fully dehydrated ED4C samples. At this stage, the differences in 
the diameter values cannot be ignored.
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4.11 Tomographic scanning using variable energy x-ray 
(VEX) source
All the tomographic scanning of hydrophilic copolymer samples in the 
previous sections were carried out using Americium-241 59.54 keV photons. It was 
suggested that the hydrophilic copolymer materials have the potential to be a breast 
tissue substitute. Hence radiation characterisation of the hydrophilic copolymer 
materials in the mammographic energy region is desirable. Farquharson et al. (1995) 
measured the linear and mass attenuation coefficients of ED IS and ED4C in both dry 
and fully hydrated states using static single beam transmission measurements using a 
variable energy x-ray (VEX) source.
The objective of this experiment was to repeat the measurement of the 
attenuation coefficient of the samples using a variable energy x-ray (VEX) source 
and a tomographic scanning system. It should be noted that since the photon intensity 
of the VEX source was rather low, this experiment served as a pilot study for the 
tomographic works at City University.
4.11.1 Single channel analyser (SCA) calibration
For tomographic scanning, two single channel analysers were used to
accumulate the counts in two energy windows. The first window represents the peak 
region of the photon energy of interest. The second window represents the scattered 
photons region and background. The signal under the full energy peak was obtained 
by subtracting the counts under the second window from the counts under the first 
window. Both single channel analysers were set at a specific window width (WW) 
value. Then the lower level (LL) window scaler of the single channel analysers were 
changed at certain intervals along the range. At each interval position the counts 
shown by the counter were read and recorded. For contiguous windows sequence, the 
LL interval should be equal to the WW value.
The following parameters were used for the SCA calibration:
Amplifier coarse gain = 30
Source : Americium-241 lOpCi (370 kBq) collimated 2 mm diameter
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Detector: HPGe (uncollimated)
LL scale : 10 turns equivalent to 10 volts 
WW scale : 10 turns equivalent to 1 volt 
The lower level interval (ALL) was set to 0.02 volt.
For contiguous windows, WW was set to 0.2 turn which is equivalent 
to 0.02 volt.
Collection time = 60 s.
The response of the single channel analysers at different LL values to the 
Americium-241 photons are shown in Figure 4.11.1. Both single channel analysers 
have the same response and the peaks occur at the same LL positions.
[sca11.xls, 22.06.1999]
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Figure 4.11.1 : Spectrum of Americium-241 on two single channel analysers 
(SCA).
The data obtained were used to draw a single channel analyser calibration 
curve as shown in Figure 4.11.2. The calibration curve is a straight line equation 
E  = 13.83(ZZ) + 0.28 (4.11.1)
with a linear regression coefficient of 0.9999 where E is the photon energy in keY 
and LL is the lower level window scaler setting of the single channel analysers in
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volts. This equation can be used to estimate the LL settings of the single channel 
analysers for other known photon energies.
[envsll02.xls, 22.06.1999]
LL (volts)
Figure 4.11.2 : SCA calibration from the Americium-241 peaks.
Since the variable energy x-ray (VEX) source was to be used in this 
experiment, it was imperative to calibrate the single channel analysers against the 
photon energy of each target of VEX. Besides, the WW settings of the SCAs for each 
fluorescent peak had to be determined so that the counts under the full energy peaks 
can be fully utilised. The SCA spectra of the VEX source are shown in Figure 4.11.3.
The suitable LL and WW settings of the single channel analysers in the 
tomographic scanning for both Americium-241 and VEX sources are tabulated in 
Table 4.11.1. The settings for SCA B (which measures the background and scattered 
radiation) should be less than the LL settings of SCA A (which measures the 
integrated counts under the peaks) by about one WW value. Precautions should be 
exercised to make sure that the WW range of SCA B does not fall on a location 
where a full energy peak exists.
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(a) copper, Cu
[scam o1.xls, 28.06,19991
1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.6
LL (volt)
(c) molybdenum, Mo
[scaba1 .x ls, 28.06.1999]
2 2  225 2.3 2.35 24 245 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65 27
LL(voll)
(e) barium, Ba
(b) rubidium, Rb
[scaag1.xls, 28.06.1999]
(d) silver, Ag
[scatb1.xls, 28.06.1999]
3.1 3 2  3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6
LL (volt)
(f) terbium, Tb
Figure 4.11.3 (a) - (f) : Characteristic x-ray spectra from the variable x-ray source 
(VEX) on the two single channel analysers (SCA). X-rays from copper 
target may not be suitable for scanning.
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Table 4.11.1 : Summary of the LL and WW settings of the single channel 
analysers (SCA) for tomographic scanning.
E (keV) Source SCA
A
SCA
B
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
13.9 Am-241 0.94 0.10 0.84 0.10
17.6 Am-241 1.22 0.08 1.14 0.08
21.0 Am-241 1.42 0.16 0.78* 0.16
26.3 Am-241 1.82 0.10 1.72 0.10
59.54 Am-241 4.22 0.12 4.10 0.12
13.37 XRb Ka 0.90 0.10 0.70 0.10
17.44 XMo Ka 1.16 0.14 1.02 0.14
22.10 XAgK* 1.50 0.12 1.38 0.12
32.06 XBaKa 2.20 0.16 2.04 0.16
44.23 XTbKa 3.08 0.18 2.90 0.18
* There is a peak at 0.16 volt.
4.11.2 Materials and method
Diy cylindrical ED IS and ED4C samples were tomographically scanned
using the variable energy x-ray (VEX) source. The diameter of the ED1S sample was 
9.86 ±0.02 mm and its height was 8.24 +0.02 mm. Its weight was 0.7427 +0.0001 g. 
The density was calculated using
p  = ^ L -  and = f ^  + 2 ^ -  + ^ - l p  (4.11.2)
nd2h p { W  d h J  K ’
where W is the weight, d is the diameter and h is the height of the sample. Hence, its
density was 1.18 +0.08 g cm'3.
The diameter of the ED4C sample was 10.22 ±0.02 mm and its height was
10.44 ±0.02 mm. Its weight was 1.0180 ±0.0001 g. Hence, its density was 1.19 ±0.07
g cm"3.
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The detector’s collimator had a diameter of 2 mm.
The scanning parameters used were: 2 mm step length, 9 raysums, 10 
projections and 17° angular spacing.
4.11.3 Results and discussion
4.11.3.1 ED1S (dry)
The resulting tomographic data, filtered-backprojection and the reconstructed
images are shown in Appendix B.2. The linear and mass attenuation coefficients of
the sample are as shown in Table 4.11.2.
Table 4.11.2 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of EDI S (dry) samples 
using VEX source.
Target Photon
energy
(keV)
Filename
(cm’1)
(ft/p) 
(cm2 g'1)
Tb (K«) 44.23 tvexOlc 0.24 +0.05 0.20 ±0.06
Ag (Ka) 22.10 tvexl3c 0.5 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Mo (Ka) 17.44 tvexl7c 0.7 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2
4.11.3.2 ED4C (dry)
The resulting tomographic data, filtered-backprojection and the reconstructed
images are shown in Appendix B.3. The linear and mass attenuation coefficients of
the sample are as shown in Table 4.11.3.
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Table 4.11.3 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of ED4C (dry) samples 
using VEX source.
Target Photon
energy
(keV)
Filename M
(cm'1)
W p)
(cm2 g'1)
Tb(K«) 44.23 tvex07c 0.26 ±0.03 0.22 ±0.04
Ba(K«) 32.06 tvex09c 0.37 ±0.07 0.31 ±0.08
Ag (Ka) 22.10 tvexllc 0.51 ±0.08 0.43 ±0.09
Mo (K«) 17.44 tvexl9c 0.7 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
The data obtained for ED IS (dry) and ED4C (dry) were compared with the 
calculated mass attenuation coefficient for average breast designated as Breast 1 
(young age - 25% fat:75% muscle), Breast 2 (middle age - 50% fat:50% muscle) and 
Breast 3 (old age - 75% fat:25% muscle) using XCOM programme. The elemental 
composition of these average breasts used was taken from Contantinou (1982) and 
reproduced here in Table 4.11.4.
Table 4.11.4 : Elemental composition (percentage by weight) of average breast 
(Constantinou 1982). Breast 1 is for young age, Breast 2 for middle age 
and Breast 3 for old age.
H C N O Others Rel.
density
Breast 1
(25%fat:75%muscle)
10.71 28.25 2.63 57.60 0.06Na, 0.02Mg, 0.15P, 
0.38S, 0.06C1, 0.23K, 
O.OlCa.
1.02
Breast 2
(50%fat:50%muscle)
11.20 44.20 1.75 42.30 0.04Na, O.OlMg, 0.10P, 
0.25S, 0.04C1, 0.15K.
0.99
Breast 3
(75%fat:25%muscle)
11.71 60.14 0.88 27.01 0.02Na, O.OlMg, 0.05P, 
0.13S, 0.02C1, 0.08K.
0.95
The results are shown in Figure 4.11.4. The data were obatined from 
peaks only as Kp peaks gave very low counts. Photons from Cu and Rb targets could 
not be used as the intensity of the transmitted beam was too low, making counting 
time prohibitively long. Data from Ba(Ka) was corrupted and hence not included
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here. The measured mass attenuation coefficient of the hydrophilic copolymer 
samples are within experimental errors to the calculated mass attenuation coefficient 
of Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3.
Figure 4.11.4 : Mass attenuation coefficient of ED IS (dry) and ED4C (dry) at
17.44, 22.10, 32.06 and 44.23 keV photon energies using variable energy 
x-ray (VEX) source. Breast 1 is for young-age breast, Breast 2 for 
middle-age and Breast 3 for old-age (Constantinou 1982).
4.11.4 x2-test for goodness of fit
X2-test is one of the most important test for goodness of fit (Barlow 1989). It 
is the squared difference between the observed values and their theoretical 
predictions, suitably weighted by errors of measurement. For example, a set of N  
measurements of x  and y  where each value xy is exact and each value yi is measured 
with an error ay. The x2-test is given by the relationship
[tvex\sumry.xls, 07101999]
0.10
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Photon energy (keV)
If the function really describe the data, then x2 will be small. Within experimental 
eirors, [y(. -  /(* ,)] * cri and we expect £  to be roughly equal to N. If x2 is large, it
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shows that the measured data points do not fit the calculated or theoretical values. 
However, a very small value of y2 is also unlikely; the errors should make the 
measurements deviate from their ideal values to some extent, and a very low x2 
probably means that these errors have been overestimated.
Attempts were made to use x2-test to check whether the mass attenuation 
coefficient of ED IS (dry) and ED4C(dry) fit the mass attenuation coefficient of 
average breasts (Constantinou 1982) calculated using the XCOM programme. The 
result of the test is shown in Table 4.11.4.
Table 4.11.5 : x2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of 
EDlS(dry) and ED4C(dry) against XCOM calculated breastl (yoimg age 
- 25%fat:75%muscle), breast2 (medium age - 50%fat:50%muscle) and 
breast3 (old age - 75%fat:25%muscle) (Constantinou 1982).
(yt-xjf/cr? 
with breast 1
(yi-xif/a? 
with breast 2
(yi-xif/a? 
with breast 3
E ED1S ED4C ED1S ED4C ED1S ED4C
(keV) (dry) (dry) (dry) (dry) (dry) (dry)
17.40 1.50 6.00 0.548 2.19 0.0650 0.260
22.10 0.81 0.444 0.203 0.0278 0.0001 0.104
32.10 0.191 0.345 0.563
44.20 0.0544 0.0225 0.0278 0.0625 0.0136 0.106
x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2
2.37 6.66 0.778 2.63 0.0787 1.03
Both samples have x2 values fit the XCOM calculated average breasts of 
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3. Most x2 values are smaller than N. This does not 
necessarily mean a good fit as it might be due to the large measurement errors as 
indicated in Table 4.11.2 and Table 4.11.3. From Table 4.11.5, the mass attenuation 
coefficient of both ED IS (dry) and ED4C (dry) has a closer fit to the calculated mass 
attenuation coefficient of Breast 3.
4.11.5 Discussion
The accuracy of the results shown in Figure 4.11.4 was relatively poor. This 
was due to the low intensity of the photon source. For instance, the Kq peaks of silver 
and molybdenum targets needed more than 2000 seconds collection time for each
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raysum and even then the number of counts collected were less than 1000 (see 
Appendices B.2 and B.3). This made the whole scanning process taking on several 
days; certainly making biological sample scanning impossible. A high intensity 
photon source is desirable for a statistically good tomographic data.
However, as a pilot study for the future tomographic work at City University, 
this experiment highlighted some important aspects of tomography such as source 
intensity, detector calibration and single channel analyser calibration.
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5. Electron density measurements using 
Compton scattering technique
5.1 Introduction
Generally scattered photons are considered to be a nuisance; causing image 
quality degradation in diagnostic radiology and increasing unnecessary dose to 
nearby healthy tissues in radiotherapy. However, these scattered photons may 
actually be useful as a new source of information in medicine and biology (Balogun 
1986, Speller and Horrocks 1991).
Given the dominance of scattering over absorption in the energy region of 10 
to 1500 keV, there are several advantages to performing a scattering rather than a 
transmission measurements (Holt et al. 1984):
1. The information is essentially 3-D rather than 2-D. The signal depends 
upon the composition of the volume element located at x, y, z as defined by the 
overlap of the incident and scattered collimated beams rather than the transmission 
raysum integrated along one direction.
2. The scattering method allows changes in composition to be monitored 
irrespective of the attenuation of the incident and scattered beam.
3. The scattering method only requires access from one side and this can be a 
major advantage if the object is part of a larger structure.
Compton scattering had been used in non-destructive testing of materials by 
Gilboy et al (1982) and Nicolaou (1983). This technique is capable of obtaining 
information from one side only. It was used to detect paraffin deposition inside the 
petrol draining pipeline (Lopes et al. 1997).
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Compton scattering was used to determine the in-vivo tissue densities of 
lungs by Reiss and Schuster (1972), Clarke and van Dyke (1973), Kaufman et al 
(1976) and Webber (1981). It was also used for the determination of in-vivo tissue 
densities of bones by Clarke and van Dyke (1973), Huddleston and Bhaduri (1979), 
Webber and Kennet (1976) and Ken' et al (1980). Norton (1994) described a new 
algorithm for reconstructing cross-sectional electron density images based on the 
energy-dependent scattering of gamma rays.
Holt et al. (1983) reported in-vitro measurements of elastically and 
inelastically scattered photons by saline solutions, breast cyst fluid and rat’s liver. 
Manninen et al. (1992) reported a focusing monochromator for W Kai radiation 
which could be used for Compton scattering studies. De Magalhaes et al. (1996) 
studied the angular and energy distribution of scattered photons by water, muscle 
tissue and bone using a Americium-241 source of 59.54 keV radiation. Al-Bahri and 
Spyrou (1998) had determined the electron density of normal and pathological breast 
tissues also using a Americium-241 59.54 keV photons.
5.2 Overview
5.2.1 Theory
A typical Compton interaction is as shown in Figure 5.2.1. Further 
explanation can be found in Chapter 2.
According to the law of the conservation of energy
hv = hv' + T (5.2.1)
where Fis the kinetic energy of the ejected electron.
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Compton electron
E ' = h v ' r v
Figure 5.2.1 : Schematic diagram showing a Compton scattering interaction, vis 
the frequency of the incident photon, v'is the frequency of the scattered 
photon and h is the Planck’s constant.
The total momentum must be conserved between the scattered photon and the 
struck electron; hence, according to the law of the conservation of momentum 
in x-direction:
hv  , hv' _ / coon—  = p  cos <j) +  cos# (5.2.2)
c c
where p  is the momentum of the electron and c is the speed of light, 
in y-direction:
0 = p  sin sin 6 (5.2.3)
c
But relativistically
pc = ^ r ( r  + 2m0c2) (5.2.4)
where m0 is the electron rest mass.
Hence, the energy of the scattered photon is given by
hvhv' = -------- 5— t—-  where =•
m0c1 — cos# + — 
KaJ
7 , hvh v =-
1 H— ~ ~ 2  ( l  — COS # )
moc
or
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(5.2.5)
lH ------— - ( l  — COS 9 )
m0c
For a backscattered photon, i.e. 6= 180°,
and for a »  1, the energy of the backscattered photon approaches ( tm0c 2) / 2 .
5 .2 .2  C o m p to n  c r o s s - s e c t io n
In 1928 Klein-Nishina introduced cross-sections for polarised (free electrons)
and unpolarised cross-section (the differential cross-section which determine the 
collision probability).
dQ 2 |i  + _ cos j 2
1 1 + cos2 9 +
a 2( l-c o s# )2 
1 + a(l -  cos 0)
(5.2.7)
G fl\/where r0 =  j  is the elecfronic radius and =  — . Q is the solid angle
\ moc J m0c '
subtended from the point of photon interaction to the detector.
The equation can be reduced to
oc
hv
(5.2.8)
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Figure 5.2.1 : Compton scattering process showing a solid angle. 
The differential scattering cross-section is
dQ
v' d<PcoU
V dQ
± CV»
2 U'
v
v
(5.2.9)
The differential cross-section falls with increasing 0 and for a high value of a  
the fall-off occurs rapidly. This means that the scattered radiation is strongly peaked 
in the forward direction.
For the total collision cross-section f can give exact solutions. Hence
j dQ
e^ coll = 2^0
1 + q  [ 2g(l + a) ( J  ln(l + 2a) 1 + 3a
a 3 [ ( l  + 2a) H l + 2 « ) |+  2a (l + 2ay-2a)
(5.2.10)
If a «  1,
ecrcoU = |?zr02( 1 - 2 a  + 5.2a 2 -  13.3a3 + 32.7a4+.............. )
(5.2.11)
Using only terms through to a 2, the value of eercoj, at 10 keV is only 0.001% 
of that of the full expression. Therefore, all the terms in the equation have to be 
considered.
If a  approaches zero, the equation explains Thomson interaction
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0.6552 xl(T24 —
2
(5.2.12)
e
5.2.3 Ratio method
At the lower gamma-ray energies (Er < 1 5 0  keV) associated with the 
examination of biological materials, elastic scattering is also measurable and the two 
lines can be separated by the use of a solid state detector (Holt et al. 1984). The use 
of the elastic to Compton intensity ratio (aE/ac oc Z 1) offers the possibility of 
eliminating or minimising many systematic errors. The ratio method is the simplest 
way of diagnosing the osteoporosis disease, characterised by a decrease in density. A 
1% change in concentration of a saline solution produces an easily measurable 15% 
change in the scattering ratio.
Kerr et al. (1980), Cooper et al. (1982), Holt et al. (1984) and Manninen et al. 
(1984) studied the feasibility of using the ratio of elastic to inelastic scattering for 
material characterisation. Morgan et al. (1998) used this technique to measure 
trabecular bone mineral density and average fat/muscle ratio in a tissue volume.
5.2.4 Multiple scattering
Main limitations to the density resolution derive from the attenuation of the
incident and scattered beam and from contamination introduced by multiple 
scattering of photons in the target material (Battista et al 1978).
Tartari et al. (1991, 1996) simulated multiple scattering component using a 
Monte Carlo method in order to select the energy region where single Compton 
scattering prevails. Such knowledge might be useful for in-vivo analysis of trace 
elements. De Magalhaes et al. (1996) investigated single and double scattering on 
samples up to 16 cm in diameter.
The limitations found in these systems were associated primarily with 
multiple scattering and absoiption; both of which reduce the image contrast and 
impair the density resolution attainable (Holt et al. 1984). The detector could not 
discriminate between photons that have suffered more than one collision. There is no
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way to relate the energy of the photons to the number of collisions suffered before 
detection.
There are three ways to reduce difficulties due to multiple scattering:
(a) Calculate the intensity and the spectral distribution of multiple scattering 
for a given sample and geometry and then apply the result directly to the measured 
data. The precision should be within 35%.
(b) Involves the study of the amount of multiple scattering by single 
scattering suppression techniques.
(c) Reduce the amount of multiple scattering accepted by the detection system 
by an appropriate collimation system (Lale 1959).
A few things to be noted:
1. Multiple scattering is depth dependent. The size of the phantom also 
determines the probability of its occurrence.
2. Counts obtained at edges far away from the phantom is used to estimate B. 
Mooney et al. (1996) introduced multiple-scatter correction function (mcf) to
correct the bias attributed to multiple scatter.
5.2.5 Attenuation correction
Attenuation is the second most important factor limiting the applicability of
CST. In fixed point densitometry, the attenuation could be taken to be constant.
Several workers have attempted to experimentally minimise or compensate 
for attenuation. Battista et al. (1977) published an algorithm using the transmitted 
photons to compensate for photon attenuation.
Some of the difficulties encountered are:
(i) these methods suffer from specificities,
(ii) attenuation of the higher energy photons (used for compensation) 
is different from that of the lower energy scattered beam.
Balogun and Spyrou (1993) used a theoretical approach to the attenuation 
coefficient calculation. Using the tabulated data of Hubbell (1969) the test object was 
simulated by assigning to each pixel an attenuation coefficient at the energy of the
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scattered photons. This method requires ‘a priori’ knowledge of the distribution of 
the constituent elements in the plane.
Battista et al. (1977) studied both the the multiple scattering and attenuation 
of singly scattered photons in Compton scattering tomography and proposed 
corrective procedures. They concluded that they can get an electron density of 
images with a precision of approximately 5%.
5.2.6 Electron density
The photon differential inelastic cross-section of an atom is given by
j  _ incoh j _ KN
 =  Z (5.2.13)
dQ dQ
at photon energies larger than the binding energies of the electrons concerned. Here, 
d crKN■—5 is the Klein-Nishina differential cross-section for a free electron. Thus, at
dQ
high energies, the incoherent cross-section is proportional to Z.
The number of singly scattered photons detected at an angle #is given by
N „ ( e ) = * f ,* r d (5.2.14)
where N0 is the initial number of photons in the beam which are incident on unit area 
of the sample, n is the number of atoms per unit volume of the scatterer and V is the 
scattering volume of the sample.
At sufficiently high photon energies, the electrons are effectively free. Thus
(5.2, 5)
where nZ = pe is the electron density per unit volume.
For a particular size of scattering volume and at a certain scattered photon
energy
Nscat{e) = kpe (5.2.16)
where k  is a constant. Water is usually used as a reference material (pe for water = 
3.341 x 1023 e cm"3). Hence, for a given sample s, its electron density can be 
determined by using
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[w-(e)L [p.].
(5.2.17)
5.2.7 Scattering angle
Many authors used different scattering angles for their experiments. For
example, Holt et al. (1983) used a fixed angle of 171° while Morgan et al. (1998) did 
scattering work using 150° backscatter.
The amount of multiple scattered photons accepted in a Compton scattering 
experiment increases with the volume of the exposed materials in the field of view of 
the detector (Battista and Bronskill 1981, Balogun and Spyrou 1993). Al-Bahri and 
Spyrou (1998) and Balogun (1999) concluded that the best resolution is obtained at a 
scattering angle of 90°. The smaller volume element at 90° reduces the contribution 
of multiple scattering. It is also desirable to reduce both the size of the detector’s 
collimator and its field of view to as small as practically possible; keeping in mind 
that the overall count rate will decrease, necessitating a longer counting period and/or 
a stronger source (Jama and Hussein 1999).
5.2.8 Detection limit
For an inclusion, I, in a background matrix, M, the fractional change in the
electron density is given by (Balogun and Spyrou 1993)
f = N sI~ NgM (5.2.18)
^  g M
where Ngj and NgM are the electron densities of the inclusion and the background 
matrices respectively.
The precision of the measurement is given by
P = (5-2.19)
2/ * M
where I j  and Ijrf are the average number of events recorded per pixel for the inclusion 
and the background matrices respectively. The associated confidence level is CL =
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(1 -p) x 100%. The minimum fractional change detectable as well as the measurement 
precision are functions of the energy of the primary photons, the angle of scattering 
and the background matrix. Thus the detection limit will vary according to the 
experimental set-up.
The criterion for the signal detection is given by
/ , - / „ >  4 ^ 7  (5-2-20)
where e is a constant depending on the assumed confidence level. Therefore at the 
detection limit
(5-2.21)
They (Balogun and Spyrou 1993) concluded that the minimum fractional 
difference in the electron density of an inclusion and the background that could be 
detected by their system was 60%.
5.3 Smoothing of data
The Compton scattered photons usually have a very low intensity. This in 
turn caused the spectra to be noisy or highly fluctuative (Figure 5.3.1 (a)).
Smoothing of data can be done by averaging the number of counts in a certain 
number of channels on either sides of and including the channel of interest. Three 
methods of smoothing were fried on an Americium-241 spectrum and was run 
through the data using MSExcel.
Method 1: (smoothl)
c '  — C «-2 c n- 1 + Cn + Cn+1 + Cn+2 ^  3  1 )
where cn is the number of counts in channel n and c'n is the smoothed count for 
channel n.
Method 2: (smooth2)
c > _  C n -5  +■ • • - + C h-1  +  C n +  C ,M  +■ • • -+ C >l+5 (5 3 2 )
Method 3: (smooth3)
c > _  c n- 10 +• • • -+ C »-1 +  c ,i +  C „ +1 +• • • •+C «+10 3  3 -j
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The effect of the smoothing on the spectrum is as shown in a close up view of 
Figure 5.3.1 (b). It can be seen that Method 3 gives an adequate and sufficient 
smoothing of data for the given set of parameters of this experiment. Hence, it would 
be used throughout this Chapter. The fully smoothed spectrum is as shown in Figure
5.3.1 (c) illustrating easier identification of peaks and region of interests.
[nai(tl)\am04.xls, 23041998]
Channel no.
(a)
smoothing [am04.xls, 23041998]
Channel no.
(b)
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nt
s
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smoothed [am04.xls, 23041998]
Channel no.
(C)
Figure 5.3.1 : Smoothing of data obtained from the NaI(Tl) Be window detector. 
Scaler 4.5, coarse gain 100, fine gain 1.03, shaping 2 ps, 1000 s. (a) 
Original spectrum, (b) close up showing the effects of the three 
smoothing methods used, (c) the smoothed spectrum.
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5.4 Nal(TI) detector
NaI(Tl) was introduced in 1948 by Hofstadter to have a good radiation 
detection properties. Large ingots can be grown from high-purity sodium iodide to 
which about 10"3 mole fraction of thallium is added as an activator. It is hygroscopic 
and hence the crystal is canned in an air-tight container. Its most important property 
is its excellent light yield. Its response to electrons (and y rays) is close to linear over 
most of the significant energy range. Nowadays, NaI(Tl) is accepted as standard 
scintillation detector for routine gamma ray spectroscopy.
The crystal is fragile and can easily be broken by physical or thermal shock. 
The dominant decay time of the scintillation pulse is 230 ns. In addition, a 
phosphorence with characteristic 0.15 s decay time. In high counting rates, the 
phosphorence tends to build-up due to the multiple overlap from many preceding 
pulses. This afterglow is an undesirable characteristic of Nal.
Table 5.4.1 : Properties of a typical Nal(Tl) detector.
Specific gravity 3.67
Wavelength of maximum emission (nm) A,max 415
Index of refraction at A,max 1.85
Principal decay constant (ps) 0.23
Pulse 10-90% rise time (ps) 0.5
Total light yield in photons/MeV 38000
Absolute scintillation efficiency for fast electrons 11.3%
For low energy detection, the Al (Z=13) can might have a window of Be 
(Z=4) and high efficiency due to its high Z (=53) of its iodine constituent. Nal has 
two absorption edges while Ge has only one.
Energy resolution broadened due to charge collection statistics, electronic 
noise, variations in the detector response over its active volume, and drifts in 
operating parameters over the course of the measurement. Statistical broadening is 
the single most important cause of peak broadening.
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Balogun (1986) suggested that NaI(Tl) is a better choice detector because of 
the need to make efficient use of the surface area of the detector. He used a 
converging collimator in order to make use of the total surface area of the detector.
5 .4 .1  T h e  o p t i m u m  o p e r a t i n g  v o l t a g e
The Nal(Tl) Be window detector was without any operating manual to show
its optimum operating voltage. Hence, it was necessary to determine the optimum 
operating voltage of the detector.
A Canberra series 35 multichannel analyser (MCA) was used. The Nal(Tl) Be 
window detector was connected to a Canberra pre-amplifier Model 2005, which was 
then connected to an external Canberra spectroscopy amplifier Model 2010. The 
amplifier was set to the following parameters: Coarse gain 10, Fine gain 9 and 
shaping time 2 ps. The ADC gain was 4096. The high voltage regulator was marked 
in scaler index where 10 scaler reading is equivalent to 2 kV.
Since Am-241 source will be used in most of the transmission and scattering 
works, the determination of the operating voltage of the NaI(Tl) Be window was 
done using a Am-241 point source. Distance of source from the detector was 2 cm 
and the duration of exposure was 600 s.
A m -241,1000 s ,  s ca le r reading  = 4.2 [am11.xls, 28.04.98] A m -241,1000 s , sc a le r  reading  =  4.4 [am12jcls, 28.04.98]
1200 1000
900
1000
800
700
600
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
(a) (b)
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A m -241,1000 s ,  sc a le r  reading  = 4.8 [am14.xls, 28.04.9A m -241,1000 s ,  s ca le r read ing  = 4.6 [am13.xls, 28.04.98]
(c) (d)
A m -241,1000 s , sca le r reading  = 5.0 [am15.xls, 28.04.98]
(e)
Figure 5.4.1 : The spectra of Americium-241 by the NaI(Tl) Be window detector 
at several voltage scaler settings. The scaler settings are (a) 4.2, (b) 4.4, 
(c) 4.6, (d) 4.8, and (e) 5.0.
The best operating voltage is when the scaler reading is 4.6; which is 
equivalent to 920 volts. This voltage setting will be used in all works involving this 
Nal(Tl) detector system.
The Am-241 spectrum has two peaks as shown in Figure 5.4.1. The first peak 
is made up of several low energy peaks of Americium-241 due to the poor resolution 
of the Nal(Tl) detector. In addition, the contribution of iodine K escape peaks cannot 
be ignored as iodine formed a component of the detector. The iodine K escape peaks 
is about 28 keV below the associated full energy photopeak. For the 59.54 keV 
Americium-241 peak, the expected iodine K escape peak should occur at about 31.54 
keV.
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5.4.2 Energy calibration
5.4.2.1 Using area under the peak
Nal(Tl) Be window detector (uncollimated) was irradiated with calibration
sources and the spectrum obtained was analysed. The method and criteria used are as
applied to the HPGe detector in Chapter 4. The calibration sources used are as shown
in Table 5.4.2.
The sources were placed at a distance of 2 cm from the detector. The time 
duration was 3000 s.
Table 5.4.2 : Radiation sources used for the calibration of NaI(Tl) Be window 
detector.
Source Filenam
e
Activity
(on
01.01.91)
(kBq)
Half-life Present
activity
(kBq)
Energy
(keV)
Relative
abundanc
e
%
Am-241 Aml6 41.1 432.7 y 40.6 13.9
17.6
21.0
26.3
59.54
13.0 
20.2 
5.2 ; 
2.4 
35.7
Ba-133 Ba20 15.0 10.53 y 9.3 31.0*
53.2
79.6
81.0
160.7
3.68
4.9
55.3
1.01
Cs-137 Csl5 31.0 30 y 26.2 32.9
36.4
661.7
3.8
1.04
85.2
Cd-109 CdOl 88.43 x 103 
(on 
18.12.86)
462 d 162.8 22.1"
88.03 3.6
* Cs K X-rays.
# Ag K X-rays.
The spectra obtained from the sources are shown in Figure 5.4.2 and were 
analysed using the method discussed in Chapter 4.
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[am16.xls, 20051888J
(a)
(cs15.xls, 20051998]
(b)
[cdOI-xIs, 20051998]
1000 1500
Chamwl no.
(C) (d)
Figure 5.4.2 : Spectra of calibration sources, (a) Americium-241, (b) Barium-133,
(c) Caesium-137, and (d) Cadmium-109.
The calibration data are as shown in the Table 5.4.3.
Table 5.4.3 : Calibration data for Nal(Tl) Be window detector. I is the integral 
counts, B is the background counts and S is the signal counts under the 
full energy photopeak.
Filename E
(keV)
Centroid 
(± 1 chan.)
FWHM 
(± 1 chan.)
Integ.
(counts)
B
(counts)
S
(counts)
Ba20 31 460 270 683089 173460 509629
±925
CdOl 22.1 400 240 4980618 1625185 3355433
±2570
Ami 6 unknown 420 230 353021 155000 198021
±713
Am 16 59.54 900 400 477250 244900 232350
±850
Csl5 32.9 460 270 85779 25970 59809
±334
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The energy calibration curve is shown in Figure 5.4.3. The curve gives a 
relationship between the energy of the photons and the channel number of the 
multichannel analyser given by
y  = 0.0686* -1.6668 (5.4.1)
where y  is the photon energy and x  is the channel number.
From this calibration curve, the unknown peak in the Americium-241 
spectrum in Figure 5.4.2 can be identified. Using the relationship above, the 
unknown peak has an energy of 27.2 keV. From Table 5.4.2, the major low energy 
Americium-241 peaks have energies of 13.9 and 17.6 keV. The iodine K escape peak 
is expected to occur at 31.5 keV. Hence, we can conclude that the low energy peak of 
Am-241 in the NaI(Tl) Be window spectrum is due to a combination of low energy 
Am-241 peaks and the iodine K escape peak.
Nal(TI) Be window - Energy calibration [calib.xls]
Channel no.
Figure 5.4.3 : The energy calibration curve of NaI(Tl) Be window detector.
The relationship between the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the full 
energy peaks and photon energy is shown in Figure 5.4.4. Scattered photons usually 
have lower energies than the incident photons. This relationship is important in order 
to determine the region of interest of the scattered spectra. The FWHM varies against 
photon energy in a relationship
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y  = 0.3217x + 8.2284 (5.4.2)
where y  is the FWHM and x  is the photon energy, both in keV. The FWHM at 59.54 
keV photon energy is 27 keV.
fwhm vs photon energy [calib.xls, 20051998]
Energy (keV)
Figure 5.4.4 : The full width half maximum (FWHM) against photon energy for 
the Nal(Tl) Be window detector.
Calibration with only four data points is not good. The problem was that it 
was difficult to find suitable radionuclides as calibration sources in the energy region 
below 60 keV. At low photon energies we have interference from scattered and x-ray 
fluorescent photons. The poor resolution of NaI(Tl) detector in this region makes 
matter worse.
5.4.2.2 Using Gaussian fitting
Since the resolving power of NaI(Tl) detector is usually low, it is difficult to
identify individual peaks. The spectra of the calibration sources have broad peaks and
quite a high background tails. Assuming that the peaks obey Gaussian distribution,
cuive fitting was done in order to analyse the spectra peaks.
A pure Gaussian distribution obeys the relationship (Knoll 1989)
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.)>(*) =  To exP
( * ~ * o ) 2
2 cr2
(5.4.3)
where y  is the amplitude of the Gaussian at channel x, y0 is its maximum and a  is the 
standard deviation of the peak.
The area under the peak is given by
A = • qy0 = 2.507qy0 (5.4.4)
and the full width at half maximum is given by
(5.4.5)FWHM = 2V21n2cr = 2.355cr 
It was thought that Gaussian fitting may yield more information from the 
calibration spectra. Attempts were made to fit Gaussian curves on the observed 
spectra. For spectra with more than one peak, fittings were adjusted so that the total 
or resultant Gaussian curves fit the observed spectra (Figure 5.4.5).
G aussian  [am16.xls, 20051998] [ba20.xls, 20051998]
(a) Am-241
[Cs15.xls, 20051998]
(c) Cs-137
0 200 400 0 1000 1200 1400 1600 1600 2000
Channal no.
(b) Ba-133
[cd01.xls, 20051998]
(d) Cd-109
Figure 5.4.5 : Spectra of radionuclide sources used for calibration and their 
associated Gaussian fitting for calibration, (a) Americium-241, (b) 
Barium-133, (c) Caesium-137, and (d) Cadmium-109. Gausst is the total 
or resultant Gaussian curve.
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The parameters of the Gaussian fitting are as shown in Table 5.4.4. The 
energy calibration curve using Gaussian fitting shows a better linear regression 
coefficient as shown in Figure 5.4.6 than in the previous Section. However, the 
gradient of the calibration curve is identical at 0.07 keV per channel number.
The FWHM detennined by using the Gaussian fitting is shown in Figure 
5.4.7. At about 60 keV, the FWHM for the Nal(Tl) detector is about 35 keV.
Table 5.4.4 : Calibration data for Nal(Tl) Be window detector using Gaussian 
fitting method.
Source Filename E
(keV)
x0
(counts)
To
(counts)
(7
(channel)
Area
(counts)
FWHM
(channel)
Am-241 ami 6 unknown 425 1120 110 308862 259
Am-241 am 16 59.54 910 1000 180 451260 424
Ba-133 ba20 31 465 2300 100 576610 236
Ba-133 ba20 81 1150 350 300 263235 707
Cs-137 csl5 32.9 470 285 110 78594 259
Cd-109 cdOl 22.1 400 16650 80 3339304 188
Cd-109 cdOl unknown 950 3300 500 4136550 1178
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[calib1.xls, 20051998]
Channel no.
Figure 5.4.6 : The energy calibration curve of the NaI(Tl) Be window detector 
using Gaussian fitting method.
fwhm vs. photon energy [calib1.xls, 20051998]
Energy (keV)
Figure 5.4.7 : The full width at half maximum (FWHM) against photon energy for 
NaI(Tl) Be window detector using Gaussian fitting method.
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5.4.3 Energy resolution
The data in the previous Section were analysed for their resolution and shown
in Figure 5.4.8. The resolution of the Nal(Tl) detector in this low energy range is 
about 50 - 60%.
resolution [calib1.xls, 20051998]
Energy (keV)
Figure 5.4.8 : Resolution of NaI(Tl) Be window detector using Gaussian fitting 
method.
5.4.4 The effective active size of the NaI(Tl) Be window detector
In order to determine the intrinsic efficiency of the Nal(Tl) Be window
detector, the effective size of the detector need to be determined. One way of doing it 
is by scanning the face of the detector using a beam of photon and noting the reading 
of the detector at each position.
An Americium-241 point source (10 pCi or 0.37 MBq) collimated to 2 mm 
diameter was scanned perpendicularly across the face of the detector. The scanning 
motion was controlled by a microcomputer. The spectrum was observed on a multi­
channel analyser (MCA) and only the counts under the 59.5 keV peak were recorded. 
The step length was 2 mm and the duration of exposure time for each position was 
1000 s.
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-26 mm —x --------27 mm
Figure 5.4.9 : Scanning of the Nal(Tl) Be window detector’s face.
The scanning process was then repeated at other levels of the detector’s face. 
The response of the detector at each position of the point source was then plotted.
The map of the sensitive area of the detector’s face is as shown in the Figure 
5.4.10. The response of the Nal(Tl) Be window detector to Am-241 59.5 keV peak is 
not uniform across its surface.
Profiles of the response of the Nal(Tl) Be window detector along the x and y  
axes are as shown in Figure 5.4.11. The effective diameter of the detector was taken 
at the FWHM of the detector’s response. However, since the response is not uniform 
across the detector, the determination of the diameter was difficult. The two axes in 
Figure 5.4.11 give two different diameter values. The mean diameter value is 22.5 
mm.
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Tha active area of Nal(TI) Be window detector
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Figure 5.4.10 : The active area of the Nal(Tl) Be window detector. The legend 
shows count ranges.
Active part, Nal(TI) Be wind. det. a t x ■ 0 mm [detalze.xls]
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4.11 : Response across two axes of the Nal(Tl) Be window detector, (a) 
At the position x = 0, and (b) at the position^ = 0.
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5.5 Shift in energy (or channel number) with different scattering
In Compton scattering, the incident photons are scattered with a reduced energy 
depending on the scattering angle. This properties were studied on the Nal(Tl) Be 
window detector.
A collimated Am-241 source (2 mm diameter) was used to irradiate water sample 
in a plastic vial 15 mm diameter. The scattered photons were detected using a Nal(Tl) Be 
window detector collimated to a 4 mm diameter hole. The angle of scattering was 
changed from 0° to 110°.
Figure 5.5.1 : Arrangement of the apparatus used for the Compton scattering 
experiments. All dimensions are in mm.
The arrangements of the apparatus are as shown in the Figure 5.5.1 above. The 
measured energy value was compared with the scattered energy calculated from the
angles
c
60
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equation (5.2.5) and plotted in Figure 5.5.2. At a scattering angle of 90°, the calculated 
scattered photon energy is 53.3 keV whilst the measured one is 54.9 keV.
[sumry2.xls, 08051998]
Theta (deg.)
Figure 5.5.2 : Scattered photon energy at different scattering angles. The scatterer was 
water in a plastic vial 15 mm diameter. Peak 1 consists of unresolved low- 
energy peaks and Peak 2 is the 59.54 keV peak of Am-241.
The fraction of scattered photons at different scattering angles was calculated and 
given in Table 5.5.1 and plotted in Figure 5.5.3. The intensity of the scattered photons is 
significantly low at scattering angles greater than 30°.
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Table 5.5.1 : Fraction of scattered photons at different scattering angles.
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Scattering angle 
0°
Intensity
(counts)
Fraction of 
scattered photons 
(%)
0 2019 ±6 0
10 741 +2 36.7 ±0.2
20 96.0 ±0.6 4.75 ±0.04
30 4.0 ±0.1 0.197 ±0.006
40 3.52 ±0.08 0.174 ±0.004
50 2.68 ±0.07 0.133 ±0.004
60 2.40 ±0.05 0.119 ±0.003
70 2.08 ±0.04 0.103 ±0.002
80 1.75 ±0.04 0.087 ±0.002
90 1.60 ±0.03 0.080 ±0.002
100 1.74 ±0.03 0.086 ±0.002
110 1.58 ±0.03 0.078 ±0.002
scattered% [sumry2.xls, 08051998]
Theta (deg)
Figure 5.5.3 : Fraction of scattered photons against scattering angles.
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5.6 Determination of the electron density of the hydrophilic 
copolymer materials
Water is usually taken as a reference material in determining the electron density 
of materials. The electron density of water is known to be 3.341 x 1023 e/cm3.
5.6.1 Materials and method
Water sample in plastic vial was placed in the beam and the scattered photon at
90° was recorded in a Canberra series 35 multichannel analyser. The diameter of the vial 
was 15.0 ±0.5 mm diameter. The radiation source used was a 7.4 GBq Am-241 source 
collimated by a borehole collimator of 2 mm diameter. A 4 mm diameter borehole 
collimator was used to collimate the Nal(Tl) Be window detector.
Then the Compton scattered spectrum from the empty vial was taken. The 
scattered spectrum due to water only was obtained by data subtraction method.
5.6.2 Results and discussion
The scattering experiment for water sample was for a time duration of 57600 s.
The spectra obtained are as shown in Figure 5.6.1.
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smooth3 [scat39.xls, 12101998]
Channel no.
(a)
smooth3 [scat40.xls, 12101998]
Channel no.
(b)
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Figure 5.6.1 : The spectra of scattered Am-241 photons from water in a plastic vial at 
a scattering angle of 90° for a collection time of 57600 s. (a) Smoothed 
spectrum due to water in a vial, (b) smoothed spectrum due to empty vial, 
and (c) reduction of data to get the scattered spectrum due to water only.
For the scattered 59.54 keV Am-241 peak, the region of interest is between 
channels 658 and 1106. By subtracting the background B from the integral count I  the 
net count S  was obtained and are shown in Table 5.6.1. The standard deviation of the 
value of S was calculated using sJS + 2 B .
The process was repeated and the spectra for ED IS (dry) and ED4C (dry) 
samples are as shown in Figure 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 respectively.
The electron density of water is taken as 3.341 x 1023 e/cm3.
168
smooth3 [scat41.xls, 12101998]
Channel no.
Figure 5.6.2 : Spectrum of Am-241 photons scattered by ED1S (dry) sample.
Using formula given in equation (5.2.17), the electron density of ED1S (dry) can 
be calculated.
r I  _  L l^ e ],,,
_ 2036 x 3.341 xlO23 
2194
= 3.10 xlO23 e /cm 3 
The standard deviation was calculated using
4 > . L  , 4 * 1  _   -----
\p.i m .  w
s\pX  = '[Pel
iNi
= 0.36 xlO23 e /c m 3 
Hence, the electron density of dry ED IS sample was 
\pe\  =(3.1±0.4)xl023 e / c m 3
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smooth3 [scat42.xls, 12101998]
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Figure 5.6.3 : Spectrum of Am-241 photons scattered by ED4C (dry) sample.
The same method of calculation was done for the ED4C (dry) sample. The 
electron density of ED4C (dry) is (4.4 ±0.4) x 1023 e/cm3.
The values obtained were then compared with the values of Al-Bahri and Spyrou 
(1998) as shown in Table 5.6.1. The present values are generally lower especially for the 
ED1S (dry) sample. Furthermore, the accuracy of the values are worse than those 
obtained by them. The Nal(Tl) detector might not be suitable to be used in this low- 
energy region. The poor resolution makes it difficult to identify peaks as can be observed 
when performing detector calibration in the previous sections. The matter was made 
worse by the lower efficiency of the Nal(Tl) detector compared to HPGe detector in the 
low-energy region (Kouris et al. 1982, Likuku 1999).
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Table 5.6.1 : Peak analysis of for the determination of electron density of dry
hydrophilic material samples with water as a comparator using scattered
59.54 keV photons from an americium-241 source.
Sample Water ED1S
(dry)
ED4C
(dry)
Ci 4 22 21
Cf 7 29 27
I 4658 13460 13637
B 2464 11424 10752
S 2194 2036 2885
+84 ±158 ±156
Electron (3.1 ±0.4) (4.4 ± 0.4)
density 
(e cm'3)
x 1023 x 1023
Electron density (4.026 ±0.033) (4.170 ±0.033)
(e cm'3) from 
Al-Bahri and 
Spyrou (1998)
x 1023 x 1023
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6. Photon transmission measurements using 
x-ray fluorescent sources
6.1 Introduction
Apart from the 59.54 keV of Americium-241 photons, the works done in the
previous chapters were carried out using low intensity variable energy x-ray source 
(VEX). In the low photon energy region most of the photons are absorbed in the 
sample. Subsequently the acquisition times needed to obtain statistically significant 
counts become long and image noise can be high. What is needed is a high intensity 
photon source to reduce these problems.
One such potential source was an industrial x-ray generator at the Radiation 
Laboratory, Department of Radiography, City University, London. The tube itself 
produces a beam which is a continuum of bremsstrahlung photons with characteristic 
x-rays superimposed. If selected elements are presented to the beam, then a range of 
discrete energies can be obtained through x-ray fluorescence (XRF).
The same type of experiments were repeated with this new source at City 
University. Static single beam transmission and attenuation measurements as well as 
transmission tomography experiments on the hydrophilic copolymer materials and 
some tissue samples were earned out.
6.2 X-ray fluorescent photons
6.2.1 X-ray tube specifications
The radiation source at City University was a reconditioned industrial x-ray
machine. It was water-cooled and could produce x-radiation continuously.
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Tube assembly type was Comet ceramic x-ray tube assembly MXR-160/0.4 - 
3.0. The tube generator was Pantak HF160 C.P. x-ray unit.
Table 6.2.1 : X-ray tube specification.
Nominal focal spot 0.4 3.0
Target material W
Target angle 20°
Radiation coverage 40°
Anode current at 160 kV, max. 4mA 19mA
Tube voltage, max. 160 kV
Tube power continuous, max. 640 W 3000 W
Filament current, max. 4.1 A 4.2 A
Filament voltage, max. 3.0 V 5.5 V
Cooling water flow, min. 4 litre m in1
Water pressure, max. 6 bar
Water temperature at inlet, max. 35°C
Inherent filtration, max. 1 mmBe
Radiation leakage, max. < 250 m Rh'1
Weight 8 kg
6.2.2 Target materials
The target materials used to produce x-ray fluorescence beams at City 
University are shown in Table 6,2.2 .
The selenium target was in powder form. It was packed in an open top glass 
container about 10 mm high and 40 mm diameter. The top of the container was then 
sealed with a thin cling film. This cling film covered surface was used as the target 
facing the incident x-ray beam.
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Table 6.2.2 : The target materials and their K fluorescence energies in keV. Kab is 
the K absorption edge of the elements.
Target Z Thickness
(mm)
Kab Kp2 Kpl Kai Ka2
Copper (Cu) 29 3.0 8.980 8.976 8.904 8.047 8.027
Selenium (Se) 34 Powder 12.652 12.651 12.495 11.221 11.181
Molybdenum (Mo) 42 2.0 20.002 19.964 19.607 17.478 17.373
Silver (Ag) 47 1.0 25.517 25.454 24.942 22.162 21.988
Tin (Sn) 50 2.0 29.190 29.106 28.483 25.270 25.042
The x-ray fluorescence spectra of the target materials are shown in Figure
6.2.1 (a) - (e) showing the positions of the Ka and Kp peaks of the spectra. K« peaks 
are at the lower energy and Kp peaks are at the higher energy. The separation 
between the two peaks increases as the atomic number Z of the target material 
increases.
[fcu02.xls, 05111998] [fse01.xls]
(a) Target: Cu
[fmo02.xls, 08101998]
9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 125 13 13.5 14
En*rgy(k«V)
(b) Target: Se
[fag0.xls, 08101998]
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
ENERGY (kaV)
(c) Target: Mo (d) Target: Ag
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Figure 6.2.1 (a) - (e ): Spectra of Ka and Kp peaks of x-ray fluorescence from 
different target materials.
6.2.3 Apparatus
The typical arrangement of the x-ray fluorescence apparatus is as shown in 
Figure 6.2.2. X-ray photons from the x-ray tube passes through a 5 mm diameter 
collimator towards the target. The target atoms are excited causing them to produce 
x-ray fluorescence photons unique to the element of the target. The x-ray fluorescent 
beam then passes through four 2 mm diameter collimators before reaching the 
detector. Samples are placed between the second and the third collimators. Due to 
laboratory space constraint, the angle between the incident photon beam and the x- 
ray fluorescence beam travelling to the detector was always maintained at 90°. The 
grazing angle 0can be varied.
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X-RAY SOURCE
COLLIMATOR 5 mm. dia.
SAMPLE
90°
I I
I I A I I
TARGET COLLIMATORS 2 mm dia.
DETECTOR
Figure 6.2.2 : Typical arrangement of the x-ray fluorescence set-up at City 
University.
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6.3 Detector characterisation
The specifications of the HPGe detector used, specifically bought for the 
project at City University, are as shown in Table 6.3.1.
Table 6.3.1 : Specifications of the HPGe detector.
Detector type: ORTEC High-Purity Germanium 
GLP Series
Model no. : GLP-36360/13-P
Ciyostat configuration: Pop top
Preamp model: 239
Crystal diameter: 36 mm
Crystal length: 13 mm
Endcap to crystal: 7 mm
Window: Be 0.254 mm
Window diameter: 50 mm
High voltage bias : -1000V
6 .3 .1  E n e r g y  c a l i b r a t i o n
It was imperative, as before, to calibrate the pulse height analyser for photon
energies of interest.
An Am-241 point source with a nominal activity of 0.37 MBq (10 pCi) was 
placed at 170 ±1 mm in front of the HPGe detector for 1200 seconds. The spectrum 
of the Am-241 source was obtained as shown in Figure 6.3.1. The position of the 
energy peaks were identified and an energy calibration curve which relates the 
channel number of the MCA and the photon energy was plotted (Figure 6.3.2).
The energy calibration equation obtained was
y  = 0.0324x -  0.0182 (6.3.1)
where y  is the photon energy in keV at channel number x. The conversion factor is 
0.0324 keV/chaimel. The linear regression of the calibration curve is 0.9998 which 
can be considered as good.
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[city/am170.xls]
Channel no.
Figure 6.3.1 : Spectrum of the Am-241 point source.
[am170.xls]
Channel no.
Figure 6.3.2 : The energy calibration curve of the HPGe detector at City 
University.
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6 .3 .2  E n e r g y  r e s o lu t io n
The energy calibration equation in the previous section was used to determine
the photopeak centroids and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the peaks in 
keV.
The FWHM and the resolution of the HPGe detector at several Am-241 
energies were determined as shown in Table 6.3.2. The FWHM at 59.54 keV photon 
energy was found to be 550 ±16 eV.
The resolution of the detector is as shown in Figure 6.3.4. The resolution at 
59.54 keV photon energy was found to be (0.93 ± 0.23) x 10'2.
Table 6.3.2 : The FWHM and resolution of the HPGe detector at Am-241 photon 
energies.
Channel
No.
E
(keV)
FWHM
±0.5
(channel)
FWHM
±0.016
(keV)
Resolution ; 
x 10'2
429 13.93 15 0.486 3.49 ±0.92
548 17.61 14 0.454 2.58 ±0.70
640 21.0 12 0.389 1.85 ±0.54
813 26.0 15 0.486 1.87 ±0.49
1838 59.54 17 0.551 0.93 ±0.23
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[am170.xls]
Photon energy E (keV)
Figure 6.3,3 : Plot of resolution versus photon energy.
6 .3 .3  D e te c t o r  s iz e
In order to determine the intrinsic efficiency of the detector, we need to know
the solid angle subtended by a point source to the surface of the detector. Hence, the
effective size of the detector has to be determined.
The source used was Am-241 sealed source with an activity of about 0.37
MBq. The beam was collimated to a diameter of 2.00 ±0.02 mm. The length of the
collimator was 30.06 ±0.02 mm. The distance from the surface of the collimator to
the face of the detector was about 25 mm.
The whole source assembly was moved in a series of steps perpendicular to
the detector's face (Figure 6.3.4). The step length chosen was 1 mm and the preset
time for each step was 200 s. The number of counts under the 59.54 keV peak for
each position were recorded.
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25 mm 30 mm
Figure 6.3.4 : Arrangement for the scanning of the surface of the detector.
The net counts under the 59.54 keV peak of Am-241 scanned across the 
surface of the HPGe detector were plotted in Figure 6.3.5 . The effective diameter of 
the detector can be taken as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the plot. 
The FWHM is 34.5 ± 0.5 mm. This was comparable to the diameter of the crystal 
given by the manufacturer which was 36 mm.
[ctdetsz.xls, 11031999]
Position (mm)
Figure 6.3.5 : The effective cross-section of the HPGe detector.
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6 .3 .4  E f f ic ie n c y  o f  d e t e c t o r
It is preferable, as explained in Chapter 4, to use intrinsic full energy
photopeak efficiency to characterise a detector since it is a fundamental quantity and 
is not affected by geometry and positioning of the source or intervening medium. 
Hence, as before
£iP =
An
\  Q j e «p  =
An p
D
where Cp is the number of events under the the full energy photopeak and D is the 
number of quanta emitted by the source over the measurement period.
The data obtained in the previous sections were used to determine the 
intrinsic efficiency of the HPGe detector. Each photopeak was analysed by 
determining the region of interest (ROI), the integral counts under the photopeak 
bounded by the FWTM, the background counts B and thence the net counts under the 
peak.
The source to detector distance d=  170 ± 1 mm 
The effective diameter of the detector (2a) = 34.5 ± 0.5 mm 
The present activity of the source = 0.42 MBq = 0.42 x 106 Bq 
Counting time = 1200 s
The relative intensity of emission of the 59.54 keV photons is 35.3%. Hence 
the number of photons with energy 59.54 keV emitted by the source is
35 3
WS9 54 = — x0.42xl0659.54 1 0 0
= 148260 photons s'1 
The net number of photons recorded under the FWTM peak were 
= 428822 in 1200 seconds.
The solid angle subtended by the detector at the point source is given by
j  \
Q = 2 n 1-
4 d 2
0.032 steradian
v yu  +a j  
Therefore, the intrinsic photopeak efficiency at 59.54 keV is
,  )
' Att 
.0.032.
D
\ 428822
1200x148260
■ = 0.947
The calculation of errors is as discussed in Chapter 4. The error on the solid 
angle was estimated using the error propagation relationship
v2
I  .On = dd
Hence, the solid angle error is
2nd2 2n +b
<N
2 m d
1 i d 2 +a2J i {d2 +a2f  j _(d 2 +a2f _
= Vl.404xl0"7 + 3.41xl0~6 
= 0.0019steradian
The error on the calculation of the FWTM photopeak intrinsic efficiency was 
estimated using the relationship
2( a e 1e p d
2
CP 2 J a o )
\  £ P-‘ y I °P J I n ) [ d  J
°v- =
\ ° r
+
\ 2
\  Q j
f  r r  ^  (T r
•£pJ
The intrinsic photopeak efficiency of the detector at other photon energies can 
be calculated in the same manner. The full data for the calculation of the intrinsic 
photopeak efficiency of the HPGe is shown in Table 6.3.3 and the resulting 
efficiency is plotted against photon energy in Figure 6.3.6. The fitting curve curve 
was plotted with one 13.93 keV data point excluded as its higher value might be due 
its nearness to the K edge of germanium detector.
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Table 6.3.3 : The intrinsic photopeak efficiency of the detector at several Am-241 
photon energies. ROI is the region of interest in the FWTM of the peak, 
Cj is the number of counts in the leftmost channel of the ROI, cf is the 
number of counts in the rightmost channel and B is the background 
counts under the peak.
Energy
(keV)
Rel.
abundance
(%)
Rel.
activity
D
(Bq)
Net
photopeak
counts
Intrinsic
photopeak
efficiency
13.93 13.3 55860
±236
97855 0.573
±0.034
17.61 20.2 84840
±291
111428 0.430
±0.026
21 5.2 21840
±148
247.5682 0.465
±0.028
26 2.4 10080
±100
33279.5 0.738
±0.044
59.5 35.3 148260
±385
628822 0.947
±0.056
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[tolet\am170.xls]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.3.6 : The intrinsic photopeak efficiency of the HPGe detector at Am-241 
photon energies.
6.4 Testing the x-ray fluorescence system
6.4.1 Determination of optimum operating voltage and grazing angle
It is preferable to have an x-ray fluorescence beam with the highest intensity
possible in order to minimise exposure time. One way of doing that is by increasing 
the tube filament current so that more x-ray photons from the tube interact with the 
target and hence more x-ray fluorescence photons be produced. Increasing the tube 
voltage kVp may also produce a higher intensity x-ray fluorescence beam, but to a 
lesser extent.
Assuming that the current is kept constant, we investigated the effects of the 
grazing angle 0 on the intensity of the x-ray fluorescence beam at different tube 
voltages kVp.
The current was fixed at 5 mA and the exposure time was 120 s. The diameter 
of the collimators used was 2 mm.For each setting of kVp at a specific grazing angle 
0 , the counts under the Ka peaks of the target spectrum were determined.
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The results were plotted as Figure 6.4.1 (a) - (e). It was found that for all
kVps, the grazing angle 6 of 70° - 75° gives the highest x-ray fluorescence photon
intensity. In all cases, the higher the kVp, the higher is the intensity.
Target: Cu, I = 5 mA, t = 120 s, ROI: 920 -1060 
[sumfcu.xls, 12.03.1999]
10 kVp 
20 kVp 
33 kVp 
40 kVp 
50 kVp 
60 kVp 
70 kVp 
80 kVp
Theta (degree)
(a) Target: copper (Cu). Optimum grazing angle is 70°.
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Target: Se, I = 5 mA, t = 120 s, ROI: 1300 -1450 
[sumfse.xls, 12.03.1999]
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(b) Target: selenium (Se). Optimum grazing angle is 70°.
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Target: Mo, I = 5 mA, t = 120 s, ROI: 2090 - 2220 
[sumfmo.xls, 12.03.1999]
— $— 20 kVp
—■ — 33 kVp
01 kVp
50 kVp
oCDt kVp
—• — 70 kVp
o00{ kVp
Theta (degree)
(c) Target: molybdenum (Mo). Optimum grazing angle is 70°.
Target: Ag, I = 5 mA, t = 120 s, ROI: 2650 ■ 2800 
[sumfag.xls, 12.03.1999]
Theta (degree)
- 4 — 33 CL
- * — 40 kVp
- t 4 - 5 0 kVp
— * — 60 kVp
- * - 7 0 kVp
oCO\ Q.£
(d) Target: silver (Ag). Optimum grazing angle is 75°.
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Target: Sn, I = 5 mA, t = 120 s, ROI: 3050 - 3180 
[sumfsn.xls, 12.03.1999]
—♦ — 33 kVp
- * - 4 0 kVp
0
 
to1 kVp
- * - 6 0 kVp
- * - 7 0 kVp
o03+ kVp
Theta (degree)
(e) Target: Tin (Sn). Optimum grazing angle is 75°.
Figure 6.4.1 (a) - (e ) : The counts under the K« peaks of the five target materials at 
different kVp settings and at different grazing angles 6.
6.4.2 Aluminium measurements
The ability of the system to determine the mass attenuation coefficient of a
sample accurately was tested by measuring the mass attenuation coefficient of 
aluminium, since it is one of the most tested material in radiation physics. High 
purity aluminium (>99.9%) samples of varying thicknesses were placed across a 
beam of collimated x-ray fluorescence photons. This test was done using four x-ray 
fluorescent photon energies of Ka peaks of copper, molybdenum, silver and tin 
targets. The experimental arrangement of the apparatus is as shown in Section 6.2.3. 
The intensity of the unattenuated and the attenuated beams were measured and 
plotted in relative intensity versus thickness. The linear attenuation coefficient of 
aluminium at the specific energies were determined from the slope of the graphs. 
Figure 6.4.2 shows the mass attenuation coefficient of aluminium in the present study 
compared to the values obtained from XCOM computer calculation as well as 
experimental results from Millar and Greening (1974) and Al-Haj (1996).
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Figure 6.4.2 : Measurement of the mass attenuation coefficient of aluminium. The 
error bars for the present study are indicated in the graph.
6.4.3 Reproducibility using water
The reproducibility of the x-ray fluorescent system was tested using a water
sample filled in a polyethylene vial of internal diameter about 15 mm. The sample 
was placed at the centre of the XRF beam for a static single beam transmission 
measurement. The incident and the transmitted beam was collimated by two 2 mm 
diameter collimators each. The counts under the peak was corrected for the counts 
when using an empty vial. This procedure was repeated for 10 samples of water for 
each and Kp peaks of the targets used.
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 6.4.1. The highest 
percentage standard deviation from the mean mass attenuation coefficient was 6.4% 
for the Kp peaks of silver target. Generally, the results show good consistency and 
reproducibility.
The mean mass attenuation coefficients due to copper and selenium targets 
are lower than the theoretical values as the same size water samples were used at
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these low energy range. Consequently, the path traverse by the photon beam in the 
water was not an optimum one giving statistically bad data. Even then, referring to 
Table 6.4.1, the percentage deviations for ten repeated readings at these energies 
were small indicating good reproducibility.
Table 6.4.1 : Reproducibility of the XRF system tested using a water sample.
Photon
Energy
(keV)
Mass
attenuation
coeff.
(XCOM)
(cmA2/g)
Mean
mass
attenuation
coeff.
(cmA2/g)
% standard 
deviation
8.02 9.99 4.06 3.11
11.22 3.60 1.65 1.60
12.50 2.61 1.17 4.19
17.41 1.02 1.02 2.83
19.55 0.76 0.76 2.55
22.08 0.57 0.62 4.28
24.87 0.45 0.44 6.42
25.16 0.44 0.48 2.47
28.50 0.36 0.38 4.98
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6.5 Attenuation studies on cross-linked hydrophilic
copolymer materials using a single beam transmission 
method
While the tomographic scanner rig was being constructed, some single beam 
transmission measurements were done on the hydrophilic copolymer materials. This 
was done by measuring the intensity of the incident and the transmitted XRF beam 
passing through the samples.
6.5.1 Materials and method
The arrangement for the determination of the attenuation of the sample was as
shown in Figure 6.5.1. An industrial x-ray tube was used to irradiate copper, 
molybdenum, silver and tin targets producing Ka fluorescent x-rays with effective 
energies of 8.02, 17.41, 22.08 and 25.16 keV respectively. The targets were set at a 
grazing angle of 70° in order to take advantage of the highest XRF yield as discussed 
in Section 6.4. The fluorescent beam was then passed through the sample by way of 
four 2 mm diameter collimators and was detected by an ORTEC high-purity 
germanium detector.
The unattenuated and the attenuated x-ray fluorescent beam of the 
molybdenum target, as a typical example, is shown in Figure 6.5.2 showing the Ka 
and Kp peaks. This figure shows a possibility of using Kp peaks for the attenuation 
study and hence provides additional effective photon energies of 8.89, 19.55, 24.87 
and 28.43 keV (see Table 6.5.1). However, it should be noted that the signal under 
the Kp will be very low.
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X-RAY SOURCE
PRIMARY BEAM COLLIMATOR 
5 m m  dia.
TARGET COLLIMATORS 2 mm dia.
Figure 6.5.1 : Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the apparatus for 
the experiment.
Table 6.5.1 : The x-ray fluorescence energies from several target materials.
Target Energy of Ka peak 
(keV)
Energy of Kp peak 
(keV)
Cu 8.02 8.89
Mo 17.41 19.55
Ag 22.08 24.87
Sn 25.16 28.43
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Figure 6.5.2 : A typical spectrum of unattenuated and attenuated XRF beams from 
a molybdenum target in ED4C (fully hydrated in saline) sample. Kp 
peaks too have the potential to be used for attenuation studies.
Solid cylindrical hydrophilic material samples of ED IS and ED4C were used. 
Three states of the samples were studied: dry, fully hydrated in deionised water (fhw) 
and fully hydrated in saline (fhs). The hydrated samples were dried using blotting 
paper and wrapped in cling film before placing them in the x-ray fluorescent beam as 
shown in Figure 6.5.1. The intensities of the incident and the transmitted beams were 
recorded and the linear attenuation coefficient ju was determined by using the 
relationship
1-In
x
(6.5,1)
where x  is the diameter of the samples, If is the intensity of the transmitted beam and 
70 is the intensity of the incident beam.
The density of the sample was noted (Table 6.5.2) and subsequently the mass 
attenuation coefficient (p/p) was calculated.
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Table 6.5.2 : The diameter and the density of the samples for attenuation 
measurements.
Sample Diameter 
(±0.002 cm)
Density p 
(g cm'3)
EDlS(dry) 1.000 1.196 ±0.008
EDlS(fhw) 1.896 1.124 ±0.004
EDlS(fhs) 1.878 1.139 ±0.004
ED4C(dry) 1.000 1.199 ±0.008
ED4C(fhw) 2.216 1.112 ±0.004
ED4C(fhs) 1.972 1.112 ±0.004
6.5.2 Error analysis
The intensity of the beam detected was determined from the net counts under
the peak of the XRF spectrum given by
S = ( T - B ) ± J S  + 2B (6.5.2)
where T is the integral counts under the peak and B is the associated background 
counts.
The maximum net counts imder the peak is then
S ^ = ( T - B )  + 4 s T w  (6.5.3)
and the minimum net counts possible is
Smin= ( T - B ) - J S  + 2B (6.5.4)
Then the minimum value of the linear attenuation coefficient is given by
1,
Mmin = ~ ln 
X
f  r* \  
0 min 
C
V max /
(6.5.5)
and the maximum linear attenuation is given by 
1
Mm*
X
c^Omax
e
V min J
(6.5.6)
where S0 is the counts in the unattenuated peak.
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The mean deviation from the best // is given by 
Pva\ Pmin
= ' (6.5.7)
The eiTor in  the calculated m ass attenuation coefficient ( p / p )  is the given by
(6.5.8)v
f \
E
,  A P  ,
A° W )
where p  is the density of the sample.
6.5.3 Results and discussion
The measured mass attenuation coefficients of ED IS and ED4C at the K« and
Kp x-ray fluorescence energies of the four targets are as shown in Table 6.5.3 (a) based 
on the Kx peaks of the targets and Table 6.5.3 (b) based on the Kp peaks. The error in 
the calculated mass attenuation coefficients was determined using the error analysis 
formula given above. Generally higher percentage eiror in Table (b) is due to the lower 
intensity Kp peaks.
The results obtained were compared with the results of breast tissue 
measurements by White et al (1980) and theoretical calculated average breast values 
(Figure 6.5.3). The theoretical average breast values were calculated by using a 
computer program called XCOM (Berger and Hubbell 1987). The average breast 
elemental composition used was from Constantinou (1982) and was shown in 
Section 4.11. Breast 1 is designated as young-age, Breast 2 as middle-age and Breast 
3 as old-age breasts.
From Figure 6.5.3 it can be seen that the mass attenuation coefficient of breast 
measured by White et al. (1980) was consistently slightly higher than the calculated 
XCOM value. Measurements done by Farquharson et al. (1995) on hydrophilic 
materials are much closer to the calculated values. At about 60 keV their mass 
attenuation coefficient values coincide.
The mass attenuation coefficients of the hydrophilic materials are consistently 
lower than the calculated Breast 1 values (Figure 6.5.3). An xMest was done to 
determine the best fit of the data points to the calculated average breast values and
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shown in Table 6.5.4. Data points for all the hydrophilic copolymer samples are closer 
to calculated Breast 3. Dry ED1S and ED4C samples have the least deviation from 
calculated Breast 3 with x2 values of 689 and 532 respectively; which means that they 
are quite similar to old-age breast.
If we look closely at Table 6.5.4, the largest deviations are caused by XRF from 
copper target. If the two data points due to copper target are excluded and the x2-test is 
redone, all samples are still closer to the calculated Breast 3. However, now the closest 
fit to Breast 3 are ED IS and ED4C samples fully hydrated in water with %2 values of 
115 and 132 respectively.
At this stage it is too early to conclude whether dry hydrophilic copolymer 
samples or frilly hydrated samples in water is similar to calculated old-age breast 
(Breast 3). Further studies need to be done to acertain this.
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[city\atten\copolym\sumry1 .xls]
(a)
[city\atten\copolym\sumry1 .xls]
(b)
Figure 6.5.3 (a) - (b ): Measured and calculated mass attenuation coefficients of 
hydrophilic copolymer materials using both Ka and Kp energies of 
targets, (fhw = fully hydrated with water, fhs = fully hydrated with 
saline)
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Table 6.5.4 : The x2-test results of the mass attenuation coefficient of ED IS and 
ED4C samples in dry, fully hydrated in water and fully hydrated in saline 
solution to calculated Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3.
(a) Comparison with Breast 1
Energy
(keV)
(yi-xi)2/cs-i2
ED1S
(dry)
( Y rx W
ED1S
(fhw)
(Yi-Xi)2/^ 2
ED1S
(fhs)
(yr Xi)7a2
ED4C
(dry)
(Yi-Xj)2/^ 2
ED4C
(fhw)
(Yi-x j)2/ a 2 
ED4C 
(fhs)
8.00 3255.7 22489.8 47330.6 2387.2 34053.9 29348.8
8.89 425.6 131.2 2815.7 113.9 1821.6 1345.0
17.40 756.8 1106.9 807.9 807.1 1164.3 556.0
19.60 53.0 131.3 60.1 86.9 65.2 26.1
22.10 271.8 420.9 350.9 328.6 507.1 216.1
24.90 6.4 43.7 20.2 26.2 8.95 26.3
25.20 60.4 28.3 33.5 83.3 95.2 19.4
28.40 7.5 5.7 33.3 5.7 5.7 16.3
x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2
4837.1 24357.7 51452.2 3838.8 37722 30344
(b) Comparison with Breast 2
Energy
(keV)
(yi-xi)2/a i2
ED1S
(dry)
(yrx,)2/ a 2
ED1S
(fhw)
(Yrx i)2/^ 2 
ED1S 
(fhs)
(Yi-Xi)2/ a 2
ED4C
(dry)
(Yi-x^/a2
ED4C
(fhw)
(yr Xi)2/ a 2
ED4C
(fhs)
8.00 1569.9 13636.7 29153.7 1123.8 21272.7 17995.4
8.89 182.2 68.7 1639.5 40.2 1101.5 71.5
17.40 293.5 325.8 192.5 320.7 352.9 77.7
19.60 10.7 24.5 2.9 24.8 3.2 0.65
22.10 147.1 197.0 146.9 188.9 233.9 69.8
24.90 1.2 17.9 4.8 12.9 0.46 6.6
25.20 24.4 0.50 2.6 39.2 20.7 0.013
28.40 12.4 13.5 47.1 9.95 14.4 27.6
x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2
2241.5 14284.6 31190.0 1760.4 22999.7 18249.3
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(c) Comparison with Breast 3
Energy
(keV)
(Yi-Xi)2/^ 2
ED1S
(dry)
(yrXj)2/a;2
ED1S
(fhw)
(yr-XjJVo,2
ED1S
(fhs)
(yr Xi)2/cT2
ED4C
(dry)
(yrXi)2/a ;2
ED4C
(fhw)
(Yi-Xi)2/^ 2
ED4C ; 
(fhs)
8.00 508.8 7105.2 15607.4 342.7 11661.7 9559.0
8.89 42.4 26.8 793.2 4.4 570.5 28.7
17.40 51.3 11.7 0.013 61.1 16.3 28.9
19.60 0.30 1.6 16.3 0.70 17.8 41.6 j
22.10 62.7 60.4 32.8 90.3 69.0 4.9
24.90 0.058 3.9 0 4.6 2.3 0.016
25.20 5.1 13.4 5.6 12.5 0.16 19.4
28.40 18.3 24.1 62.5 15.2 26.6 41.4
x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2
688.8 7247.2 16517.9 531.5 12364.4 9724.0
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6.6 Building a tomographic system at City University
6.6.1 Introduction
Static single beam transmission attenuation measurements give the linear
attenuation coefficient value along a line which traverses the sample assuming the 
value is uniform throughout the line. For a non-uniform sample, this assumption will 
not be tine. A tomographic image gives the distribution of all linear attenuation 
coefficients inside a sample, subject to the pixel size of the image.
It was decided to build a tomographic scanning rig for the x-ray system at the 
Radiation Laboratory, Department of Radiography, City University, London.
The system was designed to be similar to the one at the Department of 
Physics, University of Surrey.
6.6.2 Encoder driver actuator (stepper motor)
The actuator was an Ealing stepper motor model 37-1112 with 50 mm travel. 
The motor speed was 12,000 rpm giving a maximum linear speed of 12 mm/min. The 
resolution of motion was 0.02 pm and a typical backlash of 6 pm. The encoder pulse 
counts per revolution of travel was 60 and for one millimeter of translational travel 
was 58,200. The spindle moves 0.5 mm for each complete rotation.
The encoder control card was Ealing model 37-1039 which can fit in a 8-bit 
ISA or EISA expansion slot in a PC. The card can accomodate one to eight encoder 
drivers. Fully programmable integral/derivative (PID) control is provided for each 
actuator. Communications with the card is via the PC bus.
6.6.3 Dual counter
The dual counter used was the ORTEC Dual Counter Model 995 serial no. 
259. It had a maximum counting rate of 100 MHz. The counter can be controlled by 
a computer by using the IEEE-48 or RS-232-c interface board. These boards yield 
computer control of all functions normally selectable from the front panel, including 
start and stop count, readout, reset and selecting the displayed counter.
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The counter interface board was the ORTEC RS-232-C Interface odel no. 
99X-1. It furnishes a rear panel, 25 pin, male D connector containing all signals for 
standard RS-232-C communications.
6.6.4 Single channel analysers (SCA)
Two single channel analysers (SCA) of type ORTEC SCA 550A were used to
be part of the tomography system. The single channel analysers have a dynamic
range of 500:1 and a pulse-pair resolving time of 100 ns. The output is nominally +5
V amplitude and 500 ns width. The output impedance is less than 15 Q.
The two SCAs will be used to read signal from the peak and the scatter
windows respectively (Figure 6.6.1). The scatter window read by SCA B estimates
the background under the photoppeak and will be subtracted from SCA A reading in
order to give the required signal counts under the peak. A computer programme was
written to read the readings from both single channel analysers, do scatter and
background subtraction and store them in a file. Hence, it is important to calibrate the
lower level (LL) of the SCA window against photon energy.
Figure 6.6.1 : The Peak and the Scatter windows which will be recorded by SCA 
A and SCA B respectively.
6.6.4.1 SCA calibration
The SCAs were set on ASYM mode so that lower level (LL) indicates the
lower level of the window and window width (WW) indicates the width of the
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window above LL. For contiguous sequential windows of the spectrum, the LL 
intervals and the WW were both set to 0.02 volt. For the first instance, a 370 kBq 
Americium-241 point source was used.
Initially, the window width (WW) of the single channel analysers was set to 
0.01 volts and the lower level (LL) interval chosen was 0.02 volt. This procedure was 
a preliminary one just to check the the responses of the SCAs. The counting time was 
60 s.
It was found that the two single channel analysers had different responses to 
Americium-241 photons (Figure 6.6.2). SCA B had a very low response to 59.54 
keV photon energy compared to that of SCA A. Furthermore, the peaks of the single 
channel analyser response occur at different LL positons.
[scacaM .xls,18.05.1999]
LL (turns)
Figure 6.6.2 : The responses of the two recently acquired single channel analysers 
to 59.54 keV photons of Americium-241.
The procedure was repeated with ALL = 0.02 volt and WW = 0.02 volt to 
assure a contiguous spectrum. In order to correct for the difference in responses, the 
LL trimmer potentiometer located on the printed board of SCA B was adjusted. The
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effect on the 59.54 keV of Americium-241 is as shown in Figure 6.6.3 below. The 
response of SCA B increased to about the response of SCA A. However, the window 
positions (LL) of the two SCAs for the same peak could not be modified. It might 
need some hardware modifications. This procedure indicates the importance of 
treating and calibrating the two single channel analysers individually.
12000 
10000 
8000
a
§ 6000 
o o
4000 
2000 
0
LL (turns)
Figure 6.6.3 : Increasing the response of single channel analyser B (SCA B) by 
adjusting the LL trimmer potentiometer. The degrees indicates the 
angular distance of the adjusted LL trimmer from the uncorrected 
position of SCA B. As a result SCA B now has almost the same response 
of SCA A. Note that the peak positions do not coincide.
The response of the single chamiel analysers to the major peaks of the 
Americium-241 spectrum is as shown in Figure 6.6.4. This can be the basis for the 
single channel analysers calibration curve. From here the LL position of any other 
photopeaks of known energy can be estimated.
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[scacaf3.xls, 09.07.1999] [scacal3 .x ls, 09.07.1999]
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Figure 6.6.4 : The spectrum of Americium-241 on the two single channel
analysers for (a) 13.93 and 17.61 keV; (b) 21.0 and 26.0 keV; (c) 59.54 
keV.
The calibration procedure was repeated using x-ray fluorescence (XRF) 
sources. An industrial x-ray source was set at 80 kVp and a current of 10 mA. Six 
targets were used: copper, selenium, molybdenum, silver and tin. The XRF beam was 
collimated by four 2 mm diameter collimators. The acquisition time for each reading 
was 60 s. The spectra of the XRF beams from the targets are as shown in the Figure
6.6.5 below.
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Figure 6.6.5 (a) - (e) : The spectra of various XRF targets as shown by the single 
channel analysers. The acquisition for each point was 60 s.
From the spectra obtained, the LL and the WW of the peaks were determined. 
For the XRF sources, both the and the Kp were intended for utilisation except for 
the Kp of copper where peak overlapping was significant. The LL and WW 
calibrations of the two single channel analysers are summarised in Table 6.6.1 below.
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Table 6.6.1 : Lower level (LL) and window width (WW) for several photon
energy peaks recorded by the two single channel analysers; SCA A and
SCAB.
Source Energy
(keV)
SCA
A
SCA
B
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
Am-241 13.93 2.04 0.20 2.04 0.22
17.61 2.66 0.16 2.68 0.20
21.0 3.10 0.28 3.14 0.30
26.0 4.00 0.16 4.02 0.20
59.54 9.10 0.22 9.22 0.22
XCu(Ka) 8.02 1.12 0.18 1.12 0.20
XSe(Ka) 11.22 1.60 0.18 1.62 0.20
XSe(Kp) 12.50 1.82 0.16 1.84 0.18
XMoCKa) 17.41 2.56 0.22 2.60 0.24
XMo(Kp) 19.52 2.94 0.20 2.98 0.20
XAg(K«) 22.08 3.28 0.24 3.32 0.24
XAg(Kp) 24.87 3.74 0.24 3.78 0.24
XSn(Ka) 25.16 3.76 0.24 3.80 0.26
XSn(Kp) 28.46 4.30 0.24 4.34 0.26
6.6.4.2 Settings for the scattered photons recorded by SCA B
For tomography, SCA B would be set to a lower LL window setting in order
to read background and scatter. During tomography data acquisition, readings from
SCA B will be subtracted from SCA A readings. The proposed SCA settings for
tomography is summarised in the Table 6.6.2 below.
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Table 6.6.2 : Settings for single channel analysers used for tomographic scanning.
Source Energy
(keV)
SCA
A
SCA
B
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
LL
(volt)
WW
(volt)
Am-241 13.93 2.04 0.20 1.82 0.22
17.61 2.66 0.16 2.48 0.20
21.0 3.10 0.28 2.86 0.30
26.0 4.00 0.16 3.82 0.20
59.54 9.10 0.22 9.00 0.22
XCu(Ka) 8.02 1.12 0.18 0.92 0.20
XSe(K«) 11.22 1.60 0.18 1.42 0.20
XSe(Kp) 12.50 1.82 0.16 1.42x 0.18
XMo(Ka) 17.41 2.56 0.22 2.36 0.24
XMo(Kp) 19.52 2.94 0.20 2.36t 0.20
XAg(Ka) 22.08 3.28 0.24 3.08 0.24
XAg(Kp) 24.87 3.74 0.24 3.56 0.23
XSn(Ka) 25.16 3.74 0.24 3.52 0.26
XSn(Kp) 28.46 4.30 0.24 4.08 0.26
Y There is a K« peak in the region immediately after this Kp peak.
6.6.5 Computer programmes
The full implementation of a tomographic scanning programme should follow
the flowchart shown in Figure 6.6.6. Since a rotational actuator is still not available 
up to the writing of this thesis, the projection loop in the flowchart has to be ignored. 
The scanning programme which can be used is a single line scanning programme 
only. However, tomographic scanning can still be implemented except that the 
rotational intervals for different projections have to be done manually.
All computer programmes used to control the scanner and to collect data from 
the dual counter were written in GW-BASIC computer language.
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Figure 6.6.6 : Flowchart for the tomographic scanning procedure.
6.6.5.1 AVER
This programme is used to determine the optimum collection time for each 
raysum of the tomographic scanning. Typically, the thickest part of the sample is 
positioned at the axis of the XRF beam and the AVERaging programme is then run. 
This programme averages several data values collected by the dual counter for a 
specific collection time. The maximum number of data which can be averaged is 100. 
Various input collection times is tried out so that the averaged data collected presents
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a low statistical fluctuation. The full programme listing is as shown in the Appendix 
C.l .
6.6.5.2 MOVE
The MOVE programme is used to move the scanner carriage linearly to any 
position along the scanner carriage from 0 to 50 nun. The minimum distance which 
can be implemented is 0.1 mm. This programme is critical for the alignment of small 
samples in the photon beam. For tomographic scanning, usually the initial position of 
the scanner carriage is at the 25 mm position (taken as the origin). The programme 
can also incorporate a rotational motion regime if a rotational stepper motor is 
available. The programme is in Appendix C.2.
6.6.5.3 LSCAN
This programme is used for single line scanning; i.e. one projection only. It 
moves the sample from the origin to the first raysum position, start counting, wait for 
timer interrupt, stop counting, save reading and move to the next raysum. The 
minimum step length is 0.1 mm. The maximum is set at 20 mm so that, assuming the 
initial position is at the origin (which is at the 25 mm position of the stepper motor 
scale), the stepper motor will not reach the extreme ends of the scale which are at 25 
mm on either side of the origin and causes damage. The whole process is repeated up 
to the last raysum and the sample is returned to the origin. The programme is found 
in Appendix C.3.
6.6.5.4 Testing single line scanning
The single line scanning programme (LSCAN) above was tested for its 
functionality by moving a 2 mm diameter stainless steel pin in the XRF beam. The 
beam was collimated by four 1 mm diameter collimators.
The target used was tin and the peak SCA was set to read signals from Ka 
peaks only. The settings of the x-ray generator was 80 kVp and a current of 10 mA. 
The pin was moved perpendicularly across the beam using the LSCAN programme at 
different step lengths. The step lengths used were 2 mm, 1 nun, 0.5 mm, 0.3 mm and
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0.1 mm. The data collected were plotted in a profile graph of the pin as shown in
Figure 6.6.7. The figure shows that the LSCAN test was a success with step lengths
down to 0.1 mm.
[Isf10a.xls, 26.10.1999] [Isf11.xls, 26.10.1999]
(a) step length 2 mm. (b) step length 1 mm.
[isf12.xls, 26.10.1999] [LSF13.XLS, 26.10.1999]
DUL (mm)
(c) step length 0.5 mm.
DUL (mm)
(d) step length 0.3 mm.
[Isf14.xls, 26.10.1999]
(e) step length 0.1 mm.
Figure 6.6.7 : Line spread function of the tomographic scanner.
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6.6.5.5 FBP
This programme backprojects the data collected in a tomographic scan so that 
it can be then reconstructed to form a tomographic image on a personal computer 
(see Appendix C.4). The programme will ask for the data filename and all parameters 
used during tomographic scanning such as number of raysums, number of 
projections, pixel size (equals to steplength) and total projection angle. Then it will 
ask whether the data comes from emission or transmission tomography and whether 
each data point is unique or swappable.
The output file consists of a column of linear attenuation coefficient values in 
mm'1 for each pixel. The total number of pixels is the product of the number of 
projections and the number of raysums.
6.6.5.6 Convtopgm
In order to obtain a tomographic image of the sample, the filtered
backprojection data have to be converted to a PGM (image) file the data are arranged 
as grey level values are put into pixels arranged in a square matrix. The size of each 
pixel depends on the step length used during scanning and the side of the matrix 
depends on the number of raysums used. A short computer programme written in C 
computer language is available at the Department of Physics, University of Surrey. 
The computer programme is as shown in Appendix C.5. The image file can then be 
observed by using an imaging software.
6.6.6 Tomographic scanning procedure
Tomographic scanning was carried out on several samples including both dry 
and fully hydrated hydrophilic material samples and deionised water. Since we were 
still without a rotational motor, rotational motion for different projections had to be 
done manually.
The choice of the number of raysums, step length, number of projections and 
angular spacing was explained in Chapter 4.
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A typical output obtained from a single tomographic scan is as shown in 
Figure 6.6.8 below. The single channel analyser readings corrected for background 
and scattered radiation are shown in Figure 6.6.8 (a). Each trough represents one 
projection and the lowest point is the point where the raysum passes through the 
thickest part of the sample. Figure 6.6.8 (b) are the filtered backprojected data where 
the linear attenuation coefficient of each pixel is shown. The backprojected data were 
then converted to an image file using a short C language computer programme. The 
image file can the be observed by using any imaging software such Paintshop Pro in 
a personal computer or XV in Unix.
A number of pixels (in this case, 3 x 3  pixels) at the centre of the sample were 
chosen as the region of interest (ROI). From Figure 6.6.8 (c) it can be seen that 
choosing greater than this matrix size will include the edge of the sample. The linear 
attenuation coefficient of the sample was determined by taking the average linear 
attenuation coefficients of the pixels in the region of interest selected and the 
standard deviation was also calculated.
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Figure 6.6.8 (a) - (c) : Stages in the formation of a tomographic image. In this
example, the target used was silver (Ka) and the sample was ED4C (dry), 
(a) The SCA readings recorded after scatter correction, (b) the filtered- 
backprojected data showing the linear attenuation coefficient of each 
pixel, (c) the tomographic image formed.
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6.7 Tomographic scanning of water
The aim was to check the measured mass attenuation coefficient of water 
against theoretical values. If the two coincide, then it can be concluded that this 
system is suitable for tomographic scanning of materials in this energy region.
6.7.1 Materials and method
Water was filled into a polyethylene cylindrical container with an internal 
diameter of 12 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm. The collimators’ diameter was 2 
mm. The step length used was 2 mm, the number of steps was 11, the number of 
projections was 12 and the angular spacing was 15°. The method used to arrive at 
these parameters was explained in Chapter 4.
The tomographic data were filtered-backprojected and the image was 
reconstructed. A region of interest (ROI) was chosen at the centre of the sample 
image avoiding the container and the edges. The measured linear and mass 
attenuation coefficients were then compared with calculated water values using the 
XCOM (Berger and Hubbell 1987) computer programme.
6.7.2 Results and discussion
The tomographic data and the backprojected data obtained are as shown in 
Appendix D.l. The mass attenuation coefficient of water at several x-ray fluorescent 
(XRF) energies are listed in Table 6.7.1.
The mass attenuation coefficient of water at these energies is plotted in Figure
6.7.1 against calculated mass attenuation coefficient of water. A study by Phelps et 
al. (1975) is also shown for comparison. The measured mass attenuation of water is 
in good agreement with the calculated values. A %2-test was done to check the fit of 
the data points to the XCOM calculated values and the results are shown in Table 
6.7.2. The value of %2 shows an excellent fit. This shows that the tomographic system 
can measure attenuation coefficient of materials accurately in this photon energy 
range.
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Table 6.7.1 : Mass attenuation of water at several photon energies.
Source Energy
(keV)
Mass attenuation 
coeff. (cm2 g"1)
XSe(K<x) 11.22 3.67 ±0.51
XMo(Ka) 17.41 1.067 ±0.030
XMo(Kp) 19.52 0.781 ± 0.054
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.636 ± 0.032
XAg(Kp) 24.87 0.438 ± 0.038
XSn(Kct) 25.16 0.473 ± 0.032
XSn(Kp) 28.46 0.360 ± 0.041
[h2osumry.xls, 19.01.2000]
Photon energy (keV)
Figure 6.7.1 : Mass attenuation of water at several photon energies.
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Table 6.7.2 : y2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of 
water against XCOM calculated values.
Energy (yrX;)2/^ 2
(keV) Water
11.22 1.73
17.41 2.45
19.55 0.124
22.08 3.75
24.87 0.0997
25.16 1.06
28.43 0.00952
x2
9.23
6.8 Tomographic scanning of hydrophilic copolymer 
materials
The aim was to check whether the linear and mass attenuation coefficients of 
ED IS (dry), ED IS (fully hydrated in water), ED4C (dry) and ED4C (fully hydrated 
in water) were equivalent to those of water or soft tissue.
6.8.1 Materials and method
The ED IS dry sample was a cylinder of a diameter 10.20 ± 0.05 mm and
height 10.30 + 0.05 mm. Its weight was 1.01 ± 0.01 g. The mass density was 
calculated to be 1.20 + 0.04 g cm'3.
The ED1S sample fully hydrated in water had a diameter of 13.70 ± 0.05 mm, 
height of 14.00 ± 0.05 mm and weight of 2.26 + 0.01 g. The calculated mass density 
was 1.10 ± 0.02 g cm"3.
The ED4C dry sample was a cylinder with a diameter 10.30 ± 0.05 mm and 
height 10.30 ± 0.05 mm. Its weight was 1.01 ± 0.01 g. The mass density was 
calculated to be 1.18 ± 0.04 g cm'3.
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The ED4C sample fully hydrated in water had a diameter of 15.50 ± 0.05 
mm, height of 16.40 ± 0.05 mm and weight of 3.30 ± 0.01 g. The calculated mass 
density was 1.07 ± 0.02 g cm"3. .
The diameter of the borehole collimators was 2 mm. Both dry samples were 
scanned using the following parameters: 2 nun step length, 9 raysums, 10 projections 
and 18° angular spacing.
The fully hydrated samples were wrapped in cling film to minimise fluid loss 
during scanning. The thickness of the cling film was measured using a micrometer 
screw gauge and was approximately 0.020 +0.005 mm. They were scanned using the 
following parameters: 2 mm step length, 13 raysums, 15 projections and 12° angular 
spacing.
6.8.2 Results and discussion
6.8.2.1 EDlS(dry)
The results of the scan for the ED IS (dry) sample are shown in Appendix 
D.2. The linear and mass attenuation coefficients of this sample at several XRF 
energies are tabulated in Table 6.8.1.
The mass attenuation coefficient of ED1S (dry) was plotted in Figure 6.8.1 
against XCOM calculated average breasts. It can be seen that the mass attenuation 
coefficient of ED IS (dry) is generally lower than the calculated breasts. A x2-test was 
carried out to check the goodness of fit of the experimental data points to the XCOM 
calculated values as shown in Table 6.8.2. From the x2 values, it can be seen that 
ED IS (dry) closely fits the calculated old-age breast (Breast 3).
Silver Kp target gives a value much lower than the other energy points used. 
On checking Appendix D.2 (c) it was found that the backprojected image was noisy 
compared to the others. The data counts at about 1000 seems to be ahight. However, 
the shape of the data counts is not regular. The cause of this irregularity needs to be 
studied further.
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Table 6.8.1 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of dry ED1S sample.
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm'1)
Mass attenuation 
coeff. (cm2/g)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 2.286 ± 0.057 1.10 + 0.11
XSe(Kp) 12.50 1.696 ±0.054 1.413 ±0.093
XMoQSa) 17.41 0.780 ± 0.024 0.650 ± 0.042
XMo(Kp) 19.52 0.654 ± 0.050 0.545 ± 0.060
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.503 ± 0.046 0.419 ± 0.053
XAg(Kp) 24.87 0.216 ± 0.045 0.180 ±0.044
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.424 ± 0.025 0.353 ± 0.033
XSn(Kp) 28.46 0.304 ± 0.033 0.253 ± 0.036
[ed1sd.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.8.1 : Mass attenuation of dry ED IS sample. Breast 1 is the XCOM
calculated mass attenuation coefficient of the young-age breast, Breast 2 
for the middle-age and Breast 3 is for the old-age (Constantinou 1982).
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Table 6.8.2 : x2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of
ED IS (dry) against XCOM calculated values of Breast 1, Breast 2 and
Breast 3.
( y m f / c i 2
with calculated
(y i -x i f l v i  
with calculated
( y m f / G ?  
with calculated
Breast 1 Breast 2 Breast 3
Energy edls edls edls
(keV) (dry) (dry) (dry)
10.00 535.5 281.2 111.8
11.20 377.5 194.5 75.3
17.4 45.7 13.6 0.545
19.6 6.33 1.10 0.123
22.1 4.63 1.04 0.0057
24.9 30.3 20.9 13.6
25.2 3.31 0.405 0.235
28.4 5.84 2.87 1
x2 x2 x2
1009.1 515.6 202.6
6.8.2.2 ED1S (fully hydrated in water)
The scanning results are as shown in Appendix D.3. The linear and mass
attenuation coefficients of this sample at several XRF energies are tabulated in Table
6.8.3 and plotted in Figure 6.8.2.
Table 6.8.3 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of ED IS fully hydrated in 
water.
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm'1)
Mass attenuation 
coeff. (cm2/g)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 2.545 ± 0.226 2.38 ± 0.33
XMo(Ka) 17.41 0.990 ± 0.025 0.904 ± 0.043
XMo(Kp) 19.52 0.744 ±0.017 0.681 +0.042
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.576 ± 0.022 0.526 ± 0.032 ^
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.449 ± 0.026 0.410 ±0.033
XSn(Kp) 28.46 0.292 ± 0.021 0.267 ± 0.025
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Figure 6.8.2 shows the mass attenuation coefficient of fully hydrated ED IS 
sample plotted against that of the XCOM calculated average breasts. Goodness of fit 
was done using %2-test and is shown in Table 6.8.4. The best fit is to the young-age 
breast (Breast 1).
[ed1sw.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.8.2 : Mass attenuation coefficient of ED1S fully hydrated in water.
Breast 1 is the XCOM calculated mass attenuation coefficient of the 
young-age breast, Breast 2 for the middle-age and Breast 3 is for the old- 
age (Constantinou 1982).
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Table 6.8.4 : %2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of
ED IS (fully hydrated in water) against XCOM calculated values of
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3.
( y m ) W (yi-xif/ai2 (y m f/G i2
with calculated with calculated with calculated
Breast 1 Breast 2 Breast 3
Energy edls edls edls
(keV) (fhw) (fhw) (fhw)
11.20 6.39 0.982 0.235
17.40 0.487 5.30 26.9
19.60 0.128 3.02 13.97
22.10 0.0479 2.74 12.0
25.20 0.00826 1.19 4.89
28.40 8.53 3.53 0.774
I 2 x2 x2
15.6 16.8 58.8
6.8.23 ED4C(dry)
The results of the scan for the ED4C (dry) sample are shown in Appendix
D.4. The linear and mass attenuation coefficients of this sample at several XRF
energies are tabulated in Table 6.8.5 and plotted in Figure 6.8.3.
Table 6.8.5 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of dry ED4C.
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm-1)
Mass attenuation 
coeff. (cm2/g)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 2.173 + 0.043 1.846 ± 0.099
XSe(Kp) 12.50 1.718 ±0.058 1.460 ±0.099
XMo(Ka) 17.41 0.799 ± 0.025 0.679 ± 0.044
XMo(Kp) 19.52 0.596 ± 0.046 0.506 ± 0.056
XAgOCx) 22.08 0.502 ± 0.028 0.427 ± 0.038
XAg(Kp) 24.87 0.256 ± 0.023 0.218 ±0.027
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.423 ± 0.030 0.359 ±0.038
XSn(Kp) 28.46 0.331 ±0.037 0.281 ± 0.041
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Silver Kp target gives a value much lower than the other energy points' used. 
On checking Appendix D.4 (c) it was found that the same character here as that of 
the ED IS dry sample where the filtered backprojected image was noisy.
Figure 6.8.3 shows the mass attenuation coefficient of dry ED4C sample and
the XCOM calculated average breasts. %2-test (Table 6.8.6) indicates that the dry
ED4C sample closest fit is to the calculated old-age breast (Breast 3).
[ed4cd.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.8.3 : Mass attenuation coefficient of dry ED4C. Breast 1 is the XCOM 
calculated mass attenuation coefficient of the young-age breast, Breast 2 
for the middle-age and Breast 3 is for the old-age (Constantinou 1982).
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Table 6.8.6 : %2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of
ED4C (dry) against XCOM calculated values of Breast 1, Breast 2 and
Breast 3.
( y m f / v i 2
with calculated
(yi-xi)2W  
with calculated
(y i - x i f / c i 
with calculated
Breast 1 Breast 2 Breast 3
Energy ed4c ed4c ed4c
(keV) (dry) (dry) (dry)
11.2 192.6 76.2 14.3
12.5 77.2 26.5 2.61
17.4 33.6 8.20 0.00207
19.6 11.5 3.32 0.103
22.1 7.78 1.47 0.0997
24.9 57.1 36.4 21.1
25.2 2.02 0.156 0.335
28.4 2.07 0.648 0.0381
x2 x2 x2
383.9 152.9 38.6
6.8.2.4 ED4C (fully hydrated in water)
The results of the scan for the ED4C sample fully hydrated in water are 
shown in Appendix D.5. The linear and mass attenuation coefficients of this sample 
at several XRF energies are tabulated in Table 6.8.7 and plotted in Figure 6.8.4.
Table 6.8.7 : Linear and mass attenuation coefficients of ED4C fully hydrated in 
water.
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm'1)
Mass attenuation 
coeff. (cm2/g)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 3.385 ±0.102 3.17 ±0.16
XMo(K«) 17.41 1.02 + 0.044 0.956 ± 0.059
XMo(Kp) 19.52 0.757 ±0.031 0.710 ±0.043
XAg(K«) 22.08 0.604 ±0.013 0.566 ± 0.023
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.435 ± 0.027 0.408 ± 0.033
XSn(Kp) 28.46 0.317 ±0.025 0.297 ± 0.029
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Figure 6.8.4 shows the mass attenuation coefficient of fully hydrated ED4C 
against the XCOM calculated average breasts. %2-test (Table 6.8.8) shows that the 
mass attenuation coefficient of ED4C (fully hydrated in water) fits the XCOM 
calculated Breast 1.
[ed4cw.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.8.4 : Mass attenuation coefficient of ED4C fully hydrated in water.
Breast 1 is the XCOM calculated mass attenuation coefficient of the 
young-age breast, Breast 2 for the middle-age and Breast 3 is for the old- 
age (Constantinou 1982).
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Table 6.8.8 : x2-test for the goodness of fit of the mass attenuation coefficient of
ED4C (fully hydrated in water) against XCOM calculated values of
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3.
(yi-xif/di2
with calculated
<y t-x jffa f  
with calculated
(y m f / o ? 
with calculated
Breast 1 Breast 2 Breast 3
Energy ed4c ed4c ed4c
(keV) (water) (water) (water)
11.20 0.0870 8.85 37.4
17.40 0.139 6.55 21.7
19.60 0.106 5.63 18.7
22.10 2.06 16.3 43.1
25.20 0.0230 1.06 4.63
28.40 2.20 0.344 0.076
x2 x2 x2
4.61 38.8 125.6
6.8.3 Summary
At this point, generally all of the hydrophilic copolymer materials scanned 
have mass attenuation coefficients quite similar to breast tissue. x,2-test shows that the 
mass attenuation coefficient of dry hydrophilic copolymers fit the XCOM calculated 
values of old-age breast (Breast 3) whilst the fully hydrated samples closely fit the 
XCOM value of young-age breast (Breast 1). Partially hydrated hydrophilic 
copolymer samples might have the possibility of mimicking Breast 2.
Comparing the present results with the ones obtained using a static single 
beam transmission method in Section 6.5, it was found that the latter generally 
produced lower mass attenuation coefficient values. The situation becomes worse for 
the samples fully hydrated in water; the tomographic scanning values closely fit 
Breast 1 whilst the single beam transmission values deviate significantly from Breast 
1.
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6.9 Tomographic scanning of breast tissues
In the previous sections, we had determined the linear and mass attenuation 
coefficients of several materials which were thought to have attenuation coefficient 
values similar to that of water and breast tissue. Hence it was important to measure 
the attenuation coefficient of breast tissue itself and check against its calculated 
value. However, it should be noted that this work was of a preliminary nature as only 
three samples were studied: one normal and two abnormal breast tissues. Hence, no 
conclusion should be drawn from the results obtained.
6.9.1 Materials and method
Normal breast tissue was from the left breast of a 33 year old patient. The
sample was placed in a 12 mm diameter thin-walled (0.50 ±0.02 mm) polyethylene 
container. The diameter of the borehole collimators used was 1 mm. The scanning 
parameters were step length of 1 mm, 17 raysums, 18 projections and angular 
spacing of 10°.
Abnormal breast tissue #1 designated as Gy 15 was a benign change tissue. It 
was filled into a thin-walled (0.220 ±0.005 mm) drinking straw tube with a diameter 
of 8.0 ±0.5 mm. The scanning parameters used for this sample was 1 mm step length, 
15 raysums, 18 projections and angular spacing of 10°.
Abnormal breast tissue #2 designated as Gy77 was a fibroadenoma tissue. It 
was filled into the same type of container and scanned with the same scanning 
parameters as abnormal tissue #1.
The samples on collection during surgery were stored at about -80°C in a 
dedicated freezer. Then the sample to be scanned was taken out and was left to reach 
room temperature. The sample was then scanned together with the container to avoid 
sample contamination. A mark was placed at the point where the tomographic slice 
of the sample was made so that future scans could be performed at the same position 
to avoid irregularity in the data due to non-uniformity of the sample.
The sample were scanned using x-ray fluorescence from various targets. The 
x-ray generator settings used for all samples were 80 kVp and 15 mA.
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6.9.2 Results
6.9.2.1 Normal breast tissue
The results of the scan for the normal breast tissue are shown in Figure 6.9.1. 
The figure shows the corrected data counts, the backprojected linear attenuation 
coefficient value for each pixel and the tomographic image formed for four XRF 
energies; i.e. at SnCKa), Ag(Ka), Mo(Ka) and Se(Ka) energies. Also included is the 
mean linear attenuation coefficient values for a 3 x 3 pixel region of interest (ROI). 
The linear attenuation coefficient of this sample at these XRF energies are tabulated 
in Table 6.9.1 and plotted in Figure 6.9.2. Since the mass density of the tissue 
samples was not determined, the vertical axis title of Figure 6.9.2 is maintained as 
linear attenuation coefficient in unit cm'1.
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(d) Se (Ka)
/u = 0.306 ±0.011 mm'1
Figure 6.9.1 : Tomographic scanning data of normal breast tissue at several XRF 
energies.
Table 6.9.1 : Linear attenuation coefficient of a normal breast tissue sample.
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm1)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 3.06±0.11
XMo(Ka) 17.41 1.088 ±0.058
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.607 ± 0.072
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.42710.104
Using the mass density given by Constantinou (1982), the mass attenuation 
coefficient values calculated by XCOM programme were converted to linear 
attenuation coefficient values. Then, the calculated linear attenuation coefficient of 
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3 were used to compare with the experimental data 
obtained. From Figure 6.9.2 it can be seen that the linear attenuation coefficient of 
normal tissue is, within the experimental error, very close to calculated linear 
attenuation coefficient of Breast 1. A y2-test for goodness of fit was done as shown in 
Table 6.9.2. As expected from Figure 6.9.2, the experimental data closely fit to 
XCOM calculated Breast 1 with a %2 value of 11 which is the nearest to the number 
of experimental data points of 4.
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[n tsum ry.xls , 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.9.2 : Linear attenuation coefficient of a normal breast tissue. Breast 1 is 
designated as young-age, Breast 2 as middle-age and Breast 3 as old-age 
breasts (Constantinou 1982).
Table 6.9.2 : %2-test of the normal breast tissue against calculated Breast 1, Breast 
2 and Breast 3 of Constantinou (1982).
(yi-xifla? 
with Breast 1
( y m ) W  
with Breast 2
(yi-xtf/ai2 
with Breast 3
Energy
(keV)
normal normal normal
11.20 4.56 12.2 78.3
17.40 5.44 25.2 57.8
22.10 0.774 3.71 8.73
25.20 0.00305 0.298 1.06
x2 x2 x2
10.8 41.4 145.9
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6.9.2.2 Abnormal breast tissue #1 (Gy 15)
The results of the scan for the abnormal breast tissue #1 are shown in Figure
6.9.3. The linear attenuation coefficient of this sample at several XRF energies are 
tabulated in Table 6.9.3 and plotted in Figure 6.9.4.
[fsnatda.fbp][fsnatda.xls, 21.12.1999]
300
(a) Sn (K«)
H 0.0486 ±0.0060 mm'1
[faoatdajcls. 22.12.1999] [fagatda.fbp]
(b) Ag (Ka)
11= 0.0705 ±0.0034 mm'1
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[fmoatda.xl*, 22.12.1999]
D m  point
[fmoatda.fbp]
(c) Mo (Ka) 
fj. = 0.1165 ±0.0099 mm'1
Figure 6.9.3 : Tomographic scanning data of abnormal breast tissue #1 (Gyl5) at 
several XRF energies.
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Table 6.9.3 : Linear attenuation coefficient of an abnormal breast tissue #1
(Gy 15).
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm'1)
XSeCK*) 11.22 3.39 ± 0.30
XMo(K«) 17.41 1.165 ±0.099
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.705 ± 0.034
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.486 ± 0.060
The linear attenuation coefficient of abnormal breast tissue #1 matched is 
plotted together with XCOM calculated linear attenuation coefficient of Breast 1, 
Breast 2 and Breast 3 in Figure 6.9.4. An %2-test results are shown in Table 6.9.4. 
Experimental data closely fit to the calculated Breast 1 but with a higher %2 value 
than the normal tissue in the previous sub-section.
[gy15smry.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.9.4 : Linear attenuation coefficient of abnormal breast tissue #1 (Gyl5). 
Breast 1 is designated as young-age, Breast 2 as middle-age and Breast 3 
as old-age breasts (Constantinou 1982).
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Table 6.9.4 : x2-test of the abnormal breast tissue #1 (Gyl5) against calculated
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3 of Constantinou (1982).
(yi-xif/a? 
with Breast 1
(yi-xiffoi2 
with Breast 2
(y i-xif/a f 
with Breast 3
Energy
(keV)
Gy 15 Gy 15 Gy 15
11.20 0.135 5.76 18.8
17.40 4.60 13.8 27.4
22.10 22.5 48.5 83.5
25.20 1.16 3.72 7.64
I 2 x2 x2
28.4 71.8 137.4
6.9.2.3 Abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77)
The results of the scan for the abnormal breast tissue #2 are shown in Figure 
6.9.5. The linear attenuation coefficient of this sample at several XRF energies are 
tabulated in Table 6.9.5 and plotted in Figure 6.9.6 together with the XCOM 
calculated Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3.
[fsnata.xls, 21.12.1999] [fsnata.fbp]
(a)Sn(Ka)
H= 0.0497 ±0.0077 mm'1
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[fagata.xla, 21.12.1999] [fagata.fbp]
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(d) Se (K«)
,w = 0.308 ±0.021 mm-'
Figure 6.9.5 : Tomographic scanning data of abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77) at 
several XRF energies.
Table 6.9.5 : Linear attenuation coefficient of abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77).
Source Energy
(keV)
Linear attenuation 
coeff. (cm1)
XSe(Ka) 11.22 3.08 ± 0.22
XMo(Ka) 17.41 1.148 ±0.067
XAg(Ka) 22.08 0.625 ± 0.054
XSn(Ka) 25.16 0.497 ± 0.077
An x2-test for goodness of fit was performed and is as shown in Table 6.9.6. 
The experimental data has a closer fit to the calculated Breast 1 with a slightly larger 
deviation than normal tissue.
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[gy77smry.xls, 19012000]
Energy (keV)
Figure 6.9.6 : Linear attenuation coefficient of abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77). 
Breast 1 is designated as young-age, Breast 2 as middle-age and Breast 3 
as old-age breasts (Constantinou 1982).
Table 6.9.6 : %2-test of the abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77) against calculated 
Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3 of Constantinou (1982).
(y m f / a i2
with Breast 1
( y m f W  
with Breast 2
( y m f / a i 2 
with Breast 3
Energy
(keV)
Gy 15 Gy 15 Gy 15
11.2 0.913 3.39 20.4
17.4 8.50 27.5 55.9
22.1 2.27 8.42 18.3
25.2 0.968 2.71 5.28
x2 x2 x2
12.6 41.98 99.8
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6.9.3 Discussion
The density of the tissue samples was not known. It was not uniform across 
the images as can be seen from Figures 6.9.1, 6.9.3 and 6.9.5. Due to this, only the 
linear attenuation coefficient of the tissues was determined and compared with the 
lineal- attenuation coefficient of Breast 1, Breast 2 and Breast 3 calculated using 
XCOM computer programme. The linear attenuation coefficient of the tissues were 
determined by choosing a 3 x 3 pixels region of interest (ROI) where the tissue was 
located by examining the tomographic images.
Repeated freezing and thawing processes might also change the attenuation 
properties of the samples. The big difference between room temperature and -80°C 
might easily rupture the cellular structure of the samples. Furthermore, for low 
energy photons, one tomographic scanning experiment may take three to four hours 
which exposes the samples for a long period at room temperature. If images in 
Figures 6.9.1, 6.9.3 and 6.9.5 are scrutinised, it can be seen that there were changes 
in the distribution of the linear attenuation coefficient of the pixels of the samples for 
different tomographic scanning which were done at different times.
The tomographic scanning of the tissue samples was done at a preliminary 
stage. More photon energies are needed to complement the four we have at present. It 
is suggested that for each sample scanning should be done at several other slices so 
that tissue localisation can be achieved. At the same time more data will be available 
for each sample making the determination of the linear attenuation coefficient of the 
samples more precise. This was not done in the present case due to time constraints.
At this stage, conclusions should not be drawn on whether there are 
significant differences between the linear attenuation coefficients of normal and 
abnormal breast tissues as the number of samples were very small although there is a 
trend that ‘abnormal’ linear attenuation coefficients are larger than ‘normal’ ones. As 
can be seen from Figure 6.9.7, the linear attenuation coefficient values of the 
different types of breast tissues are very close together and most of the error bars 
overlap. More normal and abnormal breast tissue samples should be scanned in order 
to get a statistically sound conclusion.
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[sumry.xls, 19012000]
Figure 6.9.7 : Comparison between the linear attenuation coefficients of the three 
breast tissue samples.
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7. Determination o f linear attenuation 
coefficient ju using histogram o f pixels
7.1 Introduction
The values of the linear attenuation coefficient obtained in the previous 
section were determined by choosing a 3 x 3 pixel region of interest (ROI) at the 
centre of the sample images. This was done in order to avoid uncertainties due to 
non-uniffomity of the samples and the partial volume effect. However, there were a 
number of pixels which have the qualities of those in the ROI but were excluded 
from contributing to the linear attenuation coefficient value. If we can choose a larger 
number of pixels to represent the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample, the 
results might be more precise.
Nicolaou (1983) used the full-width tenth-maximum (FWTM) of the image 
Hounsfiled number to determine the sample edge on the image and a histogram of 
pixels ot determine the Hounsfield number of a sample. The number of pixels used 
was determined by taking up to three standard deviations of the mean.
The number of sample pixels in this study is relatively small (less than 100). 
Hence, generally the pixel histogram will not show an easily recognisable peak. This 
chapter proposes a method to determine the linear attenuation coefficient of such 
samples using a pixel histogram.
7.2 Noise in reconstructed images
Noise might be introduced dining data acquisition and processing (Kouris et 
al. 1982). The possible sources of the noise are data statistical fluctuations, 
insufficient projection angles, large spatial sampling intervals, approximation in the
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reconstruction algorithm and deficiencies in the detector system and hardware. Even 
for monoenergetic photons, uncertainty in the number of photons detected per 
sampling interval cause statistical fluctuations in the measured projections.
If the number of transmitted photons is small, they should obey Poisson 
statistics. The fractional variance in each raysum (Knoll 1989) defined by o/N is 
estimated as
where N  is the number of the detected photons.
For the convolution backprojection algorithm of Ramachandran and 
Lakshminarayanan (assuming the errors on the raysums are all equal) (Kouris et al. 
1982), the variance is
where Af is the spatial interval (i.e. the step length).
The variance in the reconstructed image resulting from the superposition of 
several independent convolved projections is given by
where M is the number of projections and Ai9is the angular spacing. By substituting 
the equation for 2PA and Ad -  {njM ), the above equation gives
(7.2.1)
a ] = ^ < j 2PA(mA9)A62 (7.2.3)
(7.2.4)
n
~ 4\2M NAl
If the Hanning filter is used, the image variance is given by
(7.2.5)
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7.3 Linear attenuation coefficient interval or bin, Aju
The image noise cry is used to determine linear attenuation attenuation bin A /a 
The bin is set to be equal to the image noise so that the effect of noise can be 
eliminated from the difference in bin values. For example, the tomographic scanning 
ED IS (dry) sample for the silver target has the following parameters:
Number of projection M=  10 
Step length M  = 2 mm 
The number of counts N  is taken as the lowest counts in the data series 
obtained for the scan Figure 7.3.1). This lowest number of counts gives the 
maximum incertainty in the whole data series.
[fag1da.xls, 27.10.1999]
Data point
Figure 7.3.1 : The tomographic data series obtained for ED IS (dry) using silver
Ka target. The counts at the lowest points are used as N in the calculation 
of the linear attenuation coefficient bin Ap.
In this case, let’s say, the number of counts chosen is 
N  = 2000
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Hence,
A/J~ a , ~ Ji2M N -A£
... M
Vl2x 10x2000x2 
= 0.0032 mm'1
This value was used to define the linear attenuation coefficient bin for this 
sample pixel histogram in Figure 7.3.2.
bin 0.003 mmA-1 [fag1dah.xls]
Linear attenuation coeff. (mmA-1)
Figure 7.3.2 : A typical pixel histogram showing how the image noise was used to 
estimate the linear attenuation coefficient bin A//. In this case the value is 
0.003 mm'1.
For a uniform sample, it was thought that there will be no gain in information 
if we decrease the A// bin further. Any information smaller than the estimated bin A/u 
will be lost in the noise.
The histogram of water, hydrophilic copolymer materials and breast tissue 
images are as shown in Appendices E.l - E.8.
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7.4 Edge effect
When using the pixel histogram to determine the linear attenuation coefficient 
of the sample, one of the questions which arises is how to determine the values in the 
histogram which represent the sample? Theoretically, for a sample in air, we should 
have two columns in the histogram: one to represent air and the other the sample. 
However, in practice, there are always some pixels which spread out between the air 
and sample columns. This is due to the partial volume effect caused by the relatively 
large volume element, in this case, 2 x 2 x 2  mm. The linear attenuation coefficient 
of the pixel is then representative of the average linear attenuation coefficient of the 
materials in that volume, which could represent materials of considerable difference 
in attenuation coefficient (Nicolaou 1983). The edge of the sample gives a pixel to 
have a linear attenuation coefficient value which ranges from that of air to that of the 
sample; i.e. ju3it < /yedge < //sampIe . Hence, to include edge pixels may give erroneous 
values to the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample. An ability to identify and 
isolate edge pixels is desirable.
Figure 7.4.1 : The edge effect on the linear attenuation coefficient value of a pixel.
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Figure 7.4.2 : A schematic diagram showing a typical pixel histogram of a 
tomographic scan image.
7.5 Theoretical consideration for a one-component sample
An attempt was made to study the relationship between the number of pixels 
representing the sample Ns and the number of pixels due to edge effect Ne . Let us 
assume a tomographic experiment where cylindrical samples of varying diameters 
are being scanned with varying spatial interval or step length AL For this purpose we 
propose a factor /  which is the number of pixels along the radii of the samples. The 
value of this factor is given by
2xA£
where d is the diameter of the sample and AI  is the spatial interval or step length. The 
number of pixels in the sample image depends on this factor/! For example, a 12 mm 
diameter sample being scanned with a spatial interval of 2 mm should have the same 
/  value as that of a 6 mm diameter sample scanned with a spatial interval of 1 mm. 
Hence, the number of pixels in the sample image depends only on the diameter of the 
sample and the spatial interval of the scanning process. We maintain the use of 
diameter rather than radius of the sample as this is the most commonly measured 
value by the experimenter. The minimum number of pixels contributing to the linear 
attenuation coefficient of the sample Ns are as shown in Figure 7.5.1. The figure 
shows a geometrical relationship between the number of pixels and the size of a
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cylindrical sample. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of pixels which 
which have linear attenuation coefficient values very close (>75%) to that of the 
sample. When choosing columns in the histogram to represent the sample, the 
number of pixels in the sample may vary from the the value Ns shown up to the value 
of Ns plus the number of pixels given in the bracket.
f = l , N , =  0, Ne = 4
f =  2, TV, = 4 (+8), Ne = 12
/ =  3, N, = 16 (+8), Ne = 20
/ =  4, Ns = 32 (+12), Ne = 28
/ =  5, Nt = 60 (+8), Nt = 28
/ =  6, Ns =  88 (+8), Ne = 44
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/ =  7, N s =  124 (+16), N e = 48
F - -Z_ -
y- : - v j
— " 1
i---------
-  \
LLV
—  ^ /  .2J
/ =  8, N s = 184 (+16), N e = 60
Figure 7.5.1 : Image pixels of cylindrical samples with different factors f  The
unshaded pixels should give the linear attenuation of the sample jus. The 
shaded pixels are due to edge effect and they have linear attenuation 
coefficient values which ranges from that of the sample and air. Ns and 
Ne are the number of pixels which give the linear attenuation coefficient 
of sample and edge respectively. The number in the bracket is the number 
of pixels which have linear attenuation coefficient very close (> 75%) to 
that of the sample.
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The relationship between/ against Ns and Ne is plotted in Figure 7.5.2. By 
knowing the value of factor /  we can estimate the number of pixels Ns needed to 
calculate the linear attenuation coefficient of a uniform sample. It is the better choice 
as the rate of increase in the sample pixel number Ns is faster than that of the edge 
Ne. A change in /  causes a clear and significant change in Ns while the rate of 
increase of Ne is unreliable. For example, there is no change in Ne for/ =  4 and/ =  5. 
Hence, for our purpose of determining the linear attenuation of the sample from a 
histogram, our focus should be more on Ns than on Ne. From Figure 7.5.2 the factor/  
and the number of sample pixels has the following relationship
Ns = 3.83f 2 -  9.12/ + 6.786 (7.5.1)
f against Ns & Ne [fvsNs.xls]
Factor f
Figure 7.5.2 : The calculated number of pixels in the image of a circular sample 
Ns and the niunber of pixels due to its edge Ne as a function of a factor 
/ =  (d/2A£) where d is the diameter of the sample and M  is the spatial 
interval or step length. The half error bars on Ns indicates the range of its 
values if the number of pixels which have linear attenuation coefficient 
value very close (> 75%) to that of the sample are included.
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From the plot we can see that below about/ =  3, the number of edge pixels Ne 
is higher than the number of sample pixels Ns . We get a low number of sample 
pixels Ns ; ranging from 4 f o r / = 2 to zero fo r /=  1. But we do not expect a high 
frequency column for the edge in the histogram. We should remember that jUe has 
values ranging from to fis. The pixels representing the edge will spread out 
along the bin axis.
bin 0.006 mmA-1 [fsewah.xls]
20 
18 
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Figure 7.5.3 : The effect of low/ on the histogram of a sample. In this example, 
the sample was 6 mm diameter and the spatial interval was 2 mm; giving 
an/ value of 1.5 and an Ns value of 4. Higher/ value is desirable in order 
to give a more accurate estimation of the linear attenuation coefficient 
value of the sample.
For a uniform sample in air we should expect jue > juajr. Hence, the number 
of pixels used to calculate the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample /js should 
be counted from the highest A/j value of the histogram towards the lower fi region. 
The total number of pixels is added until we reach the expected Ns value for that 
specific f  The number of pixels should be in the range between the expected Ns and 
Ns plus the expected number of pixels which has linear attenuation coefficient values 
very close to jus (Figure 7.5.2).
CNJ tO CO CD 'f (M —  _
C O T - C O O O O C N C N i n i ' ' - , .o ' - ; P , - ', - c>' r7 T~ cH (N! o CNCNJCNCO o o  o o d o  d o d d  d o d o
Linear attenuation coeff. (mmA-1)
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Let us assume that the number of pixels representing the sample Ns are 
grouped into m columns (or bins) which have frequencies nu n2, .... , nm and mid­
point bin values of juu fa ,  , jum respectively. Note that ]n = Ns. Then the mean
linear attenuation of the sample is given by
m
H niMi
Ms=—--------  (7.5.2)
N, V '
The variance is
s2 =   *  (7.5.3)
N , - l  1 }
and the standard deviation is
s = V variance (7.5.4)
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7.6 Determination of //s of hydrophilic copolymer materials
Using the technique described above, attempts were made to determine the 
linear attenuation coefficient of the hydrophilic copolymer materials described in the 
last section. The results obtained were then compared with the values derived from 
the 3 x 3 pixel ROI method used in the last section.
As an example, let us consider in detail the determination of linear 
attenuation coefficient of ED IS (dry) sample which was scanned at silver Ka x-ray 
fluorescent photon energy. The diameter of the sample was about 10.2 mm, the step 
length was 2 mm and the number of projections was 10. The scanning produces a 
data series (see Figure 7.6.1) which has the lowest reading at about 2000 counts. 
These parameters were used to determine the size of the histogram bin An  which is 
given by
Au = u , ~ —7— £L=-----
Vl2MN ■ At
« 0.0032 mm'1
This bin value of 0.003 mm'1 was used to determine the width of the columns 
in the histogram of ED1S (dry) at silver Ka energy (see Figure 7.6.3).
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[fag1da.xls, 27.10.1999]
Data point
Figure 7.6.1 : The data series for the ED1S (dry) using silver K« x-rays. The
readings at the lowest count, about 2000 counts, was used to determine 
the linear attenuation coefficient bin Aju for the histogram.
Figure 7.6.2 : The tomographic image of the ED1S (dry) sample at Ag (Ka) x-ray 
energy.
From Figure 7.6.3 we could see that the pixels are distributed into two main 
groups. This is understandable as the tomographic image represents two components 
only; air and sample. We are tempted to conclude that the mean of the pixels’ values 
from A// = 0.030 to 0.060 mm'1 is the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample. In 
this case, the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample is 0.046 mm'1. But do all the
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pixels in this region belong to the sample? Is there any pixel in this region which is 
due to the edge and, if there are, can we identify them?
From the scanning parameters, the factor/ can be determined by
/  = ——  = = 2.55
2xAf 2x2
By checking against the calibration graph in Figure 7.5.2, the number of 
pixels representing the sample is 
Ns » 12 (+ 8)
This means that there are only 12 pixels in the histogram which theoretically should 
have the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample. If pixels which have linear 
attenuation coefficients close (>75%) to that of the sample are to be taken into 
account, the total number of pixels chosen should not be more than 20.
bin 0.003 mmA-1 [fag1dah.xls]
Linear attenuation coeff. (m m M )
Figure 7.6.3 : The pixel histogram for ED1S (dry) at silver K« x-Ray energy.
Since in this case what we have is a one-component sample, we should expect 
that the rigth-most column of the histogram should be due to the sample. Hence, the 
number of sample pixels Ns is counted from column 0.063 mm'1 towards the left 
until the value of Ns is at least 12 but not more than 20. In Figure 7.6.3, the columns
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from Aju = 0.045 to 0.060 mm'1 are chosen as representative of the sample with 14 
pixels giving a mean linear attenuation coefficient of 0.0506 mm'1. We can safely say 
that columns with bin values less than 0.045 mm'1 come from edge effect and should 
not be taken into account. We should expect that the mean linear attenuation which 
comes from 14 pixels as more accurate and precise than from 9 pixels.
The same procedure was repeated for the sample at other x-ray fluorescent 
energies and are tabulated in Table 7.6.1. Comparisons were also made with the 
mean linear attenuation coefficients from 3 x 3  pixels obtained in the previous 
section.
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Table 7.6.1 (a) - (d ): Comparison of the linear attenuation coefficients derived 
from the two methods for (a) ED IS (dry), (b) ED IS (hydrated in water), 
(c) ED4C (dry), and ED4C (hydrated in water).
(a) EDIS (dry)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm'1)
Ns Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm'1)
Mean linear* i 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm'1)
CuKa fculdah 0.07 12 4.03 ±0.02 2.9 ±0.2
SeK« fseldah 0.06 13 2.27 ±0.09 2.29 ±0.06
Se Ka * fselda2h 0.1 13 2.5 ±0.1 2.17 ±0.7
Se Kp fseldbh 0.07 14 1.68 ±0.08 1.70 ±0.05
MoKa frnoldah 0.05 16 0.77 ±0.05 0.78 ±0.02
Mo Kp finoldbh 0.05 12 0.67 ±0.05 0.65 ±0.05
Ag K* fagldah 0.03 14 0.51 ±0.05 0.50 ±0.05
AgKp fagldbh 0.05 12 0.26 ±0.02 0.22 ±0.05
SnKa fsnldah 0.05 12 0.43 ±0.03 0.42 ±0.03
SnKp fsnldbh 0.05 17 0.32 ±0.03 0.30 ±0.03
* Repeat with a smaller diameter of 5 mm, collimator diameter 
of 1 mm.
mm and step length
(b) ED IS (hydrated in water)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm-1)
Ns Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm'1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm'1)
Se Kx* fselwa2h 0.2 34 2.7 ±0.2 2.5 ± 0.2
MoKa fmolwah 0.04 26 0.99 ±0.03 0.99 ±0.03
Mo Kp frnolwbh 0.04 25 0.75 ±0.02 0.75 ±0.03
Ag Ka faglwah 0.04 27 0.60 ±0.03 0.58 ±0.02
SnKa fsnlwah 0.03 22 0.47 ±0.02 0.45 ±0.03
SnKp fsnlwbh 0.04 28 0.31 ±0.03 0.29 ±0.02
* 5 mm diameter sample fully hydrated to 7.25 ±0.05 mm diameter.
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(c) ED4C (dry)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm’1)
Ns Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm-1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm"1)
CuK^ fcu4dah 0.07 12 4.1 ±0.1 2.8 ±0.2
SeK« fse4dah 0.06 14 2.21 ±0.05 2.17 ±0.04
Se Ka * fse4da2h 0.1 13 2.5 ±0.1 2.3 ±0.4
Se Kp fse4dbh 0.07 12 1.73 ±0.06 1.72 ±0.06
Mo K„ fmo4dah 0.05 12 0.81 ±0.04 0.80 ±0.03
Mo Kp fimo4dbh 0.05 13 0.63 ±0.04 0.60 ±0.05
Ag Ka fag4dah 0.03 13 0.51 ±0.03 0.50 ±0.03
AgKp Fag4dbh 0.05 15 0.27 ±0.03 0.26 ±0.02
SnKa fsn4dah 0.04 15 0.43 ±0.03 0.42 ±0.03
Sn Kp fsn4dbh 0.05 17 0.34 ±0.04 0.33 ±0.04
* Repeat with a smaller diameter of 5 mm, collimator diameter 
of 1 mm.
mm and step length
(d) ED4C (hydrated in water)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm'1)
Ns Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm'1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm1)
SeKa fse4wah 0.1 34 3.5 ±0.1 3.4 ±0.1
MoKa fmo4wah 0.04 33 1.05 ±0.04 1.02 ±0.04
Mo Kp fmo4wbh 0.04 36 0.79 ±0.03 0.76 ±0.03
Ag Ka fag4wah 0.04 35 0.63 ±0.03 0.60 ±0.01
SnK« fsn4wah 0.04 40 0.47 ±0.03 0.44 ±0.03
Sn Kp fsn4wbh 0.04 41 0.32 ±0.03 0.32 ±0.03
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7.7 Determination of jus of water
Water as a sample in a container can be considered as a two-component 
sample system. The linear attenuation coefficient of the container pc might be higher 
than the linear attenuation coefficient of water jus . Hence, we cannot start counting 
the number of pixels representing the sample horn the right-most column of the 
histogram unless we have a priori knowledge that juc is smaller that jus . Otherwise, 
we have to make a few general assumptions: (i) if the sample is uniform in a thin- 
walled container, then we should expect the number of pixels in the sample Ns is 
higher than that of the container and we expect a high column in the histogram, (ii) if 
the wall of the container is thick and comparable to the diameter of the sample, we 
should expect to see two high columns in the histogram. However, difficulties might 
arise if the sample and the container have very close or similar linear attenuation 
coefficients.
In our case, water was put in a polyethylene container with an internal 
diameter of 12 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm. The spatial interval used for 
tomographic scanning was 2 mm. Hence, the factor/is given by
/  = — —  = 3 2xA£
A schematic diagram showing the pixels of the tomographic image is as 
shown in Figure 7.7.1. The number of pixels representing the sample Ns is 16 with an 
additional 8 more pixels if pixels with linear attenuation coefficient values very close 
to that of the sample is to be taken into account.
From the same Figure 7.7.1 we can see that at least 12 pixels have linear 
attenuation coefficient values veiy near to that of the container. We should expect 
two high columns representing the sample and the container respectively. Assuming, 
in general, the number of sample pixels Ns is greater than the number of pixels 
representing the container Nc , we should expect the sample pixels give the highest 
column in the histogram. Hence, the mean linear attenuation coefficient of the 
sample is determined by adding up the number of pixels from the highest column 
with the number of pixels in adjacent columns until 
6 < N S < 24
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However, it should be stressed that if the container has a linear attenuation 
coefficient similar to the sample, the number of pixels for the sample and container 
will overlap and it is not easy to separate the two.
Container
Sample
/ =  3, N ,  = 16 (+8), N e =  20
Figure 7.7.1 : Schematic diagram showing the cross-section of a sample with a 
factor value/  = 3 in a container. The number of pixels representing the 
sample is 16 (+8). The 12 shaded parts are the pixels which have linear 
attenuation coefficients very close to the linear attenuation coefficient of 
the container.
The histograms for the water sample in a container are as shown in Appendix 
E.5. The method to determine the bin value A/u for each photon energy was described 
in the previous section.
Table 7.7.1 : Comparison of the linear attenuation coefficients derived from the 
two methods for water.
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm ‘)
N s Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm 1)
S eK a fsewalh 0.06 18 3.71 ±0.04 3.67 ±0.05
Mo Ka finowah 0.04 19 1.08 ±0.03 1.07 ±0.03
Mo Kp finowbh 0.07 17 0.74 ±0.04 0.78 ±0.05
A g K a fagwah 0.05 18 0.66 ±0.02 0.64 ±0.03
A gK p fagwbh 0.06 25 0.46 ±0.03 0.44 ±0.04
Sn K« fsnwah 0.04 19 0.46 ±0.02 0.47 ±0.03
Sn Kp fsnwbh 0.05 17 0.36 ±0.02 0.36 ±0.04
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7.8 Determination of fis of tissues
One of the problem with tissues is that their linear attenuation coefficient is 
not uniform throughtout the sample. There might be some areas of the cross-section 
where it is not occupied by tissues but by others such as air, body fluids or other 
types of tissues. The noise in the reconstructed image used to determine the value of 
the histogram bin Aju used in the previous samples might not be applicable here.
Figure 7.8.1 : Non-uniformity in the normal breast tissue sample.
The tissues were placed inside thin-walled containers (see Chapter 5). The 
thickness of the containers were about 0.50 ±0.02 mm for the normal breast tissue 
and 0.220 ±0.005 mm for the abnormal ones. Since the step length of the scan was 1 
mm, it can be assumed that the containers themselves did not contribute significantly 
to the histograms.
We refer back to the image formed to determine whether there are visible 
indications that the linear attenuation coefficient is not uniform throughout the 
sample or not. The existence of any other artefacts such as air cavity, fluids or other 
type of tissues should be identified.
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Figure 7.8.2 : A schematic diagram showing the cross-section of a non-uniform 
sample. The total number of pixels in the container is Ns and the 
estimated number of pixels in the region of interest (ROI) is N's.
We suggest that an estimate should be made on the ratio of the number of 
pixels representing the tissue of interest N's to the number of pixels representing the 
area inside the container Ns . Ns can be determined using the method used in the 
previous sections if we know the internal diameter of the container. N's is then 
estimated from the ratio.
When analysing the pixel histogram, we start from the highest column 
representing the linear attenuation coefficient of the sample and then adding up 
adjacent columns until the number of pixels is about N's .
Table 7.8.1 (a) - (d) : Comparison of the linear attenuation coefficients derived 
from the two methods for (a) normal breast tissue, (b) abnormal breast 
tissue #1 (Gy 15), (c) abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77).
(a) Normal breast tissue
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm 1)
N's Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm 1)
SeKa fsentah 0.2 52 2.9 ±0.3 3.1 ±0.1
MoKa ftnontah 0.09 49 1.1 ±0.1 1.09 ±0.06
AgKa fagntah 0.1 65 0.63 ±0.09 0.61 ±0.07
SnK<x fsnntah 0.09 63 0.51 ±0.07 0.4 ±0.1
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Abnormal breast tissue #1 (Gy 15)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm1)
N's Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm'1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm1)
Se K<x fseatdah 0.2 37 3.5 ±0.2 3.4 ±0.3
MoKa fmoatdah 0.09 34 1.21 ±0.07 1.2 ±0.1
AgKa fagatdah 0.08 35 0.72 ±0.07 0.71 ±0.03
SnKa fsnatdah 0.08 36 0.51 ±0.04 0.49 ±0.06
Abnormal breast tissue #2 (Gy77)
Radiation
source
Filename Ap
(cm1)
N's Mean linear 
atten. coeff. 
using histogram 
(cm1)
Mean linear 
atten. coeff. using 
3 x 3  pixels ROI 
(cm'1)
SeKa fseatah 0.2 29 3.2 ±0.3 3.1 ±0.2
MoKa fmoatah 0.08 34 1.1 ±0.1 1.15 ±0.07
AgKa fagatah 0.08 36 0.6 ±0.1 0.63 ±0.05
SnKa fsnatah 0.08 30 0.53 ±0.05 0.50 ±0.08
7.9 Dicussion
Was there any significant difference or improvement in the linear attenuation 
coefficient values determined using the histogram method over the 3 x 3 pixel matrix 
method? To find out, the mean linear attenuation coefficient and the percentage 
standard deviation of the samples discussed in the previous sections are plotted 
against photon energy in Figures 7.9.1 to 7.9.8.
Figure 7.9.1 to Figure 7.9.4 show the comparison for the hydrophilic 
copolymer materials in dry and fully hydrated in water states. Both methods have the 
same linear attenuation coefficients within experimental errors except for the copper 
target K« energy where the histogram method gives a higher pi value closer to the 
XCOM calculated average breasts. The percentage standard deviation between the 
two methods is not much different except for some lower values for the dry samples 
using the histogram method.
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For water, both methods give the same mean linear attenuation coefficient 
values (Figure 7.9.5). However, the histogram method improves the standard 
deviation percentage.
The comparison of the linear attenuation coefficient values for breast tissues 
are shown in Figure 7.9.6 to Figure 7.9.8. There is no difference in the linear 
attenuation coefficient values derived from both methods within experimental errors. 
The situation is mixed in the percentage standard deviation; better for the abnormal 
breast tissue #1 but worse for the normal tissue and the abnormal tissue #2.
At least, the histogram method gives more confidence to the accuracy of the 
mean linear attenuation values as the number of pixels used is larger than the 9 pixels 
of the 3 x 3 matrix method.
The histogram method might be useful when the sample pixels are non- 
unifromly distributed and not enough to form a square n x n matrix. As an example 
of non-uniform samples is the tissue sample images in Chapter 6.
If the samples were scanned in a few slices, then the histogram for all the 
slices can be combined by keeping the data bin A/u constant. Then a alrger number of 
pixels contribute to the histogram of that particular sample.
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Figure 7.9.1 : ED IS (dry) sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear attenuation
coefficients determined using the histogram method and the (3 x 3) pixel
matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.2 : ED IS (fhw) sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear attenuation
coefficients determined using the histogram method and the (3 x 3) pixel
matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.3 : ED4C (dry) sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear attenuation
coefficients determined using the histogram method and the (3 x 3) pixel
matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.4 : ED4C (fhw) sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear attenuation
coefficients determined using the histogram method and the (3 x 3) pixel
matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.5 : Water sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear attenuation
coefficients determined using the histogram method and the (3 x 3) pixel
matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.6 : Normal breast tissue sample, (a) Comparison of the mean linear
attenuation coefficients determined using the histogram method and the 
(3 x 3) pixel matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage standard 
deviations.
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Figure 7.9.7 : Abnormal breast tissue sample #1. (a) Comparison of the mean 
linear attenuation coefficients determined using the histogram method 
and the (3 x 3) pixel matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage 
standard deviations.
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Figure 7.9.8 : Abnormal breast tissue sample #2. (a) Comparison of the mean 
linear attenuation coefficients determined using the histogram method 
and the (3 x 3) pixel matrix method, (b) Their associated percentage 
standard deviations.
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8. Conclusions and further work
8.1 Scanning system
A simple tomographic system was designed and constructed as described in 
Chapter 6. The hardware can be easily acquired and easily assembled in a budget 
laboratoiy. The combination of the tomographic system and a x-ray fluorescence 
photon source provides new opportunities in this field of research. The smallest step 
length (hence, the size of image pixels) possible with the system was 0.1 mm. This is 
adequate for the scanning of small samples.
Simple BASIC computer programmes were used to control the movement of 
the scanning rig and for data acquisition. The programmes were written by the author 
and can be easily modified to suit the need by an amateur programmer.
Further work on the system is to include a rotational stepper motor and a 
linear vertical stepper motor. Then data can be acquired for several slices of a sample 
on an automated basis. It should be possible to combine these slices into a three­
dimensional image by computational means.
8.2 Determination of // using histogram method
The determination of the linear attenuation coefficients from tomographic 
images in Chapters 4 and 6 used a 3 x 3 pixel matrix as region of interest. Chapter 7 
investigated the possibility of using histograms and the author developed a method to 
determine the linear attenuation coefficients of materials. This could be applied in 
particular to samples of heterogeneous composition and/or irregular shape. It was 
found that both methods matched within experimental errors. In fact, for lower 
photon energies, such as for Cu Ka photons, there seemed to be an improvement in
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the mass attenuation coefficient values obtained by the histogram method as these 
were found to be closer to the XCOM calculated average breast values. At least, the 
confidence in the histogram method values is greater as a larger number of pixels can 
be used in the calculation than that of the 3 x 3 pixel matrix method.
8.3 Mass attenuation coefficient of hydrophilic copolymer 
materials
Cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer materials are capable of incorporating 
fluid into their structure without dissolving and their elemental composition is similar 
to soft tissue. They have the potential to be breast tissue-equivalent phantom 
materials.
One of the properties which needs to be satisfied is the attenuation coefficient 
property of the materials to photons should be similar to that of the breast tissue. 
Section 6.5 described static single beam transmission measurements done on ED IS 
and ED4C cross-linked hydrophilic copolymer samples. They were in dry, fully 
hydrated in saline solution and fully hydrated in water states. The photon energies 
used were 8.00, 8.89, 17.40, 19.60, 22.10, 24.90, 25.20 and 28.40 keV. The mass 
attenuation coefficient values obtained were compared with the XCOM calculated 
values for young-age (Breast 1), middle-age (Breast 2) and old-age (Breast 3) breasts 
using the elemental composition suggested by Constantinou (1982). All experimental 
values obtained were close to Breast 3 with dry samples providing the closest fit.
Whilst the static single beam attenuation measurement depends only on a 
single raysum reading, determination of the attenuation coefficient using a 
tomographic technique has the advantage of utilising the mean attenuation coefficient 
values of a number of pixels backprojected from a number of raysums, thus sampling 
the uniformity of the material to a larger extent. Section 4.11 described an attempt to 
use a variable x-ray (VEX) source to tomographically scan the samples at an energy 
range below 60 keV at the University of Surrey. Because of the low intensity of the 
source, only four energies 17.44, 22.10, 32.06 and 44.23 keV gave a relatively good 
tomographic image and the noise was large. Furthermore, the scanning time was 
prohibitively long. The results from this experiment were inconclusive.
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A higher intensity beam was found in the form of an x-ray fluorescent system 
at City University, London and a tomographic scanning system was designed and 
constructed as described. ED IS and ED4C hydrophilic copolymer samples in dry and 
fully hydrated in water states were tomographically scanned at photon energies 
11.22, 12.50, 17.41, 19.52, 22.08, 24.87, 25.16 and 28.46 keV. Dry hydrophilic 
copolymers closely fit the XCOM calculated old-age breast (Breast 3) and samples 
fully hydrated in water fit the calculated young-age breast (Breast 1). Partially 
hydrated hydrophilic copolymers can be used as they allow the possibility to fit the 
calculated middle-age breast (Breast 2).
8.4 Electron density of hydrophilic copolymer materials
The electron density of the dry hydrophilic copolymer samples was 
determined using Compton scattering technique in Chapter 5. The electron density 
for dry ED1S was (3.1 ± 0.4) x 1023 electrons per cm3 and for dry ED4C was (4.4 +
0.4) x 1023 electrons per cm3. The electron density of dry ED1S sample was found to 
be quite close to that of water which was used as a standard comparator. Further 
studies need to be done on hydrated samples.
8.5 Hydration and dehydration cycles
Hydration and dehydration studies of the hydrophilic copolymer materials 
were explained in Chapter 3. The 14 mm diameter samples became fully hydrated 
after approximately 100 hours. The 10 mm diameter samples became fully hydrated 
in about 40 hours. Generally ED1S samples hydrated to 55% and ED4C to 70% of 
the equilibrium water content (EWC).
The samples became distorted after the dehydration process. The middle 
diameter became smaller than the two ends and depressions developed at the end 
faces of the cylindrical samples. The relationship between the dimensions and the 
volume of the distorted samples was derived. Volume correction for this effect is 
important especially for the fully dehydrated ED4C samples to be used in a realistic 
phantom.
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During rehydration, the hydrophilic copolymer samples have the same 
behaviour as during the first hydration process. The equilibrium water content and 
the dimensions were similar to the ones in the first fully hydrated state.
It is important that further complete hydration and dehydration cycles should 
be done in order to study the recyclability and reusability of any hydrophilic 
copolymer materials for developing tissue equivalent phantoms. Modelling based on 
diffusion characteristics should also be studied.
8.6 Attenuation coefficient of water
Water is considered as one of the reference materials in radiation and medical 
physics. Water was tomographically scanned in Section 6.8 at photon energies 11.22, 
17.41, 19.52, 22.08, 24.87, 25.16 and 28.46 keV. The results obtained have an 
excellent fit to the XCOM calculated mass attenuation coefficient of water at this 
photon energy range. This result also proves that the tomographic scanning system at 
City University was accurate.
8.7 Linear attenuation coefficient of breast tissues and 
predictions
Determination of the linear attenuation coefficient of one normal and two 
abnormal breast tissue samples was explained in Section 6.10. Due to schedule 
constraints, only four photon energies of 11.22, 17.41, 22.08 and 25.16 keV were 
used. There was a trend that the linear attenuation coefficient of abnormal breast 
tissue was higher than that of the normal one. At this stage, it should be emphasised 
that no conclusions should be drawn from the results on whether there are significant 
differences in the linear attenuation coefficient between normal and abnormal breast 
tissues as the number of tissue samples used was only three. A statistically significant 
study of pathologically well-defined groups of breast tissues is required in order to 
reach reliable conclusions.
It is expected that in the future the collaboration between University of Surrey 
and City University will continue in the characterisation of materials and biological 
tissues and fluids. Samples of breast tissues have been and are being collected to be
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used in experiments using the x-ray fluorescent system at City University. The 
samples are contained in vials but will be investigated by placing them in thin-walled 
‘straws’ of inner diameter about 5 mm diameter. The values obtained in Chapter 6 
from the three breast tissues examined at least give us an indication of the mass 
attenuation coefficient involved and to be expected. By using the values for the 
attenuation coefficient of tissue and a matrix of water in Chapter 6, various 
parameters can be extracted so that the feasibility of such an experiment yielding 
useful results can be predicted.
8.7.1 Estimation of the optimum thickness of tissue samples
Under ideal conditions, the linear attenuation coefficient of water and tissues
in Chapter 6 can be used to determine the optimum thickness Zopt of a tissue sample 
to be scanned for a minimum counting time. If the thickness of a sample is bigger 
than the optimum thickness, longer collection time is needed to get a statistically 
good data; whilst thinner samples would give low contrast between the incident and 
the transmitted beams. Equation (4.2.14) can be used for this purpose and equation
(4.2.5) is used to determine the fractional change/in  the attenuation coefficient of 
water and tissue. For the water and normal tissues described in Chapter 6, the 
estimated optimum thickness of the normal tissue sample at four photon energies are 
as shown in Figure 8.7.1. Optimum'thickness at other photon energies can be 
estimated from the equation of the fitting curve. Then the scanning parameters such 
as number of raysums per projection, number of projections and the scanning time 
needed are calculated based on the diameter of the sample.
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Figure 8.7.1 : The optimum thickness of a tissue sample predicted from the data of 
water and normal tissue in Chapter 6.
8.7.2 Estimation of scanning time for a sample of fixed thickness
Sometimes it is not possible to vary the thickness of a tissue sample in order
to have an optimum thickness as described above. Hence, we need to estimate the 
collection time in order to get statistically good data.
Suppose we are given a tissue sample 5 mm in diameter. If we use a 2 mm 
diameter collimator, then the pixel factor in Section 7.5 is 1.25 and the number of 
pixels representing the tissue Ns, derived from Figure 7.5.2, in the image formed is 
1.4. This shows that 2 mm diameter collimator is not suitable to be used on a 5 mm 
diameter sample.
If we use a 1 mm diameter collimator, the number of pixels representing the 
sample is 8. This is the largest collimator which can be used.
Then the scanning parameters are calculated from equation (4.3.1).
The number of raysums = = 15
The number of projections needed is given by
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Hence, the total number of raysums (i.e. data points) = 18x15 = 270
To estimate the total collection time for the tomographic scanning of the 
sample, first we have to determine the time needed for one raysum. For a tin target 
with an x-ray tube settings of 80 kVp, 5 mA and 2 mm diameter collimators, the 
number of counts under the Ka peaks was about 40000 in 120 s collection time (see 
Figure 6.4.1 (e)). Hence, the count rate of the unattenuated beam was about 333 
counts s'1 . Let us assume that the other components of the system are fixed and the 
number of photons reaching the detector depends only on the cross-sectional area of 
the collimators. Then for 1 mm diameter collimators, the count rate is about 83 
counts s'1.
The intensity of the beam after passing through the 5 mm thick tissue sample 
can be estimated by using equation (4.2.13). Referring to Table 6.10.1, the linear 
attenuation of normal tissue at 25.16 keV is 0.427 cm"1 and the fractional change with 
water (Table 6.8.1) is 0.097. Then, the intensity of the transmitted beam is about 65 
counts s'1.
To achieve a 1% standard deviation in a raysum, the system should record at 
least 10000 counts. The time needed to record this is about 154 s. Hence the total 
time needed to scan a 5 mm diameter tissue sample using 1 mm diameter = 154 x 
270 = 41580 s *12 hours.
The same procedure is used to estimate the total time to scan the sample at 
other photon energies.
Reducing the size of the collimator increases the number of pixels used to 
calculate the attenuation coefficient and provides better resolution for heterogeneous 
samples. However, smaller collimator size means more raysums are needed and 
lesser transmitted photons reaching the detector. This means longer collection and 
scanning time. Hence, the experimenter needs to take into account all factors 
described above in order to strike a balance between precision and scanning time.
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8.8 Suggestions for further work
8.8.1 Selective element uptake
Ettunsi (1995) found that when the hydrophilic materials were hydrated with
CaC03 solution, water was adsorbed and the CaC03 filtered out. This might be due 
to the large molecular structure of the compound. Single elements or simple 
compounds uptake by the hydrophilic materials should be studied. The subsequent 
diffusion of the fluid from the samples to the surrounding medium should also be 
investigated. This might provide an insight into the property of the hydrophilic 
copolymer materials as molecular sieves. The uptake and release of certain 
compounds, for example, might be useful as a drag-release carrier in biological 
systems.
8.8.2 Partially hydrated samples
Partially hydrated samples may represent certain types of tissues with respect
to the attenuation coefficients. For example, a phantom might contain hydrophilic 
materials with different percentages of hydration to mimic several types of tissues. 
The correlation between what percentage of hydration to represent what tissue is 
essential. In relation to this, maintaining the correct level of hydration is important; 
the most suitable sealant to prevent fluid dissipation should also be studied.
8.8.3 Study on hydrophilic copolymer granules
A study should be carried out on hydrophilic copolymer granules dispersed in
a suitable matrix such as gel to detennine whether the granules can be detected by the 
scanning system or not. By changing the type and size of the granules we might be 
able to mimic calcifications of the breast. Under what conditions the present scanning 
system is capable of detecting small objects with little attenuation contrast with the 
surroundings remains to be seen.
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8.8.4 Multi-energy scanner and higher intensity source
A multi-energy or dual-energy scanner and a higher intensity source will
provide faster scanning time. A dual-energy scan can be derived at by reading two 
peaks from a multi-gamma ray emitting radionuclide or, in the case of the present 
XRF source, the K« and Kp peaks simultaneously using four single channel 
analysers. This provides an exciting opportunity in the study of hydration and 
dehydration of the hydrophilic materials. As can be seen in Chapter 3 the diffusion 
process changes the fluid content of the hydrophilic materials significantly especially 
in the first few hours. By minimising scanning time it might be possible to gain new 
insight into the digression of fluids in the hydrophilic materials. Shorter scanning 
times will also be useful when scanning real tissues as deterioration of tissue effects 
during data acquisition can be minimised.
The multi- or dual-energy nature of the beam will give an added bonus in the 
characterisation of tissue and hydrophilic materials. Apart from obtaining two (or 
more) tomographic images giving two linear attenuation values for the two energies, 
the differential absorption properties of the beam may yield more information on the 
tissue and hydrophilic material characteristics.
A filtered beam should be studied as an option as its intensity is usually 
higher than the XRF beam. Simulation of the combination of appropriate filters 
should be done first before any practical application.
Then, of course, there is the possibility of using high intensity photon sources 
such as from a synchrotron source at appropriate energy intervals. Combined with a 
portable tomographic scanning system this would provide the possibility of carrying 
out accelerated experiments in material and tissue characterisation.
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Appendix A.1 : Liquid uptake of ED1S during hydration in
water
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Appendix A.2 : Changes in the dimensions of ED1S during
hydration in water
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Appendix A.3 : Changes in weight of the hydrophilic 
copolymer materials during dehydration
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Appendix A.4 : Dimensional changes during dehydration
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Appendix A.5 : End depressions during dehydration
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End depressions of ED4C (saline) during dehydration 
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Appendix A.6 : Volume changes during dehydration
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Appendix A.7 : Changes in absolute weight during 
rehydration
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Appendix A.8 : Dimensional changes during rehydration
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Appendix B.1 : Scanning and image analysis procedure
This procedure is for the BBC controlled tomographic system at the 
Department of Physics, University of Surrey.
BBC scanner controller software
Put the disk with the program in drive (0)
>*CAT
- it will give a file listing in drive (0)
>*LOAD"J.DEV-2"
>RUN
-it gives the following options:
1. Average data values no motion
2. Initialise scan parameters
3. Move scanner bed using NIM box
4. Start scan
5. Single line scanning
6. End of program
To estimate the most suitable collection time for each raysum, choose Option 1:
a. input the number of points to average over (3)
b. input collection time (type in any duration of time as long as the number of 
counts should be over 3000).
Then initialise the scan parameters by choosing Option 2:
a. input step length (= diameter of the collimator)
b. input number of steps (= number of raysums)
N.B. The maximum number of raysums in the program is 60. Modify the 
program for higher number of raysums.
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c. input angular spacing (= 180°/ No. of projections)
d. enter 180° or 360° (180°)
e. input scan reference number
N.B. This is the number for the SCAN file of the photopeak window saved in the 
floppy disk. Another file representing data from the scatter window will be 
automatically created with the next sequential number as its reference number. For 
example, if 201 is typed in, two files will be created: SCAN201 for photopeak 
window and SCAN202 for scatter window.
f. input scan title (the title will be displayed on the monitor during scanning 
but will not be recorded in the diskette)
g. preset time (calculated from Option lb)
Start scanning by choosing Option 4.
N.B. A second floppy disc in which data is to be stored must be inserted in 
drive (1).
After scanning, the data obtained need to be converted from BBC format to ASCII 
using the "ASCII" program.
>LOAD"ASClI"
>LIST (line 30 has to be modified)
>30 FOR 1=1 TO No. (No. = raysums x projections)
>LIST
Data floppy disc in drive (1) must be inserted into drive (0).
>RUN
>DATA FILENAME? (SC ANfilenumberl)
>OUTPUT FILENAME? (peakfilename)
>RUN
>DATA FILENAME? (SCANfilenumber2)
>OUTPUT FILENAME? (scatfilename)
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To transfer data to the central computing network
We have to use the KERMIT system:
>*KERMIT
BBOSET BAUD 9600
BBOSET FILE TYPE ASCII CR
BBC>C (Push ENTER twice)
Login:
Password:
(N.B. If you get "login incorrect" message after a few times, try using small letters. If 
the system hangs, try rebooting. If it persists, get help from Mr. David Munro.) 
{PIERRE:38} KERMIT 
C-KERMIT>SERVER
Then press CTRL +J0.
BBC>SEND peakfilename 
BBC>SEND scatfilename
(First ENTER —> pause; second ENTER —> transmit)
To close the system:
BBC>FINISH
BBC>C
C-KERMIT>EXIT 
{PIERRE: 3 9 } LOGOUT
Then, use an X-terminal to correct for scatter using the scatt program.
In cmdtool window type 
}f77 scatt.f
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Go to File Manager window and rename "a.out" as "scatt". Note that this step is for 
the first-time user only. On subsequent use, skip this step and just type "scatt" as 
below.
Go back to cmdtool window and type 
} scatt
Number of data points in each file (= No. of steps x No. of projections)
Input scatter filename 1 {scatfilename.BBC)
Input peak filename 2 (peaJfllename.BBC)
Output filename {corrfilename.cox)
N.B. The author found that the scatt programme was not really subtracting data 
between the two files. Hence the scatt program was abandoned and corrections 
were done by extracting the two files on a MSExcel environment.
Still in the cmdtool window, invoke fbp program to do the filtered back-projection 
of the data:
}f77 fbp.f
Go to the File Manager window and rename "a.out" as "fbp". Note that this step is 
for the first-time user only. On subsequent use, skip this step and just type "fbp" as 
below.
Go back to cmdtool window and type 
}fbp
Data filename {corrfilename.cor)
No. of projections 
No. of raysums 
Pixel size (2)
Angles: (180°)
Transmission 
No swap
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Output filename (corrfilename.fbp)
Then, convtopgm program is used in order to reconstruct the data:
}cc convtopgm.c
Go to the File Manager window and rename "a.out" as "convtopgm". Note that this 
step is for the first-time user only. On subsequent use, skip this step and just type 
"convtopgm" as below.
Go back to cmdtool window and type
}convtopgm -n No.ofraysums <corrfilename.%p> corrfilename.pyyn
Then, the reconstructed image is presented as grey scale images by using a computer 
package called xv by typing:
}xv corrfilename:pgm
Image Analysis using central computing server
In cmdtool window, type 
}xv corrfilename.pgm
On the image click the right button of the mouse to invoke xv control menu. The 
menu allows us to manipulate the image.
Select a region of interest (ROI) on the image by pressing the left button of the 
mouse and dragging the rectangle to enclose the required pixels. Release the button 
to make the rectangle permanent.
Click the left-button on the “crop” button of the xv control menu and the pixels 
outside the ROI is erased.
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The grey level of a pixel can be displayed by clicking the middle button on any one 
pixel and the gray level of the pixel will be displayed in the following format:
e.g. ^HSV)
Coordinate
x & y -----/ r g b  values
(Range 0-255)
Grey level 
(Range 0-100)
HSV values
To determine the linear attenuation coefficient of the image
The position of a pixel on an image is determined by the coordinate x  and y  as shown 
above. The location of the pixel can also be represented by the pixel number given by
Pixel no. = Coordinate* + [Coordinatey  x Raysumno.] + l
For example, assuming the image has 31x31 pixels and the coordinate of a pixel is 
(8,9), then
Pixel no. = 8 + [9x3l] + l 
= 287 + 1 
= 288
This pixel number is the number shown in the filtered-backprojection file opened in 
the vi editor mentioned below.
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The region of interest (ROI) is determined by drawing a rectangle encompassing the 
pixels which the linear attenuation coefficient is to be determined. A typical example 
is as shown below.
[deh401c.pgm, 20.08.97]
The pixel numbers along the left boundary and the right boundary of the ROI are 
then determined. For example,
Left boundary Right boundary
Coordinate Pixel no. Coordinate Pixel no.
(8,8) 257 (21,8) 270
(8,9) 288 (21,9) 301
(8,10) 319 (21,10) 332
(8,11) 350 (21,11) 363
. . . . . . . . . . . .
The pixel numbers outside these boundaries are the ones to be deleted from our 
region of interest (ROI) file.
Type vi corrfilename.fbip
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To set line numbers, type 
: set nu
The monitor will show two columns; the first column is the line number which 
represent the pixel number and the right column is the linear attenuation coefficient 
of the pixel.
Create a file (corrfilename.roi) after cancelling all values we don’t need by typing dd 
at specific lines. Save this file by typing
:w corrfilename.roi
Quit by typing
:q
Analysing the ROI 
In the cmdtool window, type
f77 err.f
(N.B. For first-time user only; otherwise, just type err.)
The computer will display 
No. of data 
(N.B. Not more than 99 data points.)
Xcom linear atten. coeff. value 
Put in XCOM p. value
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(Must be calculated first; or just put in any value if you don’t need any comparison 
with XCOM values. If you don’t put any value, the system will hang.)
Input filename 
Type corrfilenamexo\
The computer will give
- data values
- average p.
- image SD
- image relative noise
- error relative to XCOM
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Summary of commands in the vi screen editor
Command Example Explanation
i i text [ESC] Insert text
dd dd Delete the whole current line.
u u Undo the last edit.
:w :w [ENTER] Write file to current filename.
:w filename 
[ENTER]
Write file to a new filename.
:w! filename 
[ENTER]
Write file to an existing file and overwrite this file.
:q :q [ENTER] Quit the editor and save any changes. ;
:q! Quit the editor without saving any changes.
:e :e filename 
[ENTER]
Edit a new file.
:e! filename 
[ENTER]
Edit a new file without saving changes to the current 
file.
:r :r filename 
[ENTER]
Read a file into the current cursor position.
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Appendix B.2 : Tomographic data of ED1S (dry) sample using 
VEX source.
[tv«x01cjcls, 15.09.1999] [tvexOIc.fbp]
[tvex13c.xls, 14101999]
[tvwc17cjtl*f 21.10.1999]
(a) Tb K», ED IS (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 1000 s 
0.0244 ±0.0052 mm'1
[tvex13c.fbp]
(b) Ag Ka, ED IS (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 2000 s 
H  = 0.0504 ±0.010 mm’1
[tv«x17c.fbp]
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(c) Mo Ka, ED IS (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 4000 s 
// = 0.0738 ±0.0150 mm'1
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Appendix B.3 : Tomographic data of ED4C (dry) sample using
VEX source.
[tv*x07c.xl», 05101999] [tv«x07c.fbp]
[tvex09c.xls, 07101999]
[tv»x11c.xl«, 11101999]
(a) Tb (K«), ED4C (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 1000 s. 
//=  0.0264 ±0.0032 mm'1
[tv«x09c.fbp]
(b) Ba (K«), ED4C (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 1500 s. 
H = 0.0366 ± 0.0074 mm'1
[tvex11c.fbp]
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(c) Ag (Ka), ED4C (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 2000 s. 
H= 0.0514 ±0.0083 mm'1
[tvex19c.fbp]
(d) Mo (K«), ED4C (dry)
2 mm sleng, 9 rays, 10 proj, 4000 s. 
ju= 0.073 ± 0.013 mm'1
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10 ' AVERAGING PROGRAMME - DUAL CHANNEL VERSION
2 0 ' ADAPTED FROM A  BBC PROGRAMME BY J.R. MOSSOP
3 0 ' BY SABAR BAUK, UNIVERSITY OF SURREY, GUILDFORD, SURREY 19.10.1998
4 0 ’_________________________________________________________________
50 DIM ARRA%(1,100), AVERA%(1), SIGA!(1):DEFINT A-Z
60 'OPEN A SERIAL PORT AND SET PORT FOR 19200 BAUD, NO PARITY AND 8 DATA BITS 
70 OPEN "COM2:19200,N ,8" AS #2
80 OKS = "%000000069" : 'DEFINE SUCCESS RESPONSE FROM DUAL COUNTER 995 
90 PRINT #2, "INIT" : 'INITIALISE THE 995 TO A  POWER-UP CONDITION 
100 INPUT #2, RESPS
110 IF R E SP $oO K $ THEN PRINT RESP$:STOP 
120 'ON ERROR GOTO 900 
130 CLS 
140'
150 INPUT "Input the number o f  data points to average over ";P 
160 IF P>100 GOTO 130
170 INPUT "Input collection time (in seconds) ", TIME%
180 PRINT
190 INPUT "Are details correct ";QUEST$
200 IF QUESTS = "N" OR QUESTS = "n" THEN GOTO 130 
210 'IF QUESTS o  "Y" OR QUESTS o  "y" THEN GOTO 190 
220 GOSUB 370 :' SCREEN SUBROUTINE
230 POINTS=0
240 GOSUB 440 : 1 AVERAGING SUBROUTINE
250 IF POINTS=P THEN GOTO 270 
260 GOTO 240 
270 CLS
280 PRINT "Data averaged over ";P;" points. Preset time = ";TIME%;" seconds."
290 PRINT
300 PRINT TAB(5) "SCA 1 : Average =  ";AVERA!(0);" sigma =  ";SIGA!(0)
310 PRINT TAB(5) "SCA 2 : Average = ";AVERA!(1);" sigma =  ";SIGA!(1)
320 PRINT 
325 BEEP
330 INPUT "To re-ran press C; any other key returns to Options ",Z$
340 CLOSE
350 IF Z$="C" OR Z$="c" THEN GOTO 60 
360 END
370'_________________________________________________________________
380 ’ *** SCREEN SUBROUTINE ***
390 CLS
400 PRINT TAB(5) "Time averaging o f  signals from source"
410 PRINT
420 PRINT TAB(5) "Calculating "
430 RETURN
440'_________________________________________________________________
450 ' *** AVERAGING SUBROUTINE ***
4 6 0 ’
470 COUNT 1 !=0:COUNT2!=0
480 PRINT #2, "CLEAR_ALL" : 'CLEARS ALL COUNTERS 
490 INPUT #2, RESPS
500 IF R E SP$oO K $ THEN PRINT RESP$:GOSUB 900 
510 PRINT #2, "START"
Appendix C.1 Averaging programme : AVER
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520 INPUT #2, RESPS 
530 START! =  TIMER 
540 WHILE TIMER <  START! + TIME%
550 WEND
560 PRINT #2, "STOP"
570 INPUT #2, RESP$
580 PRINT #2, "SHOW_COUNTS" : 'READ COUNTER VALUES 
590 INPUT #2, CNT$
600 PRINT "COUNTS = ", CNT$
610 INPUT #2, RESP$:PRINT RESPS 
620 A$=LEFT$(CNT$,8)
630 COUNT 1! =  VAL(A$)
640 B$=MID$(CNT$, 10,8) .
650 COUNT2! = VAL(B$)
660'
670 POINTS=POINTS+l
680 ARRA! (0,POINTS)=COUNT 1!
690 ARRA! (1 ,POINTS)=COUNT2!
700 GOSUB 750 
710 PRINT
720 PRINT TAB(5) "Number o f  points used =  ";POINTS
730 PRINT TAB(5) "Average value: SCA 1 = ";AVERA!(0);" SCA 2 = ";AVERA!(1) 
740 RETURN
750'_________________________________________________________________
760' *** SIGMA SUBROUTINE ***
770 FOR IC%=0 TO 1
780 TOTA!=0:SIGA!(IC%)=0
790 FOR 1=1 TO POINTS
800 TOTA! =TOTA! +ARRA! (IC%,I)
810 NEXT I
820 A  VERA! (IC%)=TOTA! /POINTS 
830 IF POINTS = 1 THEN GOTO 880 
840 FOR 1=1 TO POINTS
850 SIGA!(IC%)=SIGA!(IC%)+(AVERA!(IC%)-ARRA!(IC%,I))A2 
860 NEXT I
870 SIGA! (IC%)=SQR(SIGA! (IC%)/(POINTS-1))
880 NEXT IC%
890 RETURN
900'_________________________________________________________________
910' *** ERROR SUBROUTINE ***
920 PRINT "Error! No. =  ";ERR; " at line ";ERL 
925 CLOSE
930 IF ERR=17 THEN BEEP 
940 STOP
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10' *** SCANNER MOVEMENT PROGRAMME ***
2 0 ' *** By Sabar Bauk, Dept, o f  Physics, University o f  Surrey 25.08.1999 
30 'To move scanner linearly by a minimum o f 0.1 mm.
40 CLS:DEFINT A-Z
50 OPEN "ENCDRVER" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
60 OPEN "ENCDRVER" FOR INPUT AS #2 
70 ON ERROR GOTO 600
80'________________________________________________________________________
90 ' *** STEPPER MOTOR INITIALISATION ***
100 C1 $=" 1SA44" :PRINT#1 ,C 1 $ SET ACCELERATION TO 0.1 mm/sA2
110 C2$="1SV260128":PRINT#1,C2$ SET VELOCITY TO 0.20 mm/s 
120 C3$="1SG500":PRINT#1,C3$ SET GAIN =  500
130 C4$=" 1SD500":PRINT#1 ,C4$ DERIVATIVE (FOR PID)
140 C5$="1MN" :PRINT#1 ,C5$ TURN MOTOR ON
150 C6$="1MR5820" MOVE 0.1 mm IN THE POSITIVE DIRECTION
160 C7$="lMR-5820" MOVE 0.1 mm IN THE NEGATIVE DIRECTION
170 C8$="1WS200" WAIT 200 ms AFTER STOPPING
180 C9$=" 1TP" :' TELL POSITION
190 C10$=" 1TV" :' TELL VELOCITY
200 C l 1$="1MA0" : 'MOVE ABSOLUTE TO ZERO POSITION
2 1 0 IOCTL #1, "SI" : 'Instruct driver to send input status
220 CLS
230'____________________________________________________________________________
240 PRINT TAB(5) " *** SCANNER MOTION ***"     ’ ..... ~
250 PRINT
260 PRINT TAB(5)" Linear L"
270 PRINT T A B (5)" Rotation R"
280 PRINT TAB(5) " Quit Q"
290 PRINT
300 INPUT "Input your choice =  ";MTR$
310 IF MTR$="Q" OR MTR$="q" THEN GOTO 580 
320 IF MTR$="L" OR MTR$="1" THEN GOTO 340
330 IF MTR$="R" OR MTR$="r" THEN GOTO 220:' NEED TO CHANGE IF ROTATIONAL 
STEPPER MOTOR AVAILABLE 
340 CLS
350 INPUT "DISTANCE (minimum 0.1 mm) =  ";DIST!
36 0 D  =  DIST!*10
370 INPUT "DIRECTION (+/-) = ";DIR$
380 PRINT
390 INPUT "Are details correct ";QUEST$
400 IF QUEST$="N" OR QUEST$="n" THEN GOTO 220 
410 IF DIR$="+" THEN GOTO 510 
42 0 '----------------------------------------------
430 FOR 1=1 TO D:'HARUS DIDARABKAN DENGAN 10 KERANA 1 STEP BERSAMAAN 
DENGAN 0.1 nun.
440 PRINT#1 ,C6$ : 'Moving 0.1 nun to the positive direction
450 NEXT 
460 GOSUB 650 
470 PRINT#1,C8$
480 BEEP 
490 GOTO 220
500 '----------------------------------------------
510 FOR J=1 TO D
Appendix C.2 Scanner movement programme : MOVE
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520 PRINT#1,C7$ : 'Negative direction 
530 NEXT J 
540 GOSUB 650 
550 PRINT#1,C8$
560 BEEP 
570 GOTO 220 
580 CLOSE ALL 
590 END
600'---------------------------------------
610' *** Error Subroutine ***
620 PRINT "Error!!! No. =  ";ERR;" at line ";ERL 
640 STOP
650'--------------------------------------
6 6 0 1 *** Delay subroutine ***
670 CLS
680 START! = TIMER
690 WHILE TIMER < START! + LWEND
700 PRINT #1,C 10$
710 INPUT #2, VEL$
720 SIGNS =  MID$(VEL$,7,1)
730 IF SIGNS = THEN GOTO 760 
740 V! =  VAL(MID$(VEL$,7,10))
750 GOTO 770
760 V! =  VAL(MID$(VEL$,8,10))
770 LOCATE 2,5:PRINT "Scanner carriage is in linear motion ... Please wait." 
780 IF V! o o  THEN GOTO 700 
790 RETURN
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10 ' *** SINGLE LINE SCANNING ***
20 ' *** by Sabar Bauk, Department o f  Physics, University o f  Surrey ***
3 0 ' ______________________  17.08.1999____________________________ __
40 'This programme is for single line scanning consisting o f  one projection only.
50 DIM RAYS!(400), MAX(1), FILE$(1), FIL(l)
60 'ON ERROR GOTO 1410 
70 CLS-.DEFINT A-Z
80 PRINT TAB(15);"SINGLE LINE SCANNING"
90 PRINT TAB(15);"_______________________"
100 PRINT
110 INPUT "Input step length in mm (minimum 0.1 mm) ";SLENG!
120 IF SLENG!<0! GOTO 110 
130 IF SLENG!>20 GOTO 110
140 INPUT "Input number o f  steps (odd numbers only) ";STP
150 IF STP MOD 2 = 0 THEN PRINT TAB(50) "Odd numbers only.":GOTO 140
160 DIST = (STP - 1 )  * SLENG!
170 IF DIST>40 GOTO 70
180 INPUT "Preset collection time for each station in seconds ";T
190 IF T<0 THEN GOTO 180
200 INPUT "Input scan file name ",FILES
210 OPEN FILES FOR OUTPUT AS #3
220 INPUT "Input scan title ",TITLES
230 PRINT
240 INPUT "Are details correct ";QUERY$
250 IF QUERY$="N" OR QUERY$="n" THEN GOTO 70 
260 'IF Q UERY$o"Y" OR QUERY$o"y" THEN GOTO 240
270 '----------------------------------------------------
280 1 *** MAIN PROGRAMME ***
290 GOSUB 670:' Stepper motor initialisation.
300 PRINT
310 PRINT "Rewinding stepper motor to the first raysum position."
320 FOR 1=1 TO DIST*5 :' Rewinding scanner from Origin to first station to commence scan 
330 PRINT#1, C6$
340 NEXT I
350 GOSUB 840:' Delay for the stepper motor motion.
360 PRINT# 1, C8S 
370 CLOSE #1, #2 .
380 FOR J%=1 TO STP STEP 1 :' Loop for linear scanning.
390 GOSUB 1330:' Screen display subroutine.
400 GOSUB 970 :' Subroutine to take reading from the counter
410 IF J% = STP THEN GOTO 500
420 GOSUB 670:' Stepper motor initialisation.
430 FO R K =l TO SLENG!*10 :' Since each loop equals 0.1 mm o f linear distance.
440 PRINT#1, C7$
450 NEXT K  
460 GOSUB 840 
470 PRINT#1, C8$
480 CLOSE #1, #2 
490 NEXT J%
500 GOSUB 670:' Stepper motor initialisation.
510 FOR L=1 TO DIST*5 :' Rewinding scanner back to the Origin 
520 PRINT# 1, C6$
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530 NEXT L 
540 GOSUB 840 
550 PRINT#1, C8$
560 CLOSE #1, #2 
570 FOR M=1 TO STP 
580 PRINT #3, RAYS!(M)
590 NEXT M  
600 BEEP 
610 CLOSE 
620 KEY ON 
630 PRINT
640 PRINT "Finished scanning."
645 PRINT 
650 END
660 '--------------------------------------------------
670' *** Stepper Motor initialisation subroutine ***
680 OPEN "ENCDRVER" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
690 OPEN "ENCDRVER" FOR INPUT AS #2
700 C1 $=" 1SA44":PRINT# 1, CIS SET ACCELERATION TO 0.1 mm/sA2
710 C2$="1SV260128":PRINT#1, C2$ SET VELOCITY TO 0.20 mm/s 
720 C3$="1SG500":PRINT#1, C3$ SET GAIN =  500 
730 C4$—'1SD500":PRINT#1, C4$ DERIVATIVE (FOR PID)
740 C5$=" 1MN":PRINT#1, C5S TURN MOTOR ON
750 C6$="1MR5820" Move 0.1 mm in the positive direction
760 C7$=" 1MR-5820" Move 0.1 mm in the negative direction
770 C8$="1WS200" Wait 200 ms after stopping
780 C9$="1TP" : ' Tell position
790 C10$="1TV" :' Tell velocity
800 C l IS-T M A 0" :' Move absolute to zero
8 1 0 IOCTL #1, "SI" :' Asking encoder driver to send input status
820 RETURN
830'--------------------------------------------
840' *** Delay subroutine for scanner motion ***
850 START! =  TIMER
860 WHILE TIMER < START! + 1:WEND: 'Delay to let velocity value above zero.
870 PRINT #1, C10S
880 INPUT #2, VELS
890 SIGN$=MID$(VEL$,7,1)
900 IF SIGNS =  THEN GOTO 930 
910 V! = VAL(MID$(VEL$,7,10))
920 GOTO 940
930 V! = VAL(MID$(VEL$,8,10))
940 IF V ! o 0  THEN GOTO 870 
950 RETURN
9 6 0 ' -------------------------------------------------
970' *** Dual counter initialisation ***
980 'Open a serial port and set port for 19200 Baud, No Parity and 8 Data Bits.
990 OPEN "COM2:19200,N ,8" AS #1
1000 OKS = "%000000069" : 'Define success response from counter
1010 PRINT #1, "INIT"
1020 INPUT #1,RESP$
1030 IF R E SP $oO K $ THEN PRINT RESP$:STOP
1 0 4 0 '---------------------------------------------------
1050' *** Subroutine to read data from dual counter ***
1060 COUNT1 !=0:COUNT2!=0
1070 PRINT #1, "CLEAR ALL" : 'Clears all counters
1080 INPUT #1,RESP$
1090 IF R ESPSoO K S THEN PRINT RESP$:GOSUB 1410
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1100 PRINT #1, "START"
1110 INPUT #1, RESP$
1120 IF R E SP$oO K $ THEN PRINT RESP$:GOSUB 1410 
1130 START! = TIMER
1140 WHILE TIMER <  START! + T : ' Delay for data collection.
1150 WEND
1160 PRINT #1, "STOP"
1170 INPUT #1,RESP$
1180 IF R E SP $oO K $ THEN PRINT RESP$:GOSUB 1410 
1190 PRINT #1, "SHOW_COUNTS" : 'Read counter values 
1200 INPUT #1,CNT$ "
1210 PRINT "Counter readings =  ",CNT$
1220 A$ = LEFT$(CNT$,8)
1230 COUNT1! =  VAL(A$)
1240 B$ =  MED$(CNT$,10,8)
1250 COUNT2! =  VAL(B$)
1260 PRINT "Counts in SCA1 window = ",COUNTl!
1270 PRINT "Counts in SCA2 window = ",COUNT2!
1280 PRINT
1290 RAYS!(J%) = COUNT1! - COUNT2!
1300 PRINT "Corrected counts for this raysum = ",RAYS!(J%)
1310 CLOSE #1 
1320 RETURN
1330'-----------------------------------------------
1340 ' *** Screen display subroutine ***
1350 CLSrKEY OFF:'SCREEN 2 
1360 PRINT "Scan Title : ".TITLES 
1370 PRINT
1380 PRINT "Raysum number =  ";J;" o f  ";STP;"."
1390 PRINT 
1400 RETURN
1410'-----------------------------------------------
1420 ' *** Error message ***
1430 PRINT "Error ! No. =  ";ERR;" at line ";ERL;"."
1440 BEEP
1450 IF ERR=17 THEN PRINT "CAN'T CONTINUE. YOU ATTEMPTED TO CONTINUE A  
PROGRAMME THAT HAS HALTED BECAUSE OF AN ERROR, HAS BEEN MODIFIED 
DURING A BREAK, DOES NOT EXIST."
1460 STOP
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10 REM
20 REM Filtered Back-projection Programme
30 REM By Sabar Bauk, Dept, o f  Physics, University o f  Surrey
40 ' -----------------------26.08.1998-------------------------------
50 CLS
60 DIM PROJ(4000), FPROJ(4000), AIMAGE(65,65)
70 DIM CS(90), SN(90), FILT(100)
80 'DEFINT IT,LT,IPROJ,IRAYS,I,J,K,L,M 
90 INPUT "Data filename : ",FIL1$
100 INPUT "Number o f projections IPROJ
110 INPUT "Number o f raysums IRAYS
120 INPUT "Pixel size PSQ
130 INPUT "Angle [1] 180, or [2] 360. ", IT
140 IN PU T" [1] Emission, or [2] Transmission. ", LT
150 INPUT " [1] Swap, or [2] No swap. ", IS
160 IN PU T" Output filename :", FIL2$
170 PI=3.14159 
180 PS=-(PIA(-2))
190 Q = IT*PI/IPROJ 
200 GL=G/PSQ 
210 DD=(IRAYS+l)/2 
220 FOR 1=1 TO IRAYS 
230 FILT(I)=PS/(IA2)
240 FOR J=1 TO IRAYS 
250 AIMAGE(J,I)=0 
260 NEXT J 
270 NEXT I 
280 COUNT=0 
290 FOR 1=1 TO IPROJ 
300 COUNT=COUNT+G 
310 CS(I)=COS(COUNT)
320 SN(I)=SIN(COUNT)
330 NEXT I
340 OPEN FIL1$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
35011=1
360 FOR K=1 TO IPROJ 
370 PRINT "Projection no. ", K 
380 IF IS=2 GOTO 390 ELSE 420 
390 FOR IJK=1 TO IRAYS 
400 INPUT#1, PROJ(IJK)
410 NEXT IJK 
415 GOTO 480
420 IF 11=1 THEN 430 ELSE 440 
430 LA=l:LB=IRAYS:II=-l:GOTO 450 
440 LA=IRAYS:LB=1 :II=1 
450 FOR L=LA TO LB STEP-II 
460 INPUT#1, PROJ(L)
470 NEXTL
480 IF LT=2 THEN 490 ELSE 540 
490 1 ANORM=1200 
500 ANORM=(PROJ(l)+PROJ(IRAYS))/2 
510 FOR 11=1 TO IRAYS
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520 PROJ(I l)=-LOG(PRO J(11 )/ANORM)
525 'PRINT ANORM, PROJ(Il)
530 NEXT II 
540 J=2
550 FOR L=1 TO IRAYS 
560 SUM=PROJ(L)/4 
570 FOR M=J TO IRAYS STEP 2 
580 N=ABS(L-M)
590 IF N=0 GOTO 610
600 SUM=SUM+FILT(N)*PROJ(M)
610 N EX TM
620 FPROJ(L)=SUM
625 'PRINT SUM
630 J=3-J
640 NEXT L
650 FOR 1=1 TO IRAYS
660 FOR J=1 TO IRAYS
670 FIE=(J-DD)*CS(K)+(DD-I)*SN(K)+DD
680 IE=INT(FIE)
690 IF IE<1 GOTO 760 
700 IF IE>IRAYS GOTO 760 
710 W=ABS(FIE-IE)
720 IF IE<IRAYS THEN 730 ELSE 740
730 V=FPROJ(IE)+W*(FPROJ(IE+l)-FPROJ(IE)):GOTO 750
740 V=FPROJ(IE)
750 AIMAGE(I,J)=AIMAGE(I,J)+V*GL 
755 PRINT W, FPROJ(IE), V, GL, AIMAGE(LL,JJ)
760 NEXT J 
770 NEXT I 
775 NEXT K 
780 CLOSE #1
790 OPEN FIL2$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
800 IB=IRAYS+1
810 FOR KK=1 TO IRAYS
820 JJ=IB-KK
830 FOR LL=1 TO IRAYS
840 1 PRINT#2, LL, JJ, AEMAGE(LL,JJ)
850 PRINT#2, AIMAGE(LL,JJ)
860 NEXT LL 
870 NEXT KK 
880 CLOSE ALL 
890 END
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Appendix C.5 : Converting filtered backprocted data file into
an image file : convtopgm
/*
3/2/92
This converts output from the reconstruction programs to pgmformat*/ . - -
#include <stdio.h>
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; char *argv[];
{
int ij,n,nl,n2,dum; 
float pixel_value[360][360], range, dumf, 
min =  100000, 
max = -100000;
i f  (argc <  3 ) { 
fprintf(stderr,"Usage is :-\n");
fjprintf(stderr," convtopgm -n <number> <infile >outfile\n"); 
fprintf(stderr,"or convtopgm -n l <number> -n2 number <infile >outfile\n"); 
exit(-l);
}
for (i= l; i<argc; i++) { 
i f  (strcmp(argv[i],"-n")=0) { 
i++;
n l = n2 = atoi(argv[i]);
}
i f  (strcmp(argv[i],"-nl")=0) { 
i++;
n l =  atoi(argv[i]);
}
i f  (strcmp(argv[i],"-n2")=0) { 
i++;
n2 =  atoi(argv[i]);
} .....
i f  (strcmp(argv[i],"-h")— 0) { 
fprintf(stderr,"Usage is :-\n");
fprintf(stdeir," convtopgm -n <number> cinfile >outfile\n"); 
lprintf(stderr,"or convtopgm -nl <number> -n2 number <infile >outfile\n"); 
exit(-l);
}
}
printf("P5\n"); 
printf("%d %d\n",nl,n2); 
printf("255\n");
for (i=0; i<nl; i++) 
for (j=0; j<n2; j++) {
/* fscanf(stdin,"%d %d %f %f\n",&dum,&dum,&pixel_value[i][j],&dumf); */
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fscanf(stdm,"%f\n",&pixel_value[i][j]); 
i f  (pixel_value[i][fl > max) max =  pixel_value[i][j]; 
i f  (pixel_value[i][j] <  min) min =  pixel_value[i][j];
}
range = 255/(max-min);
for (i=0; i<nl; i++) 
for (j=0; j<n2; j++)
putc((pixel_value[i][j]-mm)*range,stdout);
}
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Appendix D.1 : Tomographic data of water at several XRF
energies.
[fsnwb.fbp]
0 20 40 60 100 120 140
(a)Sn(Kp)
H =  0 .0360  ±0 .0041  m m '1
[fsnwa.fbp]
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
A
J j j y W - ....60 00 120 10
(b) Sn (Ka) 
ju  =  0 .0473 ±0 .0 03 2  m m '1
cad 329
[togw b.xli, 2S.10.1M t] [fagwb.fbp]
120 140
0 20 40 00 80 100 120 140
[fmow b.xls, 29.10.1999]
(c)Ag (Kp)
/i=  0.0438 ±0.0038 mm'1
[fagwa.fbp]
(d) Ag (Ka) 
ju= 0.0636 ±0.0032 mm'1
[fmowb.fbp]
(e) Mo (Kp) 
ju= 0.0781 ±0.0054 mm'1
cad 330
[fmowa.xls, 29.10.1999] [fmowa.fbp]
[fM w aljcIs, 11.11.1999]
100000 . 
90000
70000
(f) Mo (Ka)
M= 0.1067 ±0.0030 mm-1
[fM w al.fbp]
(g) Se (K<x) 
ju= 0.3667 ±0.0051 mm'1
cad 331
Appendix D.2 : Tomographic data of ED1S (dry) sample at
several XRF energies.
[fsn1db.xls, 27.10.1999] [fsn ldb .fbp]
iW A A A A /v W
20 X  40 50 60 70 80 90
[fsn1da.xls, 27.10.1999]
(a)Sn(Kp) 
/u = 0.0304 ±0.0033 mm 1
[fsn lda .fbp]
v W iM A A /V V
' ?«.
}"
|  0 02
] j \ h
10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9
| 0.01 
| 0.00 JU M  v , S 90 ' W  ® ®80 s
[fag1db.xls, 27.10.1999]
jM A / W \ Z w v /'
(b) Sn (K«)
H = 0.0424 ±0.0025 mm'1
[fag ldb .fbp]
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[fag1da.xls, 27.10.1999]
O.C
—. o.c 
I  o.c 
|  o.c 
I  o.c
jo,
3  O.C
0 10 20 X  40 50 60 70 80 90
M a  point
(c)Ag (Kp) 
fi=  0.0216 ±0.0045 mm'1
[fag lda.fbp]
Ptsat no.
(d)Ag(Ka)
/j. — 0.0503 ±0.0046 mm’1
[fm oldb.fbp]
Ptxai no.
(e) Mo (Kp)
//=  0.0654 ±0.0050 mm'1
cad 333
!
[fm olda.fbp][fmo1da.xls, 28.10.1999]
(f) Mo (K*) 
0.0780 ±0.0024 m m 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 0 0 9 0
Data point
[fseldb .fbp]
(g) Se (Kp)
/u= 0.1696 ±0.0054 mm'1
[fM lda.x ls, 28.10.1999]
10 20 30 40 60 70 60
[fM lda.fbp]
cad
[fcu1da.xls, 28.10.1999]
I
(h) Se (Ka)
M  =  0 .2286  ±0 .0 05 7  m m '1
[fcu lda.fbp]
(i) Cu (K«) 
ju  =  0 .2899  ±0 .0 21 2  m m '1
cad 335
Appendix D.3 : Tomographic data of ED1S (fully hydrated in
water) at several XRF energies.
[fsn1w b.xls, 03.11.1999] [fsnlw b.fbp]
[fsn1wa.xls, 03.11.1999]
(a)Sn(Kp) 
//=  0.0292 ±0.0021 mm'1
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 2)0
C ttapoM
[fsnlw a.fbp]
(b) Sn (Ka)
/u= 0.0449 ±0.0026 mm'1
[faglw a.fbp]
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
cad 336
[fmo1wb.xl«, 0S.11.1MS]
[fmo1wa.xls, 04.11.1999]
(c)Ag(Ko)
H= 0.0576 ±0.0022 mm'1
[fm olw b.fbp]
(d) Mo (Kp)
// = 0.0746 ±0.0029 mm'1
[fm olw a.fbp]
(e) Mo (Ka) 
ju= 0.0990 ±0.0025 mm'1
cad 337
Appendix D.4 : Tomographic data of ED4C (dry) at several
XRF energies.
[fsn4db.xls, 27.10.1999] [fsn4db.fbp]
I V V W i A / V W
60 70 80 90
C orrected [fsn4da.xls, 27101999]
w w w w w
0 10 20 30 40 70 80 90
(a) Sn (Kp)
H = 0.0331 ±0.0037 mm'
[fsn4da.fbp]
[fag4db.xls, 27.10.1999]
V W A M M / y
SO 80 70 80 90
(b) Sn (Ko) 
fj. = 0.0423 ±0.0030 mm-'
[fag4db.fbp]
cad 338
[fag4dajc!s, 27.10.1999]
o.c 
o.t
i «
|  o.t
1
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0
Data point
70 80 90
(c) Ag (Kp)
H = 0.0256 ±0.0023 mm 1
[fag4da.fbp]
(d)Ag (Kq)
/j = 0.0502 ±0.0028 mm'1
[fmo4db.fbp]
(e) Mo (Kp) 
fj = 0.0596 ±0.0046 m m 1
[fmo4da.fbp]
A A rt aA "
cad 339
[fM 4db.«ls. 2S.10.1MS]
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0
CM* point
[fse4da.xls, 28.10.1999]
DalapoM
(f) MO (Ka)
// = 0.0799 ±0.0025 m m 1
[fse4db.fbp]
(g) Se (Kp) 
ju = 0.1718 ±0.0058 mm'1
[fse4da.fbp]
(h)Se(Ko) 
f i = 0.2173 ±0.0043 mm1
cad
[fcu4da.xls, 28.10.1999]
6000
4000
2000
o jjsse_*s e —S E —S E —S E —S E —S E —S E —S r .  J l .
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Date point
[fcu4da.fbp]
(i) CU (K«)
// = 0.2833 ±0.0249 mm'1
cad 341
Appendix D.5 : Tomographic data of ED4C (fully hydrated in
water) at several XRF energies.
fsn4w b.xls, 03.11.1999] [fsn4wb.fbp]
[fsn4w a.xls, 03.11.1999]
(a)Sn(Kp)
/u= 0.0317 ±0.0025 mm'1
[fsn4wa.fbp]
(b) Sn (K«)
//=  0.0435 +0.0027 mm'1
cad 342
i
[fag4wa.fbp]fag4w a.xls. 04.11.1999]
20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 180 200
Orta point
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 160 200
Data point
[fmo4wa.xls, 04.11.1999]
3500
3000
%
0 20 40 60 100 120 140 160 160 200
(c) Ag (Ka) 
ju = 0.0604 +0.0013 mm-'
[fmo4wb.fbp]
(d) Mo (Kp)
H= 0.0757 ±0.0031 m m 1
[fm©4wa.fbp]
cad 343
30000 
25000 
20000 
15000 
10000 
5000 
0
0 20 40 eo 80 100 120 140 180 180 200
Data point
[fs«4w a.xll, 05.11.1999]
V  41
(e) Mo (Ka) 
0.102 ±0.004 mm'1
[fs«4wa.(bp]
(f) Se (Ka)
0.3385 ±0.0102 nun'1
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Appendix E.1 : Histogram of pixels for the ED1S (dry) sample
images
bln 0.007 m m A-1 [fcu1dah.xls]
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Appendix E.2 : Histogram of pixels for the ED1S (fully
hydrated in water) sample images
bln 0.005 m m M  [fse1w a2h.xls]
d o' d o o o' o' o d b b e> (j
Linear attenuation coeff. (mmM)
(a)Se(Ka)
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Appendix E.3 : Histogram of pixels for the ED4C (dry) sample
images
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Appendix E.4 : Histogram of pixels for the ED4C (fully
hydrated in water) sample images
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Appendix E.5 : Histogram of pixels for the water sample
images
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Appendix E.6 : Histogram of pixels for the normal breast 
tissue sample images
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Appendix E.7 : Histogram of pixels for the abnormal breast
tissue #1 (Gy15) sample images
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Appendix E.8 : Histogram of pixels for the abnormal breast
tissue #2 (Gy77) sample images
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